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PROMINENT DIVINE DEAD.

A REMARKABLE TRIAL,

“

Rev. Wm.

NOT EXPENSIVE.
Imerica’s Most Famous Criminal,
Dr. Holmes.

In the wakeful watches of the night, when your
mind is atrociously alert, it will occur to you that your
Hall Furniture is really much below the social standard.
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Writing Tablets 5o
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Ladies’ Skirts.
Moreon

Silk,

OF

j

Despite his long and sleepless night he
ookod fresh and bright, and while waitng for tho district attorney to come in,
A
ib chatted with
the court officers.
mall deal table, with foolscap and pens
ind ink, was in front of him. He busied
that
limself reading a morning paper

footsteps of
merchants, we’d sell these
516 CONGRESS ST.
goods, bought by us before the adoccupied by X. John Little & Co.
Formerly
vance in
prices—at a good round
if
is
store
nothing,
profit. But this
not original, therefore we leave the
SPECIAL. NOTICES.
beaten path and sell you the following Blankets, for less than the maker’s price—one third and a quarter
under the regular prices. These lots
cannot be duplicated. Not before
AND
during this season have so attractive

■

FOSTER'S”
Forest City DYE HOUSE,

These are not the

See

Steam

69c.

cheap quality being
actually

sold for less money, but are
worth 87 l-2c.

Carpet Beating

MACHINES,

Opp. Preble House.

13 Preble St.

Send large parcels by express, Feathers, Gloves, Laces, &c. by mail, Car93c.
pets and Beds by freight.
10-4 Scotch Grey
Blankets—weighing
Telephone connection.
*1.25.
4 lbs.
11- 4 size—weighing 5 lbs.
$1.50. 1C10R SALE—In Cape Elizabeth, on the
line of the proposed electric railroad,
12- 4 size—weighing 6 lbs.
$1.75.
cottage of seven roo s. stable, good well o’
10- 4 Grey Wool Blankets,
$2.75. water and 10,00u leei of land. Also cottage
inat low prices. Now is the lime to
11- 4 Grey Wool Blankets,
$3.50. lots
A. P. WELCH, 93 Exchange street.
vest.
23-1
10- 4 white extra heavy Blankets,
$1.19.
11- 4 w" ite Blankets, 69c, 9hc aud
$1.25 pair.
11-4 white wool
$2.50,
Blankets,
2.9S 3.43, anti 3.93, up to 6.50
or at least quite frequently
pair.
11- 4 Silver

Grey Blanket—full

size at

■

|

EVERY DAY

yon want some little unusual
article from a pharmacy.

Only a few pairs left of those 12-4
White Wool Blankets—not damaged,
but slightly soiled, $5.00 quality for
$3.98

a

You try

and

don’t

find it.
The chances

are

ten

to

stock.
So much transient business
one

Comforters—no where in this city will
you find the assortment of Puffs and
at the

store, two,

one

perhaps three,

pair.

as

that it’s in our

makes it
to

White Store.

Comforters,
Pufi3 at 9Sr,
$1.25,
$i.39,
$a.69, $1.98 ami $2.48.
Down Puffs, $3.98, regular $5.00 qual-

ity-

necessary for

carry it.
Our prices

able

on

are

us

reason-

all things.

H. H. HAY &

Silk Puffs, $19.09.

SON,

262 Middle Street.
Kid Gloves.

THE WEATHER

Glace Kid Gloves, in tans and
browns, with black and also self oolor

4 Button

gggsnrehing

on

ity, Siic pair.

Fair and

Cooler,

Boston, October 29.—Local foreoast for
back,a regular 51.00 qual- Wednesday: Fair; slightly cooler; west
winds.
Local Weather

Muslin Underwear.

Report.

Portland,

Ladios’
Drawers with Hamburg ruffle,
29e pair.
Ladies’
plain Drawers, deep hem with
fine
tucks above, splendid quality,
25c pair.
Ladies’ Long
Skirts, with deep cambric ruffle, tucks above, 50o each.

October 29 —The
local
weather Bureau office records as to the
weather are the following:
8 a. m. —Barometer, 30.120; theremometor, 37.0; dew point, 27.0; humidity, 66.0;

wind,

SW; velocity, 6;

weather, cloudy.

8 p. m. —Barometer, 30.161; thermometer,

39.1; dew point, 28.0; humidity,
63.0;
wind, SW; velocity, 4; weather, cloudy.
Mean daily thermometer, 39.0; maxiA fine line of Empire Gowns, Umbrella mum thermometer, 48.0; minimum therand Drawers, Short Skirts, mometer, 30.0; maximum velooity
Skirts
of
wind, 12, SW; total precipitation, 0.
Chemises and Corset Covers.
Furs, Scarfs, in mink and seal, marton,
Norwegian Ship Ashore.
opossum, Thibet anil coney.
St.
N. B., October 29.—The
John,
and
in
Fur
edges
trimmings in band
Norwegian ship Reciprocity, Dublin for
St. John, went ashore Monday night one
large assortment.
Feather
Trimmings with and without mile east of Musquash ilght during the
thick weather. There was a heavy roll on
jet headings.
and the vessel thumped
hard on
the
Laces.
Valenciennes edges in
black, beach. Latest reports
is
say that she
white and butter color. Insertions breaking up.
Her mainmast is
gone.
The crew are standing by her.
A tug
to match.
All widths.
Laee in cream, butter and
Trimming
black, bands and insertions. Torchon
laee s from 5c to 75c yard.
50

Engraved Visiting

Cards

and

Plate

for *J8c.

Hair Brushes.
A

good siz d Hair Brush, the Florence
goods, warranted genuine bristle,only
17c each.
values at 25c, 39c, 50c.
warranted nor. to come out

Splendid

cleuised

Coal Strike

Department.

Puro Linen Tray Clot! s, hemstitched! two
inches lirm, stamped, 19c each.

Holmes’s latest wife is known, had seen
die prisoner this morning before be was
irought into court. What took place at
the
his interview is known only to
prisoner and the woman whom he deceived into marrying him.
Jeannette
Pietzel, or as she was
the
in
known
family,
familiarly
the
'Dessie,
daughter of the dead
witness.
first
as
the
called
was
Pietzel,
She is a girl of about fifteen or sixteen
comrears of age and seemed perfectly
posed as she took the oath.
was asked
any
Before the witness
questions, Holmes arose and asked the
further
■nun that he be granted some
privileges in the way of books, etc., to
He also
enable him to conduot his case.
complained of the lack of a lawyer,
whereupon Mr. Graham interrupted him
and said that he had held a consultation
Shoemaker,
with his former attorney,
this morning.
seen
Holmes replied that lie had only
Shoemaker for about three minutes and
•he same amount of time had only been
his
nlowed him in his interview with
wife. He asked and was granted
per
the
reee3s
his
wife
to
see
mission
during
)f court today. Thou Dossie Pietzel was
examined. Her only testimony was the
identification of a large crayon portait of
Pietzel as that of her father.
irrelevant
asked her some
Holmes
seemingly
questions about the picture,
nore for appearance sake than
anything
excused.
was
the
jlse. Then
girl
man who discovered
the
Smith,
Eugene
acquainPiotzel’s body, testified to his
tance with Pietzel, whom ho knew under
Smith.
of
;he name
Perry
The witness occasionally refreshed his
he
nemory by referring to some notes
iad.
court
and
the
this
to
Holmes objected
sustained this objection.
Smith told of finding Pietzel’s body up$i(50
,n which the only thing found was
Smith recognized Holmes as
n money.
lie man whom he once saw at Piotzel’s
xhumation for the purpose
inuse at the
Holmes offered $30 to
if identification.
lave the corpse cremated.
Holmes then beg in his eross-examina- |
While Holmes was crossiion of Smith.
ixamining the witness District Attorney
Sraham carelessly placed the large crayon
if Pieztel upon the table directly before
;ho prisoner. The sight did not have the
desired effect.
questions
Holimos asked Smith many
ind consumed much time.
The evident purpose oi noimes m astvwhat
ng these questions was to sustain
defence,
will undoutedly t>e his line of
suicide
while
committed
fiotzel
hat

Irunb.

Holmes asked to be allowed to use the
taken by the court stenographer,
After
Put Judge Arnold cur ly refused.
cross-examination of an hour In which
smith’s testimony was not changed by
Holmes, the witness was dismissed.
Holmes next asked the court that all
from
tho room
witnesses be excluded
while not testifying. Mr. Graham was
willing that all witnesses he excluded
whose testimony would have any bearing
the court
m the matter that was before
With a covert sneer but
it the moment.
smooth voice the prisoner inquired of
or whether
Mr. Graham was the judge
had
been
judge Arnold, and that hesince
the trial
wondering which was,ever
uegan. This question nettled Mr. Graham
then
ind he replied rather warmly and
Then
Judge Arnold denied the motion.
Mr.
;ho prisoner was forced to accept
jrahara’s offer and tho witnesses who
of
the
the
body
finding
were present at
ind its exhumation loft the room.
Ur. Williams Scott, the physician who
the body was found,
was called when
testified to what was in the room and the
Before
in ivliioh tho body was.
notes

position

Continued

on

Second

Page.

Wthe world
0331 BEAUTY

t’rohfcbie.

October
Mass.,
29.—Coal
Lynn,
Handlers’ Uuion, No. 4465, Knights of
Labor, held a meeting this evening at
which the answer from the coal dealers
and wharf owners to the unions demand
for nine hours a day at present wages of
$2 was received. The answer was a flat
The
sentiment
refusal'of the demand.
the
of the meeting favors a strike, but
leaders oouncileU against hasty
action,
and the strike was not ordered.
Russia.

October
29. —Seoretary
a warrant for the surRussian
the
authorities of Ivan
render to
held in Now York^for alleged
Rihitcki,
larceny and forgery. Rihitcki is charged
some
horses and forging
with stealing
documents in connection with the mattec
Wa

liington,

Olney todav issued

Will Be

Asked

IS

SUPREME

skin puriNot only is it the most effective world,
but
m the
fying and beautifying soap
it is the purest, sweetest, and most refreshing
at the
It
strikes
and
nursery
bath,
hair, and
cause of bad complexions, falling
simidebabv blemishes, viz.: the Clogged,
Pore.
Inflamed, Overworked, or Sluggish
Sold throughout the world. British depot:
ItowBurJ,
2 or ton. U.S.a.
Innim- rmui nuuo & cm*. Coir.,

for*toilet

a

Foreign Am

Lord”

A Survivor of the “Harry
Picked Up at Sea.

Baron Fava
Criminal

Prosecutes

diet for tile

Washington,

to

HE WAS ADRIFT

ON A

Tidings

of tlie Fate of the

Crew—The

lienj. F.

Uescued
Weeks

Perished with

a

for
ter-

Baron,
October

29.—The

trial of

power, was held in the local courts today when Celso Caear Moreno was called
upon to plead to an indictment charging
him with uttering a criminal libel upon

Captain

and

Name

Is

Man’s

and

Italian

the first case in the United States of alPIECE OF leged libel of an ambassador of a foreign

WRECKAGE.

No

au

Libel—Jury Returned

He Was

Nearly

Cold and Hunger—Came

Being .Eaten by Sharks.

Baron de Fava,ambassador to the United
Moreno is a wellStates from Italy.
known Italian agitator, who was once, for
nearly 4 hours, primo minister of King

Kalakaua of Hawaii.

The indictment was based on an article
in a newspaper
maroh
Now York, October 89.—Oapt. Hopkins published last
of the sohoonor Star of the Sea of Boston, called the Colored American, printed in
city, whicli artioie was signed by
which arrived this morning from Chis- this
holm Island, S. O., reports that on the Moreno, charged that Barn de Fava was
morning of October 25, be sighted a piece corruptiv interested in the maintenance
movement. The writer says:
his trunk and left Fort
a
made a priest.
Ho served
year as
of wreckage which appeared to be the of an infamous padrone system in this
“The Armenians of the city have not promptly packed
as
assistant minister in St.Andrews church,
stationed
been
had
Hobinson, whore he
On a oloser in- country,
and while pretending to be
top of a vossel’s house.
Philadelphia, and in the autumn of 1859 returned to business, and the Armenian a Captain in the Ninth Cavalry.
Galata
of the wreck ho observed a man working for its abolishment, was secretwent abroad.
At Rome be founded the churches of Koumkapoou, Pera,
spection
His
Lincoln society rose to greet him.
American Episcopal church served as the aud
a coat to
ly conniving with various Italian consuls
Hasskeny have remained fuil ol bronzed face, soldiery bearing, brass standing on the Jiiouse waiving
churoh’s first rector. He was rector of St.
Ho altered the ship’s in the cities in the United .States for its
These
attract attention.
riot.
people
John’s church, Havre de Grace, Mary- refuges over since the
his
down
eontinuanco.
buttons, and the yellow stripes
In the general are quite largely armed, and many of
course,bore down towards the wreck,then
land, from 1803 till 1806.
Moreno’s counsel, in his statement to
uniform all endeared him to the fashionlnuuolied a'small boat in charge of two the jury, said his client had no personal
convention, 1865, Dr. Langdon brought them are revolutionists who escaped from
his
to
shake
reable
a
He
was
Catholic
set.
able
of
Italian
lion,
tho
forward
subject
tho police while the police were engaged
against Baron de
seamen, who succeeded in rescuing the malice or prejudice
And
form and was appointed a member of the
hear.
so all could
and
Moreno had done nothing
The mane and growl
in attacking
innocent
occupant of the heating house and Fava, threatened or attacked
people.
joint committee sent to Italy in this bethe peace,
button.
which
liim on board.Ho was in a dazed
ordorod and then he lost that suspender
half in January, 1867. He remained until government has repeatedly
order of the community. The
or good
had brought
which
ot
the
organizations
instrument
and
Among
beas
agent
1875, acting
condition and it required sometime
no
entreated them to leave the churches aud
defense offered
testimony, and tiie
most courteously
the intercourse between the bishops and
treated the soldier
The
disperse, but they have refused to do so was the Pleasant Home club. And among fore he was able to give an account of jury returned a verdict of guilty
clergy of the Church of England and the because
from $1000
they could not be sure that they its members none had been more forward himself. Finally he gave his name as amount of bail was increased
American church, and those members of
of
result
the
to
$3000 pending
application
reform. would not bo killed instantly on leaving in greeting the recent military
arrivals Benjamin F. Weeks and stated that ho
the Latin churches inolined to
for a new trial.
refuge. Their presence armed in than its president, Mattson Baldwin, a
active in
bringing their
He was especially
to the schooner Harry S. Lord,
menace
a constant
the
churches
has
been
belonged
“Old
man of wealth, the proprietor of the leadabout the relations between the
PLEADING FOR DURRANT.
Captain Kimball,
He to the peace of the city, for the Turkish
Jr., of Bath, Me.,
tailor shop of the city,
Catholics,” and American Bishops.
rabble have repeatedly demanded to be ing
of
of
the
Dootor
Divinity
What more natural when that suspender from Cape Hayti for New York with a
received
degree
g
these
since
Dickinson
Gen.
Argues for the Young
He allowed to “finish” tnem,
button came off and Mrs. Guilfoyle was cargo of logwood.
in 1874 from Gambier oollege, Ohio.
The government
men are really rebels.
the gallant Captain to
for
than
far
Student.
Medical
qvvay
accepted the rectorship of Christ Church,
off
and cut
The vessel sailed from the Cape OctoIn 1883 be decided to starve them out
fashionable
tailoring
walk into the
Cambridge, Mass., in 1876.
from the Koumkapoti church. It
weather
variable
supplies
and
ber
it
sewed
of
James’s
ohurch,
of
the
to
have
12,
experienced
St.
became rsctor
establishment
city
29.—Gen.
also ordered the families to leave all the
October
San
Francisco,
he with
Bedford, Pa., where he resided until he houses in that region, moved in troops, on while be waited. Naturally, too,
heavy seas which caused her to
behis address in
concluded
Dr. Langdon pubDickinson
the
came to Providence.
was
hospitable
proprietor,
she
by
greeted
so
that
The
sprang
strain badly so much
and prepared for a desperate fight.
lished various works, some of wliioh are
He went
whom Captain Guilfoyle had last soen in
of Durrant this morning.
expectation was that the Armenians all the glory of an evening suit made to aleak. On October 25 owing to tho heavy half
uuuoi- tuo
over all the ground again and in addition
-.3__
Lin
sknn mill
liiu no 1'anll fll
puiiga ui uuugoi
But the embassies rerush for escape.
attacked Pawnbroker Oppenheim, stating
in
the
started
mazy
her
which
wheeling
sea
struck
Court Adjourns in Bangor.
A heavy
supervision,
as
monstrated against these measures,
that nnmnnt hn.fi niDTIOV /LTIfl
f.hfirn WHS
measures of tbo winsome waltz.
soon broke adrift
after house. It
the
threatening to bring on another reign of
at
[SPECIAL TO THE PRESS.]
If Captain Guilfoyl had stopped
a ring; that
his
for
bo
pawning
the
necessity
Accordingly
terror throughout
city.
have been well. But meet- and floated away from tho vessel. Weeks
38. —The October the government relieved the
October
strain by that all might
Bangor,
he would have been a fool to have taken
ing a brilliant young woman of fashion jumped ou top of tho house preparing to
term of the Supreme Court closed today allowing provisions to be carried into the the other evening he confided his troubles
such chances, and thus direct suspicion
of
his
chances
by
up
take
being picked
church. Then the embassies of the six
He was so embarrassed, he said,
after a very busy term of 38 days.
to hor.
The speaker paid some
rather than remain against himself.
Powers were asked by the Porte to use
office
per- some passing vessel,
and
women witnesses
Twonty-ono verdiots were taken, there their good offices to load the Armenians at going in to have a humbleof au accomThe house floated in the attention to the
on the wreck.
in
the
meet
to
formed
guise
having been no disagreements in rny to leave the churches and go home, the modating tailor a person who pretended vicinity of the wreck till the next day declared they were unreliable and certainrewhat it has hitherto
case. The work begun on the second day, Porte giving,
him. He was when they lost sight of each other. Weeks ly mistaken as to the evidence they had
be to social acquaintance with
shall
one
fused. a promise that no
without food and water, and after
was
and there^wag no idle day until the close molested as he leaves the church.
The testimony adduced at the
The sure lie added, that when Mrs. Guilfoyle
for 24 hours despaired of given.
in Lincoln she would teach him being adrift
of the terra.
embassies are engaged in
negotiations arrived
Sharks surrounded trial has been purely circumstantial, he
he
ever being rescued.
Mrs.
concluded,
his
Guilfoyle,
place.
that
Fifty-two divorce cases were heard. In with the Armenians, and it is hoped have was not in tho habit of meeting trades him, but he managed to beat them off said, and furthermore two persons must
The Armenians
the danger is over
with his coat, which with tho shirt he have committed the crime, Currant being
51 cases decrees were entered, and.in two
Turks, people.
hitherto refused to believe the
On
When that remark had been duly re- wore, was all tho clothiug he had.
it alone.
decrees were denied.
the ambassadors
and have said that if
the physically incapable of doing
peated and ventilated and Hung out to the morning of the 25th he sighted
Judge and Mrs. Haskell will leave here will give a guarantee of .safety, they will the breezes of heaven it would have been schooner and was rescued. Weeks could The counsel conoluded by hoping the jury
has
to their homes.
Hasskeuy
if he had give no account of his vessel’s shipmates. would restore Durrant to his family and
tomorrow en route for Portland, driving disperse
From better for Captain Guilfoylo
the aspect of a deserted village.
Hopkins stated that when he pursuits.
that suspender button on himself
Capt.
across the country in their private team. one house I saw the
people send a little sewed
The ploked up Weeks from tho wreck he obin tho privacy of his apartment.
girl of ten to the fountain to get some Pleasant
miles astern. She had
rose
a
steamer
served
BOLD BURGLARY.
Home club men and women
the
A Sad Fatality.
water. The whole family and all
its apparently changed her course several
resent the insult to
to watch as one person to
the
windows
to
came
had fallen
neighbors
in
ail
inprobability
its
and
withdraw
to
39.—Last
It
evedecided
times,
October
West Peru, Me.,
president.
The Post Ofllce at Steep Falls Entered and
lest some harm befall her, and the child
to the warrior. Then somebody in with the waterlogged schooner and
out and got the water and ran back vitations
ning, Kenney Sillman and Eddie Small
Robbed,
orew.
off
her
said tho solider did not intend to accept taken
for skunks.
They as if in danger of punishment if caught. them anyway, it was decided not to.
Were out hunting
LATEK.
intense
terror inspired by
the
shows
This
started for homo with locked arras, when
Mattson Baldwin, the president-tailor,
[special to the press.]
recent events.
and
Guilfoyle, IJ. S. A.,
Benjamin E. Weeks, tho shipwrecked
Small stumbled, hitting the hammer of
“It. was very
astonishing that the met Captain
Steep Falls, October 29.—There was a
Baldto apologize.
him
Captain
besaid
asked
He
here
landed
the
today.
resist
and
to
sailor,
discharing the Turks were so foolish as
his gun against a rock
dayhis
bold burglary at this place before
win said he was sorry he had hurt
and a orew of six,
Kimball
effort of the Armenians to present their
to go further in the sides Capt.
gun, its whole oharge entering the lung
this morning. Burglars forced the
It was feelings, but declined
light
Porto.
the
Sublime
to
named
Bryant
his suspender there were two passengers
of iStilman, who lived only about half an petition to the usage of the country to matter whether he had
front door of the post ollico and cleaned
contrary
in and Jacks
sewed on in the best place
of Now York on board the
hour.
do so, and could only be explained by a buttons
out
everything in the office of value extown or not.
Lord. The schooner after becoming water
willwful act of hostility to the Armenians
The exact value
So as a last resort the Pleasant Home
cept a few postal cards.
the
broken
unless the Armenians had
ends
Bath is Happy.
on
beams
her
went
to logged
and decided
of the booty is not known, yet, but it is
attacked them, club met this evening
before the Turks
peace
blew
the
tho third day the vessel
up,
On
letter to tho Honorable
[special to the press.]
When the Brand Yizie write a long
which is denied.
upwards of 860.
Guil- and her deck and
the Secretary of War, and have Captain
top of tho deck house
Sultan that
where
he
could
Bath. Ootober 39.—After waiting many Said Pasha told thetake
some
to
exiled
spot
and asked foyle
rose 30 feet
as to
ventilator
a
demonstration
with
attached,
place
BRIDGE JUMPER CALLAHAN’S BODY.
men who handle more
of this city will
years the business men
for his will, the Sultan committed the properly appreciate
air and fell about 20 feet to leebuttons every day of his life in the
boat
connecthe
suspender
and
Yizie
be made happy
by having
matter to the Grand
Held
swam to tho deck house An Inquest on the Remains Will Be
ward. Weeks
than the Captain ever saw.
during the winter Minister of the Interior to arrange totions with Boston
bofore
Jack
Next Saturday.
and
voredrowned
and
them
full
They
Bryant
powers.
gether,
giving
montha President James B. Drake of
MANY SHIPS OVERDUEdecided to allow the petitioners to present
his eyes. At daylight on the 24th Weeks
Company an- their grievance, merely taking the prethe Kennebec Steamboat
28.—
Lord some distance away, her
saw the
Poughkeepis, N. Y., October
sehas
his
in
the
that
have
to
caution
neighbor- Vessels Worth Sti,000,000 and Carrying stern
company
nounced today
troops
sticking Jout of water and three- The remains of Patrick King Callahan,
to
as
so
but
of
out
posted
after
Deand
sight,
hood,
cured a propeller steamer
quarter of the whole length forward be- the plucky but unfortunate bridge jumper
150 People Missing.
any
surprise, in case the
prevent
Waves were breaking
ing submerged.
cember will make two trips each way per- Armenians should prove to be
riotous.
from Highland to
high and on tho top oi the deck house he were removed today
week between Bath and Boston, taking All was ready and the Grand Vizie was
imOctober 38.—The list of saw distinctly
throe of his comrades Clintondale.
Coroner Hasbrouck
San
Francisco,
roceive
to
for
Porte
the
Kennebec
out
steamer
of
the
just sotting
the
place
to the stern of the schoonremains
the
a jury and viewed
informed missing and overdue ships is increasing. still olingiDg'
he was
when
the
paneled
Armenians,
men
these
Weeks said he thought
er.
which will D6 nauieu on.
The inquest will be held
by the Sultan that he (the Sultan) had The Lord Brasssey, eighty-one days out must have gone down with the wreck of this morning.
and
decided against the demonstration
from Hong Kong for Frisco, is rein- the schooner an ho believed he was the at Doan’s Hotel, Highland, Saturday, at
hiirl
nrrlftVftrl his trOODS to resist
Fire at North Jay.
of his state- 1
The rest
Other vessels con- only
cent.
survivor.
issued for
Armenians sured at 15 per
p. in. and subpoenas will be
and disperse any groups of
North Jay, October 39.—About 6.301
the ment graphically describes his sufferings all Who took
are
in the affair.
part
that might appear. So the whole respon- cerning whioh there is anxiety
rescued.
o’clock Monday evening fire was discov- sibility for the carnage falls upon that Lady Lawrence, from New Castle for before being
for
Mr.
Callahan died alone except
ered in the barn on a farm near North foolish dooision to override the plans of Valparaiso, on which 55 per cent reinrf the hotel to which he
WELL.
proprietor
ALL
Dean,
the ministers. We have very serious news
a
and
Jay village, known as the Conant farm, from
his wife
Nobbledurl,
and
The surance has been paid; the
was removed,
Aintah, Marsh and Had jin.
owned by Niles Bros., and oooupied by Armenian Hunchagists in those regions New Castle for Tocopilla, 75 por cent; the
stnuimr.
If the body is not claimed it
All are said to be intending to rise in force.
From a
quarry.
some workmen upon the
will be buried at Mr. Dean s expense.
Soudan, Cardiff for aCllao, 30 per oent, News Brought by Carrier Pigeon
intend to make direct
Much sympathy is expressed here for
Happening on
the buildings were consumed, consisting The Hunchagists
for London,
Bath Ship—A Peculiar
Melbourne
the
and
Timura,
when tiiey
attack on the missionaries
the unlucky Callahan. He was so plucky
of two barnes, ell and house, together rise. But
cent.
this
attack
Atlantic.
the
make
36
consult
to
the
intend
they
per
that corouer says he will
of
with hay, farming tools and a portion
in Turkish dress, so that tho blame may g The vessels in whioh tho San FrancisDistrict Attorney of Ulster county before
of
Star
The be laid on the Turks.
The situation is cans are most interested are the
what line of examination to
the household goods were burned.
Bath, October 29.— The following note determining
Spencer, which are
bad. We have trustworthy reports from Austria and Lord
at the inquest.
was
wind was blowing a gale and the air
Arthur Sewall & Go., of follow
these
received
and
to
was
as
by
as
direclost,
in
the
same
considered
good
all the region looking
full of fire for half a mile, oatching upon tion. Mr. Terrell has telegraphed home have been added the Earl of
Hopetoun, this city a short time since iu rather a
Temperance Men Excited.
which 40
and endanger- that
per
combustible
ships, not one ship, ought to he sent Tatoosh tor Adelaide, on
everything
curious manner.
for
the
has cent is offered;
[special to the press.]
Nordlysol. Clyde
in the village. It was out to romaiu on the coast, and
the
ship
It seems that tho crew of
ing the building
committee
called the attention of tho Porte to San Francisco, 30 per cent and Casadena,
October 29.—A
again
the
that
Lewiston,
for
Sau
cent. Henry Villard, from Newcastle
only through persistent fighting
the Clyde for San Francisco, 20 per
to protect
the need of vigilance
saved.
representing a local temperance organizabeen Those two are good risks.
The question has
in charge of Captain F. W.
missionaries.
building of S. R. La land were
Francisco,
at the office o
On board those of the overdue fleet for
laised whether tho missionaries
while tion. called this afternoon
ought
cue day
feel Patten, were surprised
cause
to
no real
of
demanded
not to send the women and children to the which there i=
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the
cf
alightcoast
England by
coast
But this question can only lie anxious are about 150 men and officers. near tljo
and
Immediate
Bateman an
Editor
busithere
of
a
carrier
29.—Lewiston
for
which
pigeon.
Lewiston. October
In any case the On board vessels overdue
deoided on the ground.
ing on board the ship
merchants’ week risk of travel now, and tho lack of is cause for some but not serious anxiety The captain wrote the note and tucked unqualified retraction of some criticism
ness men inaugurated
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their course in enforcing
alt
about
many
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of
in
aro
at the coast weighs
it under the wing of the bird with the re- regarding
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hand
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no
into
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for
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there
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quest
seems probable that the reform
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property
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Altogether
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line display.
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fleet is valued at about 86,000,000 includordeiecl out of the office.
improving.
Maino, U. S. A.
floats and|teams, with three bands.
ing values of ships and cargoes.
The Latest From Constantinople.
will
exhibit
France
and
in
Frof.
dead
Myers
bird
The
Wednesday
dropped
A Train Delayed.
Tlie I.ead Pencil Market,
to stay in
some
Constantinople, October 29—The official
the epistie fell into the liaudii of
his flying maohine, intending
to the press.]
account of tho troubles betweou Moslems
States
[special
2!).—United
half.
a
October
and
hour
Thursday
"Washington,
By
the air an
people who were unable to read it.
and Armenians at Marash, accuses the
whoLisbon Falls, October 29.—A oar loaded
quotes Ernest Faber, the a curious ohain of circumstances,
and Frioutrages Consul Stephen
there will be a grand barbeoue,
latter of murders and other
the condition ever it was at last forwarded to
our
tho pencil maker, as deploring
Several of
with pulp was derailed here this after20.
and
October 24
day another exhibition of;the skycycle.
of tho lead pencil industry in Germany. famous shipbuilding firm.
The followhere
were arrested with weapons
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noon delaying all trains between
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destrucMaine
barbarous
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Central
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of
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Mussulman
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swamped tho Britith
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very
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the
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many strangers making altogether
ship and liberated
gendarmes at Marish, was sent to enquire
on tho coast of England, August 21st, ’95.
lively week.
into the matter. While returning he aud pencils.__
all
to
Arthur
well
“Pease
report
The Constitutional Convention.
his companions and escort were attacked
Sewall & Co., Bath, Me., U. S. A., and
by 2000 rioters headed by an Armenian
Spaniards Indignant.
Columbia, S. C., October 29.—After a state circumstances.
the
five of
or
commander and four
and
all
last
through
re29.—The
evening
the light lasting
(Signed) E. W. PATTEN, Master.”
Key West, Fla., October
gendarmes were killed. Agitation on
in the
is
at present
The epistle
and today’s session, tho constitutional concent celebration in the United States of Aleppo district and Gumuschdagh
Tho vention at 12.05 took a vote on the pro
possession of Mis. F. W, Patten of this
the anniversary of the first revolution in Kharpoot is ascribed to Armenians.
allow
woman suffrage with
to
indignation governor of Kharoot assisted by the position
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and 'edueational qualifications.
hold that
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for
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Minister.
Bad
Russian
foreign
Lobanoff-Rostovsky,
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minister, declaring that the report that a
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Yesterday’s proceedings.
District Attorney Graham announced
as
,o the court
that
Mrs. Howard,
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10- 4 Silver Grey Blankets

to find its way
through the
slit of h is cell that Holmes threw
limself on his cot.

o

other

values been offered in Blankets.

began

larrow

an hour and was up again
nd once more became busy writing until
old it was time to start for court.
Promptly at 10 o’clock the jury filed in-

BLANKETS.
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Ho filled sheet after sheet of foolshis cell
ap and the watchers outside of
loor, wondered whon he would seek some
est. It was only as tho first rays of the

;Ho slept only
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Throughout all last night in tho lonelitho county
aess of his cell in
prison,
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Pleasant Home Club

Providence, R. L, Ootober 29. Rev- TELLS
Bemove the Officer from the Military
OF THE TRUE STATE OF
OF Win.
Clianning Langdon, D. D., died in
Iustructorsliip,
this city this morning. He had a reputaAFFAIRS.
SUPREME NERVE.
tion that was international. He was born
Lincoln, Neb., October 20.—Capt. John
1831,
F. Guilfoyle, U. S. A., polite society in
in Burlington, Vt,, August 19,
Lincoln, and army etiquette are in a
graduated at Transylvania University at
of a
Be Conducts His Case Coolly and Displays the age of nineteen and was adjunot pro- The Amenian Trouble Was the Result
tangle, and the War Department will be
Reversal of the Sultans Decision—Fur- drawn into it at the first
Great Ability iu Cross Questioning— fessor of astrouomy and
ohemistry in
opportunity.
He Spelby Collego, Kentucky, in the oollego
Feared—Anxiety The Pleasant Home club, a social instituMedical Knowledge
ther Atrocities are
His
Willi
tion of repute, is about to demand Capt.
In May, 1851, he was apfor the Missionaries.
Probes the Experts—His Original Law- year of 1850.
assistant examiner
of United
pointed
Guilfoylo’s recall from his detail here as
the
Case.
lte-enter
yers
Boston, Octobor 29.— Additional and
States patent office, and was later ohief
military instructor at the Uuiversity of
received
been
even
have
letters
i!9.—Tho
second
significant
Philadelphia, October
of Nebraska.
examiner. In 1850 he entered upon the
It all came about through
resident in
day of the Holmes trial did not attract praotiee of patent law, but not long after- in Boston from an American
a suspender button.
leariy so great a crowd as yestorday as ward resulved to enter the ministry of Constanstinople awaKening apprehensions
About three weeks ago Capt. Guilfoyle
tho effect of a revolutionary
he public had learned they would not bo
1859 was concerning
the Episoopal church, and in
received his orders from Washington. He
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Tiie next witness called was Dr, Wm.
K. Mattern, the physician to the coroner.
Holmes
asked
the
court
that
Dr.
Mattern’s testimony be postponed until counsel hold a consultation with
the
tomorrow forenoon as he was an import- judge after which Dr. Aloorn was disant witness and he wanted plonty of time missed.
to examine him.
A crayon portrait of Alice Pietzel was
Graham objected and styled Holmes re- put in evidence to identify her by, and
when this was held up to view for the
quest “by play.”
Ur. Mattern was called to the
stand, iirst time a look of fear and shrinking
after
to
the
He gazed
and
Holmes’s face.
ek
over
cane
testifying
terior condition of the body, Ur. Mattern steadily at the portrait a moment and
said that 'the lungs were greatly con- then with an apparent effort withdrew
been his eyes., from it and made some remark
gested, indicating that death had
sudden. Half an ounce or more of chloro- about
to a court officer.
During Sir.
torm was round in tne stomacn. as mere Graham’s
examination of Dr. Alcord,
in the Holmes was in evident perturbation of
was no trace of irritation found
stomach, Dr. Mattern was of the opinion mina arm ms rener was oviuenr wnen
that the chloroform was injected into the Judge Arnold sustained
the objection
stomach after death.
The cause of death
bis counsel.
During the testimony of
of
was given by Dr. Mattern. as chloroform
tne subsequent witness Mr. Graham inpoisoning. He described the scene at the troduced a crayon of Holmes before he
exhumation of the body at the
Potter’s had grown a beard, and Mr. Kolane enfield and the active part taken in
the tered a vigorous protest against the proidentification by Holmes.
Dr. Mattern ceeding, claiming that it was done simphad no lancet with him, but when it was ly to influence the jury
commonwealth had
necessary to use one, Holmes produced
At this point the
one from h.is
pocket stripped the skin presented all its witnesses for identificafrom the ieg of the dead man to show an tion of
the body, and at & 50 the court
old wound.
adjourned until tomorrow.
Hanues then began to cross examine
Di;, Mattern.
GHASTLY EVIDENCE.
Tho Doctor was asked the color of
Tales in
Pietzel’s mustache and hair and replied The Stove That Tells Such Bard
that the former was reddish
and
the
the Case.
latter dark brown.
At the request
of
Philadelphia. October 29 —A seemingly
Holmes, the court directed Dr. Mattern
to read notes he took of the description of
unimportant piece of evidence, but which
the body at the time he held the inquest.
will be the most horrifying and ghastly
As Dr. Mattern read the notes Holmes
aftercopied them. Holmes subjected the wit- in the trial, arrived here yesterday
ness to a long technical examination up- noon.
It arrived at Broad Street Station
on the condition of the stomach and brain
from Indianapolis. It consisted of two
would be in after chloroform poisoning
of which contained an inand excesses in alcoholic
Dr. large cases, one
liquors.
The contents of
Mattern could not say from the condition nocent looking stove.
the body was in whether chloroform in the other, however,
in
are shrouded
the stomach was injeoted hypodermically
the
and are guarded with all
mystery
or forced down the throat.
commanded by man.
care that can be
Holmes asked Dr. Matten if he had not
Assistant District Attorney Barlow re
made a report to the coroner that death
disclose tho contents of the
fused to
was due to congestion of the lungs from
smaller case, but the larger one spoke for
the inhalation of poisonous or noxious
and
the unmistakable outlines of
itself,
gasses and tho physician replied that ht a
large stove could be seen throughout
had.
the cracks in the sides.
A moment later Dr. Mattern denied ht
The stove, like that described as being
hai said this and Holmes appealed to the used by Holmes to cremates the bodies of
notes of the court stenographer and these his victims is the one in which Holmes
exThen Dr. Mattern
sustained him
is supposed to have burned the remains
plained he thought Holmes asked the of Howard Pietzel at his house at Irvingquestion in reference to other cases.
is believed
It
ton. near Indianapolis.
Holmes quesstioned Dr. Slattern closely
that Holmes first killed the boy and after
killed by ohloroas to how Pietzel was
body into small parts
up tho
form poisoning if poison was injectod in- cutting
cremated it in the stove. The contents of
to tho man’s stomach after death.
the smaller box are not positively Ifnown,
Just as the line of questioning began
but it is said that it contains the remains
to grow interesting, Holmes announced
of Howard Pietzel.
he was growing confused with his own
The two boxes were escorted here from
questions and that for the present he Indianapolis by Detective D. S. Richards
of
the
that
abandon
would
subject of
phase
.the.latter place. Detective Geyer, who
Dr.
and take it up again
by calling
has so diligently worked on the case, met
Mattern as a witness for himself.
Mr. Richards and his precious pieces of
He then began again to question Dr. evidence at the station with
a
patrol
irrelevant
Mattern upon some seeming
The two boxes were taken from
wagon.
points and the court and distriot attorney the baggage car of the train on a truck to
told Holmes there must be some limit to
the patrol wagon and wero then driven
the
his questions and the prisoner let
quickly to City hall. There theyofwere
witness go.
the
unloaded, and with the assistance
The next witness was Dr. Henry Leffelevator
crew were placed in the
Dr. Left- patrol
of
the
man, an expert in chemistry
coniines
the
and conveyed to.
of chloroform
man testified to the effect
sixth
District Attorney’s office on the
adthe
that
and
said
the
upon
system
floor. Prom there they can be easily reinministration of chlorfoim produced
their
moved to the court-room and all
voluntary and violent movements of the horrors disclosed to the jury.
body. Dr. Leffman gave the opinion
The stove is about four feet six inches
that a man could administer chloroform in
height and is similar to the familiar
to himself and then compose himseif in a
type of heater which adorns country
quiet attitude to await death.
Its body is shaped like a flower
stores
Mr. Graham asked “can you, as an ex- barrel
giving a large space for the grate
aud an aDunuance oi coal. mis seyie oi
administered or adminstered after death. stove would be admirably suited for the
Holmes objected to the question on the use to which Holmes is thought to have
ground that the position of the body was
it. A very large and hot fire could
witness.
not properly explained to the
e kind-led in it, and there would still be
the position
Mr. Graham again recited
space left to deposit a portion of a
and Dr. Leffman gave the opinion that ample
body.
boy’s
self-adbeen
chloroform could not have
supposed
The sickening story of the
ministered under the conditions the body
killing bv Holmes of his victim. Howard
was found in.
of
Bonjamin P.
the little son
to Pietzel,
over
The witness being turned
the
is promised to be told in
Pietzel,
Holmes
Holmes for cross-examination
be
court-room by the stove, which will
and
examination
his
cross
abandoned
an unspeaking witness.
announced he would call Dr. Leffman as
a witness later.
Terrible Explosion in London,
Coroner Samuel H. Ashbridge was the
next witness. He read affidavits of Alice
October 39.—There was a treLondon,
Pietzel and Holmes when they identified mendous
explosion of gas in Church
In
the affidavit
the body of Pietzel.
off the Strand, this oity, at 7 this
Pietzel Court,
saw
Holmes said that he last
evening, which completely wrecked two
conand
this
alive in November, 1893,
houses and filled the court with debris.
cluded the corner’s testimony.
the
Eight persons were i taken out of
Holmes asked the court if it would not ruins and removed to the hospital.Several
order two sessions a day instead of three, others are still buried beneath heaps of
undei
as he was afraid of breaking down
mortar, timbers, etc., and it is
He said bricks,
the strain and becoming sick.
feared it may not.be possible to get them
that lie was subject to sick
headaches, out live.
and had been suffering from one all day.
The court said the session would be held
Gone to Woodley.
Holmes’s
and then

p

Sut

tonight,

The

cream

of

purest Norwegian
cod=liver oil, with

hypophosphites,
adapted

to the

weakest

digestion,

request

Washington, Ootober 29,—President and
Mrs. Cleveland with their children and
several servants, moved from the White
House
today bag and baggage to Wood
ley. the President’s country home, near
They will make it their
Washington.
begins.
home until the special session
will come to the White
President
The
House every day when necessary.

would he considered.
At 5.20 the court adjourned until
o’clock.
Thu court re-convened at seven. Before
any witness was called, Holmes stated tc
the
critloism
the court that owing to
levelled at his counsel for withdrawing,
he asked them to resume charge of the
case.
In a moment, Messrs, Shoemaker
withdrew
and Rolan, the lawyers who
from the'case yesterday [came into court
and the former made an explanation to
Judge Arnold, and he permitted them tc
take up the case again.
The first witness called was William
a yeai
Moebins, a bar tender. Moebins
ago tended bar at a saloon near the house
killed.
He
was
testifier
where Pietzel
that Pietzel came to his saloon frequent
alive
ly, and the last time ho saw him
was -Saturday before ho was killed, whet
two
in
and
hall
bought
Pietzel came
pints of whiskey. Moebins on that daj
changed two ten dollars bills for Pitezel
This fact was evidently brought out bj
Mr. Graham to show that Pietzel hat
more money than the $2.80 found on hh

All Drew Revolvers.

Braintree, Mass., October 29.—
Dugan
While Night Policeman Henry
Front street, at 2
was walking along
o’clock this
morning, he came upon
four strangers and'askod what they wore
that time of night.
around
doing
East

thoir revolvers and fired
bullet
entering his left leg
the
He pulled his reknee.
just*below
volver and returned the lire when the
In their flight they dropped a
men ran.
bag of burglar’s tools. Citizens removed
Officer Dugau.to his home aud this mornsent to the Massachusetts
ing he was
No burglaries have
General Hospital.
been reported as yet, and it is supposed
to make some
were
about
the gang
just
were held.up by the
breaks when
All four

at

him,

pulled

a

body.
Frederick Richards, proprietor of tin |
as
saloon in which Moebins was bar tendej
they
to the previoui
gave similar testimony
officer.
witness. Richards had never sen Pietze
as
drunk.
The
Western
Building and Loan
Several other witnesses were called t< 1 association of St Louis, assigned TuesTwo Sizes—50 cents and $1.00
of
Pietzel.
At
the
to
identity
testify
Assets $100,000; liabilities
nearly
effort : day.
torney Hhoemak er made jr’rear
flew York with these witnesses jnaiSly Iryingti equal the assets,
«
SCOTT & BOWNE,
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palatable
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to declare war
against
Russia’s success aud
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Be Heard Around the
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Sound.

the Detroit bid
lakos although
lowost aud the ability to build

the
not dehe knew
was

Hon M. Hickitison said
of Secretary Herbert’s decision
ho had seen in the Washwhat

nothing

beyond

ington dispatches.
“If the report is true,” he said, “I

am

confident that the matter has not been
decided upon its merits. A precedent was
by Secretary Tracy during the

World.

York, October 29.—The Sun’g
Now
in a long article furnished
London correspondent
craze in Kaffir specula- Harrison
on the Edropean
tion says:
if it insanity or
Is it folly or wisdom,
sound judgment, which leads a credulous
into a blind
public to throw *75,000,000
and many more
pool and to risk these
millions solely on the word of a lucky

administration,

milk.

_

Officer Thomas

when ho

re-

on

“tlie Avenue”

Night.

Last

Detroit, Mich, October 28.—When asked
Herberts’ refusal to alHAS about Seorerary
of gunboats on the great
low the building

nied

A Lively Scrimmage

VlOLAT ED TREATY.

Constructed

SPECULATIVE FEVER
EVER EQUALLED IT.

JiO

POUNDED THE OFFICER.

pretext

a

Quiun Tries to Quell a Disthe Kioters Jump on

turbance

and

Him—He

Fights

Lands One ol
Badly Hurt—He Filially
Crowd Stands by and
Men—The

the

Offers No

in the great game
all Europe ; is playing—a game in which
the stakes are larger, the winnings rich-

tough
Officer Thomas Quinn had
that
on “the Avenue” last night
he will remember for some time.
There are two brothers in town named
Thomas
Quincannon; Thomas and Pat.
in a
is a bad man ; has been mixed up
in jail.
time
done
and
rows
good mauy
Pat is a waiter in ono of the hotels and
perience

heretofore has borne a good reputation.
Last night Officer Quinn was walking
down Centro street from Congress whon
further
he noticed a crowd gathering
He ran quickly to the
down the street.
brothers
spot and found tlio Quincannon
He atin a drunken light.

they
to send them homo when
suddenly jumped on him and knocked
to
Thou thoy commenced
him down.
punch him. Ho was down in such a
manner that he could not draw his club
for
called on the big crowd
and

vainly
holp; not a one would lend any aid hut
the assailants
on the contrary urged on
yelling “Pound Him !” “Pouud Him!”
and pound they did. Quinn fought game
Then the
ly and finally gained his feet.
men ran.
Quinn with the blood pouring

Owou
govern-

on

al

that
have
been

slightly

used
which

or

uuprolitvestments were lacking
able, then the field of speculation alone
remained. Even that was without special
allurements Juntil the newly discovered
resources of South Africa and West Australia furnished them in abundant measWhat wonder, then, that the reure.
furnishes
sponse to the golden temptation
the most astounding speetaele whioh the
world?
modern
the
has
lust ot gold
given
The process of floating a mine on the
London market is extremely interesting
It is the working of this machinery, and
not the yield of mines themselves, that
has mado most of the enormous fortunes
which,.havo been accumulated during the
I have said that the
last few months.
promoter buys up most of the
company
It would be
private mining claims.
more correct to describe him as the agent
of a promoting or exploitation corporaThere are plenty of
tion or syndicate.
these corporations now in tho field, and
the profits of theirjoperations within the
last vear have been in many cases almost
incredible. Let us take, in illustration
of their plan of operation, the cause of
a
single mining claim. They have paid
the discoverer, say, *10,000 in oash for it.
They send a few men and sink a shaft
30 or 40 feet on the reef and take out several tons of ore. An expert examines the
property and reports, and more of the
The
best specimens of ore are assayed.
result is embodied in a prospectus and
or

prill tea

in an

UIU

were

uuuuuu

upnopa^oia.

invited for tne shares
“capital
in the Struck-It-Rich mine,
£100,0C0 ($500,000,) of which 60,000 one
pound shares are offered to the public
It is explained that 40,000 fully
at par.”
paid shares aud £20.000 in cash are to be
paid to the vender.oompaDy. Public subsoripers arc notified that they must pay
3 shillings 0 pence upon application, and
the same sum upon tho allotment of eacli
share. Five shillings more per share will
be due a month after allotment, and the
10 shillings as called for by
balance of
the directors.
If tho promoting company is a concern
in which the public has confidence, that
is,: if it has engineered similar deals sucif the directors
before, and
cessfully
namod also command the respeot, then,
of the last six months
if the experience
holds good, tho public subscriptions wili
instead of the 60,000
shares
for
call
300,000
In that case the public subscriboffered
ers will receive one-tenth to one-fifth of
shares they applied for or, perhaps,
tho
Such a demand for shares,
none at all.
of course, insures their advancing to an
immediate premium, and as the direotors
can allot to whom them please among
the subscribers, it is natural that their
friends are supplied first. It happens almost daily, thorefore, that shares in new
companies are quoted at a high premium
are issued.
as soon as or even btforc they
The Kaffir market now dominates not
Exchange, hut the
only tho London StookBerlin.
Its fluctuabourses of Baris and
effect
direct
a
upon the genetions have
ral money market; in fact, it has become
for the time being, the most influential
factor in tho whole financial world. As
to the effect of the crazo upon tho public
at large, in London, at all events, Truth
hardly exaggerated the facts, when it
said last week: “Was South Africa composed of solid gold, was every pebble a
diamond, and did all Rhodes lead with
certainty to fortune,the excitement could
not ho intensified.”
The three great figures which loom up
as the leaders of the South Africa boomas all the world knows, Messrs.
ers are,
Rhodes, Robinson and Barnato.
Such is the basis and present aspect oi
tho greatest craze for speculation that
tho latter-day world has known. Thus
far it has been almost exclusively a record of gains nominal and real. The story
of panic and losses iB yet to be written.

Subscriptions

The

are

Lion

Heady

to Growl.

St. Petersburg, October 20—A despatch
to Novoe
Vryema from Yladivostook
states that tho British naval squadron ie

concontrai^tj, at>

iifepvfc

we

able to obtain the assistance theV, require
to tide them over paying day in view of
their
display of nervousness this mornsecurities closed firmer.
Mining

are

ottering

ing

at

The fall of DeBeers for the day was only
to the
3-8, and the Buffoldoorn declined
Rands rose 1-8.
Foreign
same extent
securities were quiet. All South American stocks have fallen except Argentines.
London and Northeastern railway debenture bonds rose 1 1-3. American railway
securities were weak, as a reflection of
the Wall streot market.

LETTER-CARRIERS
Discuss the Matter of

Positive

Dosing

Fails,

We

two

Dangerous

Cures Where

TIE

ex-

a

PIANOS!

not surprising, indeed it was inevitable,
that a rapid growth of the gambling spirit has been coincident with it. The same
things obtained In hardly
condition of
less degree in Prance, in Germany, and
in other continental countries. If safe in-

3eutly Active Remedies Make

Help to the Officer.

from his nose and face started after Tom
lias constructed two warships
Sound, aud that her majesty’s to con- and caught linn, when the latter tripped
Burrowes
Screen
ment has taken every precaution
and foil in front of
(when they come) ceal the fact. This roport, sent to the
and the losses
lie hung to him and called for
er,
President Harrison, is entitled Factory.
the
Senate
by
which
history
in
any
hoavier than
No. 9, help and soon Officer Woodsome appeared
Executive Document
<Senate
of finance can show.
Congress, Second Session.’ and the two ironed Quincannon and took
Fifty-second
of
the
What, for instance, has led one
4<may add to this.” said JVIr. Dickinson, him to the station.
“that one of the ships
most cautious of nations to abandon sud- with emphasis,
Officer Quinn had his wounds dressed
Canadian Pacific
by the
and constructed
conservatism
financial
its
denly
the
for use on these lakes in mak- and went home to appear against
Railroad
of
speculation
plunge into a career
man this morning.
ing connection was that quasi-military
ordias
a
built
which is unrestrained by even the
railroad to the Pacific, was
It was a narrow escape for the officer
It is>ot nec- warship in every respect, except armanary dictates of prudence?
with from very serious injury and the oceurbe
can
each
and
equipped
of any ment,
These ships ance was another indication of how much
essary to enter upon a discussion
modern guns with dispatch.
nf the current' financial problems in augthat this can be
so constructed
expect from a
to tins are
help an officer can
”
gesting at least a partial answer
done
miscellaneous crowd on such an occasion.
question. Thu explanation is to be found
and the
in the fact that „for fully live years yet
crowd
the
Pat escaped in
BROKERS IN TROUBLE,
of small accumulations of
the owners
him.
for
are
nolice
looking
capital in England and Europe have been
unable to liud safe and lucrative employMin/
People who de- Several Firms suffer From the Fall in
ment for their monoy.
the income
or in part
upon
Securities.
wholly
ing
pend
of their investments for their support and
they are a very large class in England,
by the
have been driven to desperation
tbe in'
f London, October 28.—Under
long years of depression. Eor many
of the btock Exchange settlement
months it has been impossible to find in- fiuence
vestments that offered 3 per cent income on Saturday mining securities changed
have
capital, combined with absolute for the worse this morning. DeBeers fell
upon
difference
the
all
meant
has
This
sever
safety.
at the opening, Rands and Bulfelcomfort and absolute want to 1 1-8
between
securities
similar
other
and
discount
a
fell
has
doorn
It
3-£
put
many thousands.
It is just
slighter declines.
upon thrift and a premium upon prodi- showed
use
what
Of
earners.
the
financial firms are
gality among
that several
known
was it to save if the inorement of the
in trouble
savings were so trifling as to be utterly
of
The market recovered later when it was
inadequate to meet the simplest want
old age and disability?
found that little actual stock had been
The
spread of this spirit has been offered, though it is doubtful whether
marki d among ail classes of Englishmen
of the involved concerns will be
three years. It is some
the last

during

Has No Use for Deadly Drugs,

Gamely but is Quite

of the Bay City shipyard.
jected thelbid
that I have been
K is this precedent
The decision, coining at
combatting.
dis- engaged
this time, doubtless proceeds from a
not to have a new question in- tempted
position
tions

reasonable

prices.

Mr. Davicl J. Buckley, 242 East EortyBfth street, New York city, says “I have
suffered agonies with inflammatory rheumatism of the wrists, hands and feet.
The soreness and swelling were so great
[ was almost helpless. Thanks to Slum
.-oil's great discovery I am now free from
this dread disease. A few small bottles
if Munyon’s Rheumatism Cure banished
ivery trace of pain, swelling and sore-

WOMEN’S
STORE

aess.”

Facts About Rheumatism.

treatment

poisonous

rheumatism,

sciatica, lumbago

or

sional Action On Their

Behalf,

Ootober. 29.—The
advisory
branches of the
the Chicago
National Letter Carriers’ Association,
have met at the Great Northern Hotel
in discussing
hours
and spent several
the conways and means for promoting
templated Congressional action agreed

&c,

It is for

to you.

Occasionally

and no committees vrero appointed
there was only a tacit agreement
and
to invoke the assistance of the Chicago
members of Congress.

passed

American Vessels

Seized.

North Sidney, C. B., October 19.—The
American fishing schooners David Sherand Lewis M. Giles, were seized
man
of the
yesterday by Commodore ItSpain
is rumored
Canadian cruiser Acadia.

that the former was purchasing supplies
under a license, selling them to the Lew
is H. Giles which had no license, thereby
violating the fishery laws of Canada.
Ti’e Giles was seized here two years age
for fishing within the three-mile limit.
That

Over 700 fight tickets
here today at §25 each.

ernor.

wero

sold

Railroad Accident,

was a bad railroad wreok near
Louis, Mo., last night, in which a
No
were killed.
number of persons

There

St.

particulars
of going to

move-

had been received at tho time

press._

Clark

Found

Guilty,

Lowell, October 29.—.Tames W. Clark,
bigamy in having
who was tried for
married Bridget Joyce of Portland Me.,
a wife alreadv
.September 19. 1895, having
and found
living was triod again today
his first marriage
iruiltv’ Tho evidence ofbis
alleged wife,
restod on the word of
vvlio
said
formerly Hatfio McFarland,
inlo.
Portland
in
t]luy were married

ever

world

has

known.

largest piano
warerooras in the world tc the New Hotel
Syndicate, we the Largest Piano Manufacturers

Having sold

our

lease of the

the world, must remove as soon as possible,
and must realize on the largest stock, greatest
variety and grandest assortment of Pianos and
Organs the world has ever seen.
n

They

Must be Sold or

They Must

be Rented.
No better made. We court comparison. You
will find our prices and terms to buy or enr
unequalled. Look around, but be sure and
visit Piano Headquarters.

200 Trernont St., Boston.

NEW ENGLAND PIANO GO.
octleodtf

EUROPE and the ORIENT,

landed at
The steamer San Bernandor
volunteers from
Guantanamo, Cuba, 1300
oruiser
Inanta
The
Buenos Aryes.
Issarbela has arrived with the remainder
wrecked
cruiser
the
of’ the crew pf

polonf

Havana)

____

gets
feels
ont

quickly.
Women’s Underclothof all kinds, Gloves,
White Goods and Infants’ Wear—these, in a

ing'

rrpsrtprol

rnmnri^ft what

wav

O

■'

is

in this part of our
Just such things as

kept

store.

women like to

buy

unobser-

ved.

busy place, but you’ll
always get good attention,
and it is commodious, light,
airy and only a step trom
the street. Try it and see
how comfortably you can
shop there.
It's

It’s a curious

thing
that

some

people

SAVES

are

that Pond’s
Extract is far superior to any of the
preparations of hamamelis made.
not aware

Accept

no

a

YOU
MONEY.
Yes it saves

substitute for genuine

too,

Pond*8 JExtract.

as

well

you money
makes shop-

ping easy.
Some good bargains every
day in one or the other of
the departments. These today:
A lot of Night Gowns

yoke—double

and fullness.

OQfl
yy||

ub

your poor, tired feet
with

ruf-

embroidery—good

of

fles

muslin

made of fine

I Uw
—round

■V

as

Drawers—200d
of

cluster

muslin

fine tucks—tucked

embroi-

dered ruffle.

Salva-ceal

iO

A

$1.12. Extra sizes.

It takes all the aching <*
out of sore or tender feet, <
instantly. Strained or <
over-worked
muscles, s

pointed yoke

chafings,

and

or

any

Qyb

BI

yF«

>

Diseases.
o
■

I UU

for <

les,
iatarrh,
re Throat,
tils,
cents.

mail.

nainsook—

—f:me

of hemstitched

insertion—full
hamburg trimmed.

stiffness—they’re alls
relieved in the same quick 5
or

medy

Babies’ short dress

OQa

soreness s

way.

muslin

underskirts at 50c, 75c, 88c,

S

(trade-mark).

good line heavy

sleeve,

bhort

sKirt ot

flannel

with

bric waist—silk

line
cam-

stitching—

sizes 6 months to 3 years.

l

Only

<

|

best

tlie

fitting
Hos-

wearing

and best

iery—any

kind you

can

want—and not

possibly
high priced.

(

)

nalSt., N. Y. S

Eastman Bros. & Bancroft,

MRS. M. A. CROSLEY’S
Tenth Select Party will leave New York. Jan.
8th, 1896, by Express S. S. Normania, for 118
days tour through Spain (one weak), Greece,
Turkey, Islands of the Mediteranean, Asia
Minor, Syria. Palestine (10 days), Egypt "up
the Nile” to first cataract, Italy, Switzerland,
France and

DR. SWAN'S

Clay.
$10 a month, Antique Class.
$13 a month, Portrait Class.
Evening class. 23 cents per week. Studio
open all day. For full particulars write to 47«1A
Congress St., or apply after Oct. 1st. Day an
evening classes reopen Monday, Oct. 14th.

Weakness, Nervooinesi,
train
Debility, and all the
errors or

evils from early
) later excesses, the results of
overwork, sickness, worry,
etc. Full strength, development and tone given to
ievery organ and portion
of the body. Simple, natural methods. Immedi*

A

\ of

i!

ini

H

tf

ate

improvement

Been.

Failure impossible. 2,000 references. Book,
explanation and proofs mailed (sealed) free.

ERIE MEDICAL 00., Buffalo, N.Y.
tebi

FOX STUDIO,
Drawing, Painting 2nd Modelling in

Easily, Quickly, Permanently Restored.

m/n

Both to live and to paint for the true brother
hood of man.

478 1-2 Congress St., Portland.

MORkMIN
ui

I

England.

For particulars address at once.
MRS. M. A. CROSLEY,
786 Putnam Aye., Brooklyn, N.
octlOTh&S2w

BRIEFLY TOLD.

'Cristob^

the

unity

Figlilless Fight.

Rock, Ark., October 39.—This
Little
city is full of strange men tonight bound
for Hob Springs. Many ooncluded to lit
over and watch developments. Every city
is thoroughly
guarded. Gov.
avenue
Clark said tonight ho would plant the
militia in Hot Springs tomorrow if Fitzwas his busisimomns should show up;it
business. Almost
ness to keep strictly to
everybody in this county believes the
in spite of the govfight will take place

Bad

We must
go.
Createst oppor-

man
soon

of place and gets

out

length

must

a

he

in there, but

of

They

by
things

in it and women to sell them

pain

in the back are speedily cured.
The Munyon Remedies act promptly
md cure the most obstinate diseases. A
At all
separate cure for each disease.
druggists, 25 cents a bottle.
Porsoual letters to Prof. Munyon, 1505
Arch stroet, Philadelphia, Pa., answered
with free medical advice for any disease.

Chicago,

September at Philadelphia
upon last
for securing pensions and better salaries
for letter carriers.
secret, but the momThe meeting was
bers represented that no resolutions were

and

women

Women’s

women.

GRESSEY JONES & ALLEN'S
music house.,

ORGANS.

and call

store

corner

our

it “to

the women.”

Uprights.

PIANOS

dedicate

might

We

and

*»

Louvre,”

“to the

Bargain,”

,,

board

the

their stores—“to

POND’S EXTRACT CO., 76 Fifth Ave.. New York.

Squares

dedicate
Good

they

Paris

In

for rheumatism
doses of potash,
salicylic acid, colchicum aud morphine,
.vhich destroy the stomach, irritate the
iidneys. prostrate the nervous system
tud ruin the health. Professor Munyon’s
Rheumatism Cure is guaranteed to be
■•bsolutely harmless and a strong tonic in
juikiing up the weak and debilitated. It
rheumatism in
mrcs acute or muscular
Sharp, shooting
’torn one to five days.
the
body stopped by
nains in any part of
doses. A prompt, complete and
1 few
stiff back
cure for
lameness,
permanent
Chronic
md all pains in hips and loin?.
The usual
•onsists of

IN SESSION.

Promoting Congres-

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

that Groat Britain is zealously seek-

vs

ing

the present gravo complicaieoted into
with England.
a few' months ago,
only
conwho,
speculator
“After the Bay City precedent,”
had no standing in the financial world? tinued Mr Dickinson, “the Senate called
Harrison for a history of
The answer may seem obvious to Now mien President
relations with Great Britain on this
toYorkers, but it ts a mooted question,
The
report of Mr. Foster, the
and subject
secretary of State, was not sent to the
day, in the London Stock Exchange
and was nut
and Berlin
Senate until December, 1892,
on the bourses of Paris
for any
nrinted and distributed in time
The floating of.the Barnato bank shares
an objection.
the
before
adjournment
consideration
or
three
Mr. Graham said he did not wish the at an
enormous premium two
new admmistramn
in March, when the
jury to hear what he intended to prove weeks
a striking incident
Foster states officially
came in. Secretary
ago was ouly
the
and he, together with
herself
prisoner’s
of speculation which in that report tliat Great Britain

temperate.
Holmes asked Dr. Scott if at any time
he expressed the opinion that the body
found at 1310 Callowhili street, could not
have been Pietzel’s.
Dr. Scott replied he did not say this,
'out that he had said it would have been
imposssible for even a friend to have
recognized the body in the condition if

^

Hobb’s Medicine Co.,

From

the cross-examination of the witness by
Holmes began the court at 1.10 took a
recess until 2.30.
In the Holmes trial today the prisoner
closely examined Ur. Scott as to the condition of the body and probable causes of
death. In this Holmes’s knowledge of
He
medicine helped him materially.
brought out nothing to help his case.
The witness expressed the opiuion that at
had
the time he saw the body Pietzel
been dead about three days which is the
the
commonwealth
period
alleges elapsed
between the day Pietzel was killed and
the day his body was found. Holmes had
Ur. Scott read notes taken at the time of
| the post mortem made and the prisoner
noted the description down.
and
Pietzel at one time wore a beard,
an
Ur. Scott
Holmes extracted from
acknowledement that he
expressed the
opinion the murdered man could not
have raised whiskers on his cheeks owing
In
to the sparse growth of hair tkoro.
answer to a question, Dr. Scott said that
there was about an ounce of choloroform
found in Pietzel’s stomach. No food was
found nor any alcohol, although
there
were evidences that Pietzel had been
in-

| Kidney® |
%

shake the strength of
their
testimony
with thejjury. His efforts were unsuccessful.
The next witness was Dr. Della
W.
Alcorn, who kept the house at 1905 North
Eleventh street at which Holmes
had
rooms with Miss Yohe, under the
name
of Howell. Holmes and his wife were at
Dr. Alcorn’s from August 25 to September 2. Holmes represented
himself as
negotiating some kind of adeal with the
Pennsylvania railroad. When Holmes left
the house with his wife he told Aloorn
he was going to Harrisburg.
September
19, he returned to Dr. Alcorn’s and remained a few days.
At this time told
Dr. Alcorn that he
take
intended to
rooms for the
winter, and later that his
wife and little sister would be there. The
wife never came nor did Dr. Alcorn know
whethsr Alice Pietzel ever came to the
house as she went away and when she returned she was told that a little girl had
been tnere.
On the night of September
19, a man called to see Holmes.
Dr.
Alcorn did not know the man.
John
Grammer
Dr.
who lives in
Alcorn’s house testified that he saw Alice
Pietzel at the house wi h Holmes on the
occasion of his seoond visit.
Holmes
represented Alice as either his sister or
wife’s sister, the witness could not remember which
Holmes is accused of
the
leading this child astray
upon
occasion of her visit with him
to
the
Eleventh street house.
I Graham attempted to find out if Holmes
occupied the same room with Alice.
Witness said ho did not know anything
about the matter.
Dr. Aloorn recalled,
testified she returned home Sunday mornAlice left
the
and
when
Holmes
ing
It was the objoct of Mr. Graham
house.
to show Holmes as a ravisher of children
as well as a murderer, and his questions
to Dr. Alcorn were leading up to this
wiien the counsel for the prisoner entered

eodlyr

new

collection

of

300

photograyhs

has bccy

of the studio for a mor
au31 eod2m
comprehensive study of art.
added to the

BACKED^
BY A

BANK
CHECK

SOLD* EVERYWHERE,

resources

WOOD MANTELS AND TILING.
finest stock.
est Prices.

Largest and

W. A.

Low-

ALLES^,

Foot o{ Preble Street,

pets

4ti

Mr. Hal
Lucy E. Clark and
were united
Centre,
of
Buxton
Patridge
win.
a
at West
Tlie Skip Libelled on a Charge of Not
On Friday and Saturday 79 deer, two in marriage Oct. 21,
even ng
were
the same
taken
caribou
wore
serenaded
and
two
moose
They
Showing Her Lights.
ime.
through Bangor from the hunting re- and report says they had a very nice
1
gions.
Sanborn,
Misses
Ernestine
aJola
A novel proceeding was begun in the
Craw ore
Murch, Eva Murch and Clara
U. S. District Court yesterday by Disns
A few days ago whilo the steamer Sap- intend
to attend Potter Aoademy
trict Attorney Bradbury, who libelled the pho was going from Mt. Desert ferry to
men
winter.
who
two
ship Win. H. Connor, Capt. Frank I. Bar Harbor she sighted
anil had ueen blown
Elye W1 1
The friends of Ethel
out
Pendleton, for a failure to display lights were a hunting
1
Iho
wanted
and
help.
rock
very
a
is
upon
to hear that she
at sea as required by United States law, steamer ran longside and the two men pleased
better.
rifle
a
which
of
so
and by tbo International Regulations
got aboard. In doing
was
disnations. Col. Bradbury one of them handled carelessly
all mairtime
Wiscasset.
charged and Capt. Dickenson and anold
under
the
law,
the
proceedings
began
Your correspondent learns
other man who were leaning over the
authorized
that the steamer
the proclamation
by the rail narrowly escaped boing killed.
vory good authority
Salacia will begin bi-weekly trips nom
act of 1893 not having been issued, the
on Wednesday
Wiscasset
to Portland
<v
substance of the act of 1893 not having
with
The mammoth dry-house now being night,
connections
making
built by the L. K. Cary Starch Co. at Q. trains. People in Wiscasset, as
been adopted by other maritime nations.
comis
fast
&
nearing
W->
It is alleged that between the loth day of Fort Fairfleld,will move than double the as all
along the line of the W.
look upon this as a very important aupletion. This
December 1894 and the loth day of Janu- starch making capacity of the mill. This
oeand
dition" to their present facilities,
ary 1893, while the ship was at sea, on building is about_100xl8 feet.
lieve tne steamer will be well patronized.
sale
It is believed that the deal for the
the way from New York to Yohkohama,
of the remainder of the 1200,000 of bonds
and on the return between May 14th and
The new river road towards Presque
finished this
of the W. &. Q. will be
Juno 14th 1895, while on the way from Isle has been completed along the west week.

MISCELLANEOUS.

! Pancake
| Flour.

|I

great staffs 1
;Of life WHEAT. CORN and RICE.*
A combination of the

3

A grocer who offers you any others
5 colored package than lied when you*
5 ask for the Genuine Aunt Jemima is*
trying to deceive you, and if he deceives*
in this matter he may in yourac-f
5counts. Remember the Red package.*
Beware of counterfeits.
}
3
■

j
5you

HERE’S OUR
x

3

D

2

5

5

2

2

GUARANTEE.

p.uy a package of Genuine Aunt Jemima’s SelfRising Pancake Flour, and if you do not find it
makes the best cakes you ever ate, return the
empty box to your grocer, leave your name, and
the grocer will refund the money and charge
it to us.
Scientifically Prepared and
Manufactured only by

j jH.

I. DAVIS fiilLL

BO.^St.

Joseph,

•*

c

£
*
'*
w

1

£

|

'*

Mo.|

ship

while on board.
The libel is returnable to tho District
This ship wa3 yesCourt this morning.
terday’ bonded for $12,000. Benjamin
Thompson Esq., will appear for Capt.

Contractors.

to

proposals tor constructing about GOO
feet of 10-inch and 8-inch pipe sewer in
East rn Promenade and Moody street, and
about 150 leetot 10-inch pipe sewer in Cumberland street, will be received at the office of
the Commissioner of Public Works until Friday,
November 1, 1896. at 12 o’clock M.. when they
will be publicly opened and read. The successful bidder will be required to give a bond in a
sum and with sureties satisfactory to the Commissioner of Public Works, to insure the proper
fulfillment of tiie conditions of the contract.
Blanks on which proposals must be made,
plans, specificaiions and further information
may be obtained at the office of the Commissi mer on and after Tuesday, October 29, 1895.
The Commissioner reserves the right to reject
any or all bids, should he deem it tor the interest of the city so to do. Bids should be marked
“Proposals for Sewer,” and addressed to

SEALED

Pendleton and the owners oi the ship.
MRS- BASHFORD A DELEGATE.
Wife of

from

5.

9 to

G abler,

Stein way, Hardman,
other First Class Pianos.

T. C.

for

m-lriTTon TTniporaittr

take

OViin

wm.b

seat in that

a

assembly

as

a

lay

Mrs. Bashford shrinks from notoriety,
is of a retiring, modest nature, but possesses a strong personal character, that
carries

Taxes for m
CITY OF PORTLAND.
Tkeasukeii’s Office,
\
September 10, 1895. )
is hereby given that the tax bills for
the year 1895 have been committed to me
with a warrant for the collection of the same.
In accordance with an ordinance of the city a

NOTICE

Discount of One Per Cent

!

sepll_dta j

JAMES L RSGE, Grocer,

display

force

and

leadership

or

higher social and intellectual plane.

otf

_

it

ostentation. Her
home is attractive in hospitality, and an
air of intelligence and culture pervades
it; it is accessible to the most humble
life as well as to those who attain a

SWScGOULDRSC.Mgr.

will be allowed on all said taxes paid on or before Thursday, October 31, 1895, and on all
taxes paid after October 31-t interest will be
charged at the rate o> 8 uer cent annum.
GEORGE H. LIBBY.
Treasurer aud Collector.

with

without

517 Congress Street,

*

TIaIftwmrp

delegate.

and

octie

river.

It

is a

Mrs. Jane Field Bashford is a native
of Wisconsin, with puritan ancestry. She
graduated at the University ot Wisconsin
where her acquaintance commenced with
Dr. J. W. Bashford. After graduating
she taught in the high school of Madison,
was an active spirit in the oreation of tho
Madison public library, and for a time
served as librarian. She spent a year
in educational work in Boston, where she
then
married Dr. Bashford, who was
entering upon his pastoral work in that
won
soon
eaoh
Together they
city.
merited and distinguished success. She
has twice been abroad with her husband.
The great interest she takes in the cause
of women in no way detracts from her
social relations. Her work in the churoh
is unceasing. She occupies the position
of steward of St Paul’s Church, where
she worships is a member of the quarterly conference and is a wise and systomatio church financier. She visits the
siok, lelieves the distressed, exercising
Christian simplicity in all her church atIn welcoming strangers and
tentions
bringing the congregation into close
Christian fellowship she has few equals.
On being asked whether she expected
to be allowed to take her seat as a delegate, Mrs. Bashford said:
“1 cannot say I will be permitted,
though I expect to be. Women reserve
delegates were frequently elected and
the general conference
were carried on
rolls. In 1888 five women, duly olected
as lay delegates, presented themselves lor
admission to the general confereuee sit
ting in New York. The vote to admit
them was so narrow that a change of one
lay vote would have seated them. Th
conference, acting in its judicial capacity,
decided against these five women delegates, and they were excluded; but their
uames had previously been denied u place
on

the

rolls.

It. will

not,

well-

T^horiault,

While Cbas.
Sr., was in
Caribou village, last Wednesday, with
a load of potatoes, his farm
buildings in
the north part of tho town about four
miles out of tho village wore destroyed
by lire. Household furniture, 12 tons of
hay, 300 bushels of grain and 350 bbls.
Fire is supof potatoes ware burned.
posed to have originated becauso of a defect in the chimney.
Buildings and contents insured.

for

pleased with

5 04

if,

ami

well

am

the system.

Exchange St.,

STATE
sep7

A. GSr 33 JM ■37
dtf
Ex-

Atiliiiiin

lilrelv

occur

onstitution so as to remove all doubt as
to the • legibility of women os delegatee.
The amendment was carried by a large
majority of the laity; but to adopt the
amendment
required threp-fourths of
the total ministerial vote cast, which it
did not receive. But with this majority
in favor of the amendment, I think it
probable that women delegatos will be
admitted to the genoral conference.

Every

b y

cursions
fat.
Steamers.

Return

for SO days.
many through
aepa4

A. F,
oci-U

S. S.

tickets

Low rates

points.

Co.

good

to

the

dtf

HiLL^Ciio.
dlw

ti.(

A

Splendid Chance,

y

who is weak, deli rate or
get well. Dr. Greene, of

..ants to

game.
Mrs. Ella Chaplin is on the siok list.
Miss Lulu Blake of Sebago Lake called
on friends at Cumberland
Mills last Sat-

urday.

and
aro done harvesting
The farmers
of
report good crops with the exception

MISCELLANEOUS^__

_

Don’t let
&

AND

Die

want of nourishment.
Thousands of them succumb from

No fault of the

daily.

parents either, simply they are
unable to find food that can be
retained
the poor, weak stom-

by

then that continual
decrease in weight, that pinched
and forlorn look on the little

achs,

and

face

with

inevitable

the

while there is

Try

yet
happy

be rewarded with

life and.

We

print

can

your

W. T. KILBORM &

LETTER HEADS
and HILL HEADS.

Manufacturing
Why
and

not

stationery

FOR RICH FURNISHINGS

Stationers.

buy

your

-at-

books

of us?

products

Bovinine
concentration in the least

possible bulk of the life-maintaining elements of lean, raw beef,
prepared by a special cold proA few drops added to
babies’ milk will make rich, new
blood, create flesh and bone, and
cess.

the necessary strength to
the vital organs to start them on
Cholera
life’s work.
their

give

OUR

Axminsters,

JONES CO.
eodi

Moquettes

Indehson, adamsTcT
Fire

Insurance

Darker colorings
will bo found the most attractive and desirable.
being more in demand, a larger variety in magnificent rich designs
has been procured and are special to us for Portland.

Horace Anderson,

POftiand, Me.

jo'Ury

occl9

The

prices

on

these

Goods will surprise you.

A fine line of ORIENTAL CARPETS and RUGS have just
been opened.
Aearly|all are JAMTIQUE pieces and some exceptional bargains are among the lot.
Our assortment of floor coverings and drapery materials has
never been more complete than at the present time,

Millions of Files,
NOW USED.
Save time and annoyance by
filing your papers and receipts.

and

Wilton Velvets

Agency,

31 Exchange Street,
Thos. J. Little.

Cost

I^odoirsito

STEVENS &
octl6

CO.,

24 Free St.

We arc

success,

thousands have done before
of food
you, that greatest

a

—

end.

as

It is

_

Check Books.

from

this cause

MISCELLANEOUS.

j

Account Books

the

Baby

MISCELLANEOUS.

We Manufacture All kinds of

In our west window this week
Bangor & Aroostook railroad is apples.
popular
wc display the most
to open some new stations on its
sick
been
has
^ Mr. Lyman Butler who
There will be two several weeks is recovering.
line above Houlton.
Cabinets and Files of the leadFairon the Fort Fairfleld branch called
Rev. W. B. Shumway exchanged pulinfantum and bowel troubles are ing manufacturers. designed for
mount and Maple Grove, and another six
pits with Rev. A. N. Dary of Westbrook
Over every kind of business, profesits use.
miles from Easton, is to bo called Mays- last Sunday.
ville.
Perkins and Jones shoe manusion and household use.
The
it.
endorse
25000
facturers moved theirjbuslness to|RochesWe can furnish numberless
The work has commenced on the new ter last week.
time and labor saving devices.
A. S. Mead spent last week in
Mrs.
190x60
be
will
Tho
shoe
shop
shop.
visiting relatives"and|friends.
feet, three stories high, to cost $16000 to Shapleigh
Harris is making needed Is excellent for all throat inflammations and
Postmaster
$18,000 The money has been rai ed by
«uo
ui
tne ^interior
in
for asthma. Conthe townspeople, who subscribed for the improvements
sumptives will inTubbstook
postofflee.
N.
C.
bonds.
ouinpany’s
derive
returned
variably
and
Mrs.
D.
0.
Mr.
Ingraham
$1500. nth firs $1000
and from that down
from its use,
benefit
to
lhe last Saturday from a two weeks’ trip
as it quickly abates
to the lowest denomination, $100.
M assachusetts.
St.
474
Clie cough, renders
shoj) will bo completed by April 1, 1890.
eodtf
oct'J
Dr. B. M. Moulton has sold out his
expectoration easy,
C. H. Adams, tho contractor, has a crow
in
to
Portland
nature
store
parties
assisting
of men at work on the foundation under apothecary
restoring wasted
will take possession ot it this week.
EOR mTHER SEX'
charge of Ansel Dudley. Everybody is
tissues. There is a
Mrs.Howe are visiting their
Mr. and
greatly pleased with the prospect. B. F.
large percentage or
of
Rioker
ShapSimon
Mrs.
daughter
This
inorease
remedy being applied
wiil
who
&
those
Co.,
jirohably
suppose
Spinney
Her parents had been with her
directly to the seat of the
their cases to be
their shoe business from 20 to 40 per cent, leigh.
was
Ricker
Mrs.
disease
when
a
but
few
who
requires no change
days
consumption
many more
thus furnishing work for
of diet. Cure guaranteed
.suffering
are only
taken very sick with pneumonia.
in 1 to 3 days. Small plain
people who are axious for employment.
from a chronic cold
North Kerwick.
package by mail *1.00.
or deep
seated
cough, often aggravated
Sold only by J. H. Hammond,
l'or
catarrh
usa
catarrh,
only Ely’s
outbids
Bangor as a game
A very
Oldtown
pleasant ^conceit was’given in by
cor. Free and Center Sts., and
Cream Balm. Both remedies are pleasant to
a wild
the Baptist church last Wednesday eve- use. Cream Balm. 50c. per bottle; Pineola iTE TFT
C. Fowler, Cor. Congress
preserve. A little boy captured
JraiJfiaiand Lafayette Sts Portlan
duck in the streets of tho former plaoo ning by Prof. Ryder of Boston, assisted Balsam, 25c. at Druggists. In quantities of
Maine
of
of
on
amount.
Ranard
Portland,
will
deliver
Mrs.
receipt
one day recently.
Frye
§2.50
Emily
by
vocalist, and Miss Blanche Adams of ELY BROTHERS, 5(3 Warren St., New York
Everyone knows
elocutionist.
Berwick
H E NS I L L S ,
Three different times a Skowbegnn man the
ability of Prof. Ryder, and his manihas stood in his own doorway and shot
the
Tuner.
of
the
organ, especially
range. He pulations
partridges that came within
•‘Thunder Storm at Sea.” were wonderOrder Slate at Chandler's Jd.usie Store 431
will not camp out this season.
ful. Mrs. Frye is favorod with a sweet
Congress Street.
eodtf
Sept7
voice in the minor tones and her compass
and
in
volume
recontrol
“The
and power gave
The Eastport Sentinel says:
fund case afforded a great snap for variety. She was encored in each numlief
DO YOU KNOW
the iawvers. Tho court allowed counsel ber, and the appreciation of the audience
I>R. FELIX LE BRUITS
from $il00 to $800 each as fees, and the is shown in the request that her services
secured for a future entortainmont
masters in chancery who have disbursed be
Adams of the neighboring town,
to the applicants received Miss
fund
the
$900 each for their services. None of the is an exception to the rule, that one does
are the original and only FRENCH,
sufferers by the fire received above $400 not secure home talent,Jfor her services
safe and reliable cure on the market.
are usually called In at each entertainin the plan of distribution.”
Price, $1.00; sent by mail. Genuine
received
with
was
she
and
apment,
.sold only bv J. H. Hammond^ corner
encored.
and
e Sts.; and L. C. Fowler, corner of
Centr
and
repeatedly
Free
of Massachusetts, plause
Ex-Governor Long
Congress Lafayette Sts., Portland, Ale.
It is somewhat sickly, there being a
Miss Helen, were in
and his daughter.
of
cases
two
fever
and
scarlet
of
:ase
Bueksport recently. He celebrated the typhoid fever, with other illness of variin his na57th anniversary of his birth
ous kinds.
tive town Sunday.
Dr. J. O. McCorrisonTis being worked
to tne extent of his time and strengli
WIAINB TOWNS.
Splendid curative agent for Nervous or Sick
W. H. Tibbetts has lot My arrived from
Headache, Brain Exhaustion, Sleeplessness,
bis southern homo to take his wife and
.special or general Neuralgia; also for Rheumatism, Gout, Kidney Disorders, Acid Dysfamily to Tampa, Fia.
pepsia, Anaemia. Antidote for Alcoholic
Gathered by Corresitems of Interest
The triplets which have doubled the
and other excesses. Price, 10, 25 and CO cents.
since
comof
the
size
Effervescent.
numerical
family
pondent* of tlie Press.
are robust'and healthy and
ing north,
THE ARNOLD CHEMICAL CO.
vilwill be missed by the people of this
161 S. Western Avenue,
CHICAGO.
soon

T.

W.

long

KILBORN
24

CO.

&

Free St.

oetl8tlt£

physicians

PINEOLA COUGH BALSAM.

KING, SHORT & MARION.
Congress

RESTORED IMHHMD"~j

Wjho

LI BRUN’S

The great remedy for nervous prostration and all nervous diseases of
the generative organs of either sex, such as Nervous Prostration, ailing or Lost Manhood, Impotency, Nightly Emissions, Youthful Errors,
Mental Worry, excessive use of Tobacco or Opium, which lead to congive a written guarsumption and Insanity. With every 85 order we.OO
per box, ©boxes
antee to cure or refund the money. Sold at 81
zor 85.00. im. MOTT’S CHEMICAL CO.. Cleveland,Ohio*
For sale by LANDERS & BABBIDGE, 17 Monument Sq., Portland, Me.

_

An®

Up-to-date,

Absolutely Accurate,
Beautifully Illustrated

Piano

LADIES

Female

Regulators

ATLAS OF THE WORLD
Especially prepared to meet the wants of Farmers,
Merchants, Mechanics, Clerks, Students, Women,
and all who desire a complete work
at the minimum of cost.

Erooifs Bfomo-Oeierg.

lage.

Pownal.

Wednesday, October 23d was the day
selected by our sportsmen for their annu-

Ston e, in his 95th year,
Rev. Jesse
lias been quite ill, but is now better,and
:here is
prospect of returning good

George Hodsdon and Arthur
captains
Eickett were chosen to act as
for the occasion, and they, at the meeting held to make the necessary arrangefor the day. chose on their rements
sides over 50 men, many of whom

spective
were

residents of adjoining towns.

The

huntors met at Mallet’s hall in the early
and after a careful count of
evening,
tho game it was found that Mr. Arthur
Pickett was the winning captain, lie

having secured through his men 18,060
points, against Mr. Hodsdon’s 13,140,
only 020 points gain, hut enough to give
him and his men the honors of the day
The several varieties of game and number of game are as follows: 1 fox, 1 hawk.

‘I’ve

brought

you

a

Mill I

REVENGE.

THE POET’S

thing of my

little

own,
The Poet meekly said ;
rhe Editor uttered a ghastly groan.
And shook his massive head.
II

....

±18

small,

du

uuu

i-l.-

T*_2.
v»v/v

picuiuuo,

sighed;
Tiie Editor groaned once moredo thought to himsell that the Poet
As poets had done before.

lied,

WE G OT 'EM
Glasses that will fit you.
In gold frames,
“ silver
frames,
“
steel frames,
“
fact the finest line of
glasses you will find in
fit
we
and
Portland
them

FREE OF CHARGE

use

there’s

it

will,—
It’s

a

reserved scat ticket for

nigh t

‘A

many
Mid-

Frolic/^^^^^^^^

There is no medicine so often needed in
to
■very home and so«admirably adapted
he purposes for which it is intended, as
Jhainberain’s Pain Balm. Hardly a
week passes hut some member of the
amily has need of it. A toothache or
leadache may be cured by it. A touch of
rheumatism or neuralgia quieted, the
■.overe pain of a burn or scald promptly
jlieved and the sore healed in much less
iine than when medicine has to be sent
A sprain may be promptly treated
or.
jeiore inflammation sots in, which inof the
ures a cure in about one-third
imo otherwise required. Cuts and bruistreatment
immediate
receive
,s should
icfoie the parts become swollen, which
done when Pain Balm is kept
be
•an only
cured hoit hand. A sore throat may betroublesome
serious. A
ove it becomes
be removed by applying it
301-n may
twice a day for a week or two. A lame
back may be cured and several days of
valuable time saved or a pain in side or
•hest relieved without paying a doctor’s
Procure a 50 cent bottle at once
bill
For sale
vou will never regret it.
ind
& Babbidge,
Druggists,
by Landers
B. Woodman,
and C.
Portland. Mo.,

Wostbrook.__

WM. M. MARKS,

Card

Book,
-AND

JOB
#7

opia

or

1-2 Exchange Su Portland.

your

Portland,

‘Its

aun22

The
M

Plated
Ware.

c

Stevens

All orders by mall
toadodta

or

telethons promptly u

aovllseda

Sts.
7b Commercial & 70 Exchange
M.W&Ftf
ap.-j

_

Congress
The best wearing, most stylish, and
3
greatest value of any #3.00 Men
Shoes on the continent.
solid
Best calfskin, dongola tops,
leather soles, with ail the popular toes,
lasts and fastenings, and Lewis’ Cork
Filled Soles.
Each pair contains a paid-up Accident Insurance Policy for #100, good for
60 days.
Wear Lewis’Accident Insurance Shoes
The
once and you will w’er change.
insurance goes for full measure.’
Talk with your dealer who sells Lewis’

the

“The Home
Silver Smiths.

F6RST CLASS

o n. Gr

O

Very Fancy

RENT;

_

S

ALSO

J&. rtf &
or

Shoes.
Sdld by CENTER & MeDOWELL.

TICKETS TO km FROM EUROPE

Plain at

-BY THE-

NO. 114 1-2 EXCHANGE ST. Allen,

W. P.

Countries

on

the Face

of the Earth

Shown.

Its

Street.

N

happy owner of a knowledge-satisfying,
pleasure-giving People’s Atlas.

and Lakes are Accurately Located.
Among the illustrations are the following: The Masonic Temple at Chicago (tallest building in the world), the Auditorium
Building at Chicago (one of the largest
buildings in the world), the Woman’s Temple (the handsomest building in Chicago),

at 57H

A

If special information regarding any Nation, Province, State,City, Town or Village
isdesired, the knowledge is rarely obtainable from a school geography, which necessarily has only a few general facts and the
location of important cities.
Railroad maps are notoriously incorrect
and misleading, hence the puzzled truthseeker, where large libraries are inaccessible, is without relief unless he is the

Rivers

Salesrooms

I

ff-sSxSKSxSxSxSxSS-#

All

Company.

WILLIS A.
CATES
Local
Manager.

of each State
and Territory, of all
Counties of the United
States and of American
Cities with over 5,000
Inhabitants.

are

Silver

HASTINGS.’

Dominion,

Transport
for sale by
oclil

eo(13m

Cunard,

and White Star Lines
H-

are

STARR,

* 1-3 Union Wharf.

Bartholdi’s Statue of Liberty, the 'white
House at Washington, the Great Brooklyn
Bridge, Mirror Lake (Yosemite Valley), El
Cnpitau (Yosemite Valley), Waterfall and
Cave (Now Zealand),Jordan River, MurchiWaterfall (Upper File), Pilot Knob
son
(Iron Mountain, Missouri), United States
Signal Service (Pike’s Peak, Colorado),
Giant’s Gap (American River Canon, Colorado), Scene in Tropical Florida, Falls of
Mountain
the Rhine, the Matterhorn
(Switzerland), Scenes in and near the City
of Peking (China), Island of Juan Fernandez, State Capitols, State Seals, etc., etc.
All the Large Cities of the World, the
Important Towns and Most of the Villages
of

the

United States

are

Given on the

Maps.
It gives a Classified List of All Nations,
With Forms of Government, Geographical
Location, Size and Population.

Special Features Relating

to the united

States Are:

Electoral Votes for President in 1884, 1888 and 1S92 by States. List of
Popular
All the Presidents. Agricultural Productious. Mineral Products. Homestead Laws
and Civil Service Rules. Statistics of Immigration, 1820 to 1891. Public Debt for the
Farm Animals.
past 100 Years. Gold and Silver Statistics. Number and Value of
Cultivable Area as Compared with Increase of Population. Postal Information, with.
Domestic and Foreign Rates, and Other Information that should be in every Home,
Store, Office and School-room.
needs a concise,
Every person who reads the current periodical literature of the day
locataccurate and comprehensive Atlas of the World, for the purpose of geographically
an age of intelligence
ing the stirring events with which the world teems. We live in
that condemns ignorance
an age of multiplied means for acquiring knowledge—an age
diffused. It
because of these numerous sources of information so freely and widely
locating in your mind e\ery
you wish to keep abreast of the times, by accurately
violent upheaval of the earth, the march of contending armies where war exists, the
unknown lands, or the happenings and accidents
progress of scientific explorers in
have at hand a copy of the
constantly agitating every part of the world, you should
has so valuable an Ailas been c^ered at
“People’s Atlas of the World.” Never before
so low a price.
The

and

PRICE
Atlantic

SI*

Population

(Semi-Bituminous) and

100-2

Superb

ber of the household.

Georges Creek Cumberland Coals are
unsurpassed for general steam and

TELEPHONE

o

interest to every mem-

A Full Assortment of Lehigh and FreeBurning Goals for Domestic Use.
Pocahontas

Many of Them

Page.

A Whole Library of Itself
of vital and absorbing

COAL.

OFFICE:
Best

-AT-

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.

Double

HUBEI

E. S. PMBKXTER, Above Coals Constant561 Congress St.
ly On Hand.
Maine.

FOR SALE OR

EXCHANGE,

Maps.

140 New and
lustrations.

forge use.
Myopia, Hy-promouoAsthenGenuine Lykens Talley Franklin,
Presbyopia,
pia.
Astigmatism.
English and American Cannel.

—

PRINTER,

PRINTERS’

what

no matter
trouble.

rhe Poet continued, though fiercer still
Became the Editor, as though attacked
with colic
‘If vou will not

Nearly 70 Comprehensive

Sold by all druggists.

health.

al hunt.
Messrs.

35 partridges, 5 rabbits, 500 red squirrel'-.
50 gray squirrels, 5 woodchucks, 6 _crows,
34 Temple Place, Boston, Mass., makes a
35 blue jays.
specialty of treating patients through
After the supper, which followed the
tho game, dancing was enletter correspondence.
The wisest thing counting of
Foster
all suffering people can do is to write the joyed until a late hour. Messrs.
furnished music for the
Waterhouse
Doctor, stating just how they feel, men- aiid
same.
tioning every symptom of which they
Tho meeting of the ladies’ Aid society
complain, and he will answer the letter, with Mrs. Etie J. Latham was » pW
There wore a large numbor
explaining each symptom and describing sant occasion.
of ladies in attendance and u.c work lui
the case so thoroughly that patients unthe coming fair was planned and given
their
derstand
complaint as well as out. A five o’clock tea was served at the
though they had talked with the Doctor. close of the gathering, and as we con
on the work so successfully
begun,
Ho makes his explanations so clear that tinue
trust there will always be the same
we
they cannot help but understand just kindly helpful spirit unite these willwhaj; ails them,and he tells exactly what ing workers as is the prevailing element
at the present time.
to do to got well. It saves a journey to of this society
The harvest concert which was noticed
the city and doctor’s fees, and costs
some time ugo, occurred on tho Sabbath,
nothing. Dr. Greene is the most suc- to which it was postponed on account ot
cessful specialist in curing nervous and dull weather. It was tho most successful
in tho church work of the present
chronic diseases.
Ho is the discoverer of feature
Mr. Jonas’s sermon was a most
season.
that wonderful medicine, Dr. Greones’o
eloquent discourse and was listened b
Nervura blood
and
nerve
remedy. bv the largest congregation which lias
Thousands are being cured througli his been in the church at any one time fot
live years.
perfect system of letter correspondence. ”»*q'he
interest manifested is very gratiIt has been proved successful.
fying to those who are laboring "so hare
regular preaching in this
to establish
church which has for so many winters
Catarrh Cannot bo Cured
closed
been
Mr. Perez Ohaplin is suffering from a
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as (hey cannot reach the seat of the disease. Catarrh is a very severe cold.
blond or constitutional disease, and in order to
Miss Wright, who has been ill is now
cure it yon must take internal medicines. Hall’s
improivng.
is
Cure
taken
acts
and
Cattarii
internally,
Baldwin.
directlv on the blood and nioucus surfaces.
Hall’s Cattarii Cure is not a. quack medicine
It was prescribed by one of the best physicians
North Baldwin, Oct. 29—Tiie farmer.'
in this country for years, and is a regular preand doing their
scription. It is composed of trie bost tonics are very busy ploughing
known, combined with the best blood purifiers, fall work.
acting directly on the mucus surfaces. The
perfect combination of the two ingredients is
what produces such wonderful result in curSalvation Oil givos perfect satisfaction
ing Catrarh. Send for testimonials, free.
C. W.
horses with cracked heels.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., prop., Toledo, O. for
Lee, 414 W. Balto. St., Baltimore, Md.
Sold by Druggists, price 75c.
s»

Sebago.
Willard Messerve, Byron Cole and Jack
Harmon came home from Chatham, A.
for
H., where they have been gunning
the past week. They came home without

There will be another circle at the coat
the
shop hall next Wednesday evening for
benefit of the church.
Mr. Ernest Brown, a brakeman on the
was the guest
Maino Central railroad
Lombard Saturday night
Buttercups, red clovers, and pink and of Miss Annie
white yarrow are among the wild flowors and Sunday.
The dancing school commenced at tetanstill to be found in the open fields about
Some of them gathered yes- disli corner last Saturday evening.
Rockland.
terday were as handsomo as in midsumSpringvale.

set apart for tho hunt was all that
again. The names of women elected as day
iiuiu Daiue uuBireu. auu
lay delegates will probably be placed could poSSIDiy
Jet. Congress & Portland Sts., upon tbe rolls of the general conference. ly morning until it began to grow dusky
As the conference of 1888 decided that the crack of the rifles could be frequently
SAYS !
women are constitutionally ineligible,
in ail of the little wooded spots
JV'atioisal
Cash the judicial authority, by a majority, heard
I think
tiny
our town. The
Register botsght of you, aiS you sent down a proposition to amend the which abound throughout

claim

Miss

prevented by

ballot by the Ohio
elected on the first
Methodist Episoopal Conference as one of
its lay delegates to the Methodist Episcopal General Conference, and expects to

the

Bacon,

Clergyman

Methodist Conference.

(Philadelphia Bulletin.)

Call and

England Representatives

Portland

Former

Field Bashford, wife of
Mrs. Jane
President J. W.
Bashford, of the Ohio

IS181. STEINER! & SONS G0.f
Sole New

a

Elected to the

Will enable you to have music in your home at
any aud all times, without the aid of a musician.
the
It can be used by every member of
family, as the operation of playing it is so
simple that it can be learned by auyone with a
few days* practice.
It is not a mechanical instrument, hut is
capable of the most delicate sliauings of tempoand expression.
Any piece of music can be obtained for the
JEolian, but it is designed for and particularly
adapted to the highest grades of classical and
All the Wagner Overtures
operatic music.
and Beethoven
Symphonies, together with
works from all the masters, are arranged for
the jEolian, and are played by it with wonderful orchestral effect.
The toue of the JEolian is peculiarly soft and
beautiful, resembling, more than anything else,
a small orchestra, with the different parts.

daily

hank of Aroostook
buit road.

INTEREST,

The

An MOLIAN

On exhibition
hear it.

TOPICS OF

mer.

GEO. N. FKRNALD,
Commissioner of Public Works.
dtd

oct2S

Koba to Portland there was also a failure
to display lights, and it is further alloged
that there was the same failure during
certain nights of September 1895. The
fine is imposed by law for each day s
case
negligenoe and if imposed in this
would amount to several thousand dollars.
Col. Bradbury has summoned as witthe
nesses four- members of the crew of
including one man who kept a diary

CITY OF PORTLAND.

Notice

STATE

CONNOR AGAIN.

THEW. H.

30

CENTS.

Mai
Tho Atlas will be sent postpaid to any address on receiptof ;>0 cents.
of severs days
orders will be iiiled from the office of publication, causing a delay
of desired by return mail send six cents extra for postage.
“ATLAS,”
Address ail orders to
Office ot the Daily Press, Portland, Me.

t=r--

n.

—

-.-"

PORTLAND DAILY

PRfcSS

—and—
MAINE STATE

PRESS.

Subscription Kates.
Daily <!« advance'! SG per year: S3 for six
months; St .50 a quarter; 50 cents a month.
The Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier any where within the city limits and at
Wood fords without extra charge.
Daily (Not in advance), invariably at the
rate of $7 a year.
Maine state Pi:rss. (Weekly) published
every Thursday, $2 per year; $1 for six months;
Go cents a quarter; 25 cents for trial subscription of six weeks
Persons wishing to leave town for long or
short periods may have the addresses of their
papers changed as often as desired.
Advertising Kates.
first
In Daily Press $1.50 per square,
Three inserweek, 75 cents per week after.
tions or less, $1.00 per square.
Every other
day advertisements, one third less than these
rates.

Half square advertisements $1.00 per week
first week; half price each succeeding week.
‘‘A Square” is a space of the width of a column and one inch long.
Special Notices, on first page, one-third additional.
Auction Sales, $2.00 per
square each week. Three insertions or less,
$1.50 per square.
Heading Notices in nonpane! type and
classed with other paid notices, 15 cents per
line each insertion.
Pure Reading Notices In reading matter type,
£5 cents per line each insertion.
Wants, To Ret, For Sale and similar advertisements, 25 cents per week in advance, for
Displayed adverAO words or less, no display.
tisements under these headlines, and all advernot paid! lin advance, twill be
tisements
Amusements and

charged

at

regular

rates.

In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
for first insertion, and fifty cents per square for
each subsequent Insertion.
Address all communications relating to sub
scriptions and advertisements to Portland
Publishing Co., 97 Exchange Street,
Portland, Me.

PRESS.

THE

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER
to

be

80.

setting up

short, to concede a larger share than was
formery done to the human element in
the Old Testament. This means a change
—and that an important one—in our ideus
of the nature and the function of inspir-

entirely duo to the advance of the work
in civilization and enlightenment. A
good iloal of it is attributable to the faci

ation.

that nations cannot foresee the
once

a war

extent oi

started.

THE FRENCH

MINISTRY.

■The Ribot ministry lasted

a

good

dea
that

than any of the ministries
Indeed
France has enjoyed of late years.
up to the very moment of its downfall ii
seemed to be firmly established and en

longer

joying

the confidence

of

the chamber*

and the country. Nobod} was looking
for its overthrow, and the defeat has
naturally created a groat sensation al
The question that
homo and abroad.
floored it, is very rnuoh the same as that
which was at the bottom of the downfall
of several previous ministries. It was
an imputation of screening scandals that

wrought its ruin. Some time ago a magisterial investigation was begun into the
connection of certain French senators
and deputies with the South of France
Railway syndicate, due to an accusation
Rouanet.
made in the Chamber by M.
M. Edmond
Magnier, a senator from Yar and at that
time chief editor of the Evenement, had
received 187,500 as part of the profits of
M. Rouanet

declared

that

the syndicate which had been organized
by the late Baron de Reinach of ^Panama
canal notoriety. Later, a report wa*
mado by M. Flory, the official acoountani
in
the inquiry,
which supplied overwhelming evidence against the member*
of the syndicate.
The railway in

question was a shorl
one, built with a few branches in two 01
three departments of southeastern France
Corruption of officials and other illegal
practices were resorted to to obtain thf
concession for the road and its branchos.
and a guarantee of interest on the capital,
which was watered to an incredible extent. The budgets of the departments
come to build
were crippled for years to
and support the railway, which passes

England appears
through a region incapable of furnishing
Monroe doctrine against Russia’s.aggresThe result
a traffic of any consequence.
a

sions in the East.

The Louisviile-Gourier-Journal announthat it is settled that no silver man
can go to the Senate from Kentucky.

ces

This settles Mr. Blackburn’s

case.

very busy getting
newspapers
Up wars in various parts of the world.
But so long as this business is confined to
the newspapers nobody will be seriously
The

are

hurt.
to be ajgood deal of apathy
among the New York voters with the exception of those who want beer Sunday
afternoon.
They appear to be wide
;

There

seems

awake.

of the inquiry was the arrest of a minibor of politicians and dishonest contractors. It appears from the charges made
by M. Rouanet in the Chamber, ofi Depua
was
ties
that there
disposition
on the part of the
government ;to shield
those concerned in the scandal, with exSenator Magnier. However,
be, the fact remains that M.
Magnier was indicted, but before he
could be brought to trial he disappeared.
Subsequently, he returned to Paris, and
of

ception

this may

surrendered himself to the authorities.
He was tried, convioted, and sentenced
to one year’s imprisonment and to pay a
fine of flOO. The charge of screening the

guilty contractors does not

Senator Teller announces that*he will
retire from politics if the Republican conBut
vention nominates a gold man.
men frequently change their minds, especially men in jiOlitics,so Senator Teller

mayjbe

with

us

many years longer.

A London correspondent of the New
York Sun in tolling the story of the reseized all
markable craze which has
classes thero in respect to speculation in
South Africa gold stocks, names 13 of

seem to
have
been very well sustained but the French
are a mercurial race and very
apt to act
on impulse rather than calm judgment.
Apparently this is what the chamber did

in this

case.

Faith

and Science.

In the course of his paper, read befort
the Church Congress at Norwich, ting
land, Prof. Bonney, F. R. S., Canon ol
Manchester, said :
There can be little doubt that at the

the most conspicuous companies operat- present time the gravest difficulties arist
ing in that field whose shares in London from the miraculous element in the Scriphad a market value altoon October 1
gether of $624,36", 500 against a par value
In the reaction that
of only $03,915,500.

It is their historical value which
tures.
is disputed or denied. -With such questions as thoso which more than once have
agitated the church—questions as to the
divine nature or the Creation of the God-

ensued theso shares have lost
$120,000,000 in value, but still the inflation is seen to be enormous, and such head and the manhood [of Jesus Christ—
science cannot deal; they belong not to
as could reflect oniy an utter abandon
the public in the specula- its province, but to that of the metaphysion the part of
tion. As the entire gold product of all cian ; but with such a one as whether he
the companies in this'distriot.'is not much rose from the dead, since it is a question
exceeding $40,000,000 a year, and two- of evidence, science, both directly and inthirds and more of this must go to ex- directly. is much concerned.
I make this assertion with the more
penses, not enough'is being got out of
the mines to pay 2 per cent on this ag- confidence, because one of our most emigregate market value of the shares of the nent men of science, the late Mr. T. H.
has

since

13 companies,

even supposing they absorbed tho whole output, whioh' is far
from being the case. The explanation of
this amazing craze on the part of tho
public which the Sun gives, is the low
rate of interest and the difficulty of obtaining 1 investments that will pay any-

defensive war, Senator Chandler
thinks a war with England should be
welcomed. A defensive war is resistance
to an attack, and if we are to have a dea

fensive war with England as Senatoi
Chandler seems to think, then it follows
that England is going to attack us.
But
what motive is there for England to attack thB United States? She cannot expect
to conquer us and we have no outlying
provinces for her to take away from us.
Furthermore she must know that if she

should embroil herself with us her great
rival in the East, Russia, would surely
take advantage of the opportunity to rearrange tho map of India, and very likely the map of a portion of Europe as
She must know also that the
well.
chances are a hundred to one that if sho
attacked us she would lose her American provinco to the north of us.^.England
has nothing under tho sun to gain by attacking us, but on the other hand she has
very much to lose. It would put hur intercontinents at least in tho
greatest jeopardy. But it may be that
the attack Senator Chandler thinks we
shall have to defend ourselves agaiust is
not a direct attack, but something that
wight be construed as an indirect attack
ests in

three

for instance of some doc—a violation
trine that we are committed to such as
But even in this
the Monroe doctrine.
way we do not believe that England will

great greed for
even this greed
think, bo strong enough

attack us. England tins
teititory no doubt, but
will

not.

wo

a

to impel her to assume au attitudo that
States a sound
will givo the United
It
reason for resisting her pretensions.
is becoming more and more hazardous

nations
tho
to
to
groat
go
war, for tho reason that no one can foronce begun, will
see wheie such a war,
§top, and reluotance to take the responsibility of declaring war is becoming corfor

kind recounted in some of those histories.”
Again, in another place he
grants that there is no impossibility exinvolves a contradiction i1:
as
cept such
It may be improbable that a man
terms.
should walk on the water, be born without human intervention, rise again, but
it is impossible; for w£
we cannot say
knowlare only at the beginning of ; our
edge of nature, and cannot set bounds to
its possibilities.
I cannot deny that the increase of scientific knowledge has deprivedjparts of the
earlier books of the Bible of the historica
value which was generally attributed to
them by our forefathers. The story of
creation in the book of Genesis,unless we
play fast and loose, either witli words or
with science, cannot be brought into bar
mony with what we have learned from
geology. Its ethnological statements are
imperfect, if not sometimes inaccurate.
The stories of tho fall, of the flood, and
of the Tower of Babel, are incredible in
their present form. Some historical element may underlie 4>:any of the tradi
tions in tin first eleven chapters of that
book, but this we cannot hope to recover.
They proclaim spiritual facts of the highest importance, such as that God,
and
God alone, is creator and ruler of all, that
there is an innate depravity in the naturo
of man, that sin entails suffering, and
the sinner cannot escape from His allseeing eye, though ill this midst of judgHo remembers mercy. In short,
ment.
these narratives are allegorical, not historical. We receive them r.s inspi red,
and this none the less when we learn,
late years wo have learned, the
as of
But
source whence they were derived.
they are spiritual, not scientific truths.
We must bo prepared to leave the accuracy of some narratives an open question, to carry them to ;a “suspense account”; to grant that some prophecies
than predictive; in
are homiletic rather

contemporaneous reoords,

so

we

PERSONAL AND

4's.

This Company is earning NET about
three times its interest charges.
The bond is virtually the promise of the
City of Auburn as it ii signed by the
Water Commissioners and tiie City of
Auburn owns the Water Works plant.

HOULTQII,

&

WOODBURY

BAIXTSERS.
Cor. Middle and

dtl

5

Cent.

Per

aged eighty-one
day crowd at
Harrodsburg, Ga., by riding a bicycle
down and then up Main street, Monday,

IQ CENTS

while that tliorouhfare was crowded with
vehioles.
“The Washington Times” says that
when Monsignor Capel was in Washington, a few years ago, the lady who was
entertaining him at dinnor asked her distinguished guest what had impressed
him most in this country. “The extraordinary precocity of your children,
madam,” was the reply, and upon being
asked the reason, he told the following

WiLliUUb

KthbR

W

w

t»oiViug

the hub of the
weights, lie folded
whoal. By a lever the spoke at tho upper
side of the shaft can be thrown out to its
full length, where the entire weight attached to its end exerts a leverage which
causes the wheel to make a partial revolution, other spokes being automatically
extended to keep up the momentum acquired, and automatically thrown baok
to the oentre of the wheel when the lowest point is reached.
J. J. Van Allen’s father was a success-

ful merchant, but retired in early life
Ho married the
with a competency.
daughter of another successful New York
merchant, Miss Steward. She died in
the early infancy of her only child and
heir—the present J. J. Van Alen—leaving him so well provided for that when
he attained his majority his father, who
was his trustee, turned over to him securities valued at $1,000,000.

iB no discomfort,
n0 disturbance of business or pleasure, no loss

CatThere
11 will,

bllt
A»**aln
certain

ot BleeP: after takinS
Hood’s Pills. They assist
that natural, healthy habit is

ari-i

<ltf

AT

POPULAR PRICES.
-O-

Friday Maiinee.The Little Detective
evening.Easi Lynne
Saturday Matinee... .*.The Clipper
evening.Dad’s Girl

evening.A Heroine in Rags

**

MAINE.

IN

Evening: Prices,
“

10, 20 & iiO cts.
10c best seats.

Matinee

of

ALEXANDER

STOGKBRfOOE

SALVINI
Under tho Management of
W R. W. M. WI1KISO N.

Music Store.
Tickets, including reserved seats, 50c,
$1.00 and $1.50, according to location.

engage

or

tickets

your

to-day.

STOOKBBiDOE
Course.

with adequate scenic effects
and accessories.
sale Wednesday, Oct. 30th, at Stock-

on

Purchase
course

presented

Seats

75c,

12 SUPERB ENTERTAINMENTS.
Course Tickets Only S3, S4, $5.
of

Great sale

oct29dlw*

seats

gressing

STOCKBRIDGE’S
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in Blood Poison

Are entirely removed by P.P.P.
-Prickly Ash. Poke Hoot and Potae■lam, the greatest blood purifier co
earth.
Aberdeen, O.. July 21,1891.

Messrs Lippman Bros. Savannah.
Ga.: Dear Bibs—I bought a bottle of
at Hot Springs,Ark.,and
it has done me more good than three
months’ treatment at the Hot Sprtog9«
fiend three bottles O. O. D.

yourP.P. P.

Rheumatism

now

pro-

at

MUSIC STORE

For primary, secondary and tertiary
syphilis. for blood poisoning, mercurial poison, malaria, dyspepsia, and
blood and

skin diseases, like

blotches, pimples, old chronic ulcere,
scald head, boils, erysipelas,

may say, without, fear of
contradiction, that P. P. P. Is the best
blood purifier in the world, and makes
positive, speedy and permanent cures
in all cases.
eczema—we

w

\

VpP
^
80

Qr
XC

$

Ladles whose systems are poisoned
and whose blood is in an Impure conultion. due to menstrual irregularities,
are peculiarly benefited by the wondarful tonic and blood cleansing propertles of P. P. P. -Prickly A?b, Poke
Boot and Potassium.
Springfield, Mo., Aug. 14th, 1893.
—I can speak in the highest terms of
your medicine from my own personal
knowledge. I was affected with heart
disease, pleurisy and rheumatism for
35 years, was treated by the very best
dolphysicians ana spent hundreds of
jars, tried every known remedy without finding relief. I have only taken
one bottle of your P. P. P., and can
cheerfully say it has done mo more
good than anything I have ever taken.
to aU
I can recommend your
sufferers of the above diseases.
BU
MRS. M. M. YE ARY.
Springfield, Green County, Mo.

medicine

jcij

PORTLAND, MAINE,

X

Gp-'

Incorporated 1S24,

3b all whom it may concern: I here*
bv testify to tbe wonderful properties
ol p. P. P. for eruotions of tbe akin. I
«affered for several years with on unsightly and disagreeable eruption on

m*

my

face.

V

CouLty, O#

I tried every known

reme-

>
eh >

W

Skin Cnneer Cured,

eft

Tetlimonyfrom the Mayor of Sequin,Tex,
Sequin, Tex. January 11,1893.
Messes, lippman Bros.. Savannah,
Ga.: Gentlemen—l have tried your P.
P P. for a disease of the skin, usually
known as skin oanoer.of thirty years’
standing, and found great relief: it
purifies the blood and removes all ir-

’’V
9

_

Book on Blood Diseases Milieu Free.
ALL

DRUGGISTS SELL IT.

wr

v.

SURPLUS

Current Account* received

MM

on Time Deposits.
Correspondence solicited from Individuals, Corporations, Banks, and others desiring to open accounts, as well as from
those wishing to transact Banking business of any description through this Bank.

v
>

dm
tQT
m

MM
w.

STEPHEN R. SMALL. PresMaU
MARSHALL «. G0DIN3. CasYa:

J
4
mA

favorable

Interest allowed

gty

PROPRIETORS,

on

terms.

is

LIPPMAN BROSo
yjypman’B BlocbiSa^annah, Oa

AND

ONE MILLION
DOLLARS.

Vf

Js
Suh

ritation from the seat of the disease
and prevents any spreading of the
I hf.ve taken fivoor six bottle,
sores.
and feel confident that another coarse
will effect a cure. It has also relieved
me from lndtgostlon and stomaob
troubles, yours truly,
OAPT. W. M. RUST,
Attorney at Law,

CAPITAL

s,

.gty

dy but in vain,until P. P. P. was used,
and am now entirely cured.
J, D, JOHNSTON,
(Signed
by'
6
1
Savannah, 0#«

o«

Jan4

NORTHERN
53

x

^

BANKING

GO.,

Exchange Street,

ROHRS

and

SECURITIES.

INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS
CHAS. S. FORES, Prest,

T

JAMES E. McDOWELL,
JAMES E. HEWEY,
FRANCIS FESSENDEN,
CHAS. L. MARSTON, Seo’y,

l- Executive
I Committee,

MiLLIKEN,

TV. F.

TRY

US

FOR YOUR

6 lbs. Good Raisins,
12 lbs. Rest Sweet Potatos,
1C lbs. Silver Skin Onions,
5 lbs. Good Prunes,
5 lbs. Cleaned Currants,
3 lbs. Seedless Raisins,
40 cts. Molasses,

S

.

A.
35 & 37

.

GROCERIES.

V.

Brest.,

I

J
eodtf

oc21

INVESTMENTS.
Town of Dexter, Maine, 6's.
Town of Piitsfield, Maine, 4's.

_

for the unexpired time, receiving in exchange an equal number of
Leeds and Farmington bonds, allowing par and 6 per cent accrued interest to date of exchange.
The above is equivalent to selling
num

octl dtfD

Portland Water Company, 4's and 5's,
Portland & Ogdensburg Railway Stock,
Dividends guaranteed by Maine Central Railroad.

!

253,300

H. M. PAYSON ft CO,

marU

TDIiIjJiHIIOJVU

t—i

33*1*2,

edit

I

JI7-/19MI0DLE

Cksoo Paper Box Go.

WAR

DRAMA

that the G. A. R. used to play
years ago 1
IT’S TO HE REVIVED BY

Sliepley Camp, S. of V.,
Assisted by Bosworth and Thatcher Posts,
G. A. H., and Relief Corps and the
S. of V. Ladies’ Aid Society,

CITY HALL,

Wed., Thurs and Fri., Nov. 6*7-8.
UNCLE

JOE,

MASTER HARRY NAIL of Ohio
as THE DRUMMER

BOY,

)IK. A.

F. NATL of Ohio

as

strong local cast. Tableaux
that shall excell all yet produced.

Supported by

a

Portland’s leading contralto,MISS HENRIThe
ETTA D. It ICE, will sing

JMTlSEEfMOV.

[when the
Farmington are converted]

making

total of

a

$500,000
tal; 6 per

22<iL

ance

net

10 percent,

cent,

going

nearly $100,000 or
increasing
earnings to over

the stock;

on

or

to

is

surplus

on

the capi-

paid, the

now

und

bal-

improve-

ments.

We recommend the proposed exat this time,
the holders
thereby obtaining a long, choice security at a moderate cost.
The 4's not exchanged, as above,
will be offered to the public at au
advanced price.
PORTLAND

tRUST

sep3Q_

Greatest Pianist.

Evening tickets, $1.00, $1.50. $2.00,
Matinee. SI.00, $1.25, $1.50. On sale (or

Stockbruige’s Music Store.
HA.LF FARE to both concerts on ail raiioads in the state to all holding “Paderewski”
ickets except P. & it. R R. to matinee only,
it reduced rates to matinee, hoih
t & \i Ji
nailed! at

livisions._oct28d3t*

CO.
dJ

"PADEREWSKI,"

rho World’s

m

FAIR.,

October 30 and 31,

FLORIDA
ATLANTA pAHL
I INF
Lllir.

penses!Call

St.—

THRILLING

Leeds &
out of a total of $9,000,000, to take
the place of prior lien bonds; in five
years this balance will have been retired and the consolidated mortgage
become a first lien.
The saving in the interest charges
in the next few years is approximately $75,000; this is in addition to
amount saved in 1894 of $21,000,

PIVIIF
ULIUL

Office, 350 Commercial St

Boy.”
THAT

outstanding

-FOR SALE BY-

Cargoes, Carloads and at Hetail. Elevators on K. & HI. R. R.
Wharf. The best qualities of Hard and Free Burning Coals careVAI-LEV
LVKENS
Genuine
fully screened for family use.
FRANKLIN and BORDEN MINING CO., GEORGES CREEK,
CUMBERLAND.
Agents for Maine of the Celebrated NEW RIVER STEAHI
Wood
COAL. Tracks to elevators connecting with all railroads.
of all kinds cut to order.

A. R, WRIGHT GO.,

Drummer

the Leeds & Farminstton bonds on a
Vacant Chair.
o 7-8 per cent interest basis, and obCHANDLER WILL FURNISH MUSIC.
taining the long consolidated 4’s at
I'iekcts,25c.; reserved Seats 10c extra
par, by using the premium obtained
On sale at Comrade Williamson’s Drug Store.
on the former in
4’s.
the
purchasing
Junction of Congress and Free streets. WeduesWe beg to call attention to the lay, Oct. 30th.oct28dtd
fact that these 4 per cent bonds are
CITY
now practically a first
mortgage on
Thursday Evening, ftov. 21st,
the road, as there will be only $1,-

change

City of Zanesville, Ohio, 4 1-2's.
City of Springfield, Ohio, 5's.
City of Ashland, Wisconsin, 6’s.
Boiough of Braddock, Penna., 4 1-2's and 5’s.

M' A ID ID O 3C

0_AL

We have bought $638,000 Maine
Central Consol. 4’s, due 1912, and
offers the holders of Leeds and Farmington 6’s, the opportunity to exchange the same for the former on
the following favorable terms.
On or before Nov. 15tli, 1895, we
will deliver Maine Central Consol. 4’s
at par, and prepay the interest due
April 1st, 1896, at 4 per cent per an-

the present

_

to 60 India Sts.

DUE JULY I, 1896.

2 per cent

Sets.
25 cts. Tamarinds, per lb.
12 cts.
25 cts. Rest Round Steak,
7
cts.
25 cts. Halt Pork, by the strip,
60 cts. bushel.
25 cts. Best Potatos,
25 cts. Rest St. Louis Flour,
$1.00.
10 cts.
25 cts. Good Canned Salmon,
50 cts. peck
25 cts. Pea and Y. E. Beans,

Middle, 54

FARMINGTON

&

First Mortgage 6 per cent Bonds,

-OF-

xt^'

\v

tetter,
jhbR
yr

Casco National Bank

Capt. J. I>. Johnaioffli

Aberdeen,

LEEDS

“The

R. R. OO-

^

195 Middle St f>. a Box 1108.

Ee.pectfany£onr»ijEWTo
Biown

P. P. P. purifies the blood, builds up
and
weak
the
debilitated, give*
strength to weakened nerves, expels
diseases, giving the patient health and
happiness where sickness, gloomy
feelings and lassitude first prevailed.

dtl

gam

and Scrofula

in afl

octlO

and DYSPEPSIA

Marvelous Cures

$633,000

42 Exchange street.

PRICKLY ASH, POKE ROOT CATARRH, MALARIA,
AND POTASSIUM
KIDNEY TROUBLES

C
SALES

A REPERTOIRE OF POPULAR PLAYS

DON’T YOU REMEMBER

AND OLD SORES

fect. Pri
by C, I.

Lowell,

Company

IN

HALL,

PIMPLES, BLOTCHES

Pills
Hood’s
but
silent
are
nevertheless certain in their ef-

Mass. 25c. Sold
by all druggists.

Her Own

_oct25dlw*

bridge’s

])UE 1912.

and

Monday evening.Our Kitty
Tuesday evening.Banker’s Daughter
Wednesday Matinee.Moths
evening.The C ipper
Thursday Matinee.Our Kitty

APPEARANCE

To be

CONSOL. 4’g,

IVSonday, Mov. 4th.

oct‘28<13t*

digestion, so
brought about.

Co.,

choice

FINANCIAT-.

went

Dr. Pictet’s Kalteklinik.
Mallet Hall, of Stepney, Conn., is the
last man to think he has discovered the
secret of perpetual motion. In describing the machine he says: “It consists ol
attached
a metalic pulley designed to be

were

The Three
Guardsmen.

II. R.

Only,

-COMMENCING-

sold for

(that
“Paderewski,” evening) will be
sold for the eleven remaining
entertainments at $2.50 $3.25
and $4.00. Call at once.

dtf

15 THE LARGEST PIECE Uf
GbOBTobacco Sold For

Atkinson,

frigotherapeutio” treatcure, for the
ment of diseases. He says he cured “himself of dyspepsia by boxing himself up in
a
refrigerator. When he came out he
was very hungry, and dourtless, also,
very cold. One thing can be said in
favor of this method of curing disease;
the very poorest famiilios will be able to
make use of it during the coming winter,

few

A

success.

On this occasion MR. SALVINI will appear by
special request in Dumas’ Exciting Romance,

years, surprised the court

panions for his proposed balloon expedithe
tion to the North Pole, Ekhoru,
meteorologist, of Stockholm, and Niels
in
the
StockStrindberg, an amanuensis
holm University.
Professor Raoul Pictet, of Berlin, has
set up in that oity a Kalteklinik or cold

30, 1895.

Ocl.

Grand Entertainment from 8 until 0. Grand
March at 9 o’clock. Gent’s tickets, 50 cents
Ladies’, 25 cents.
_oct24cltf
—Tlie Slockbridge Course an as-

SWAN & BARRETT, And His Company of Players,
0Ctl4

Week

One

Prof. R. B. Hall, Conductor & Soloist.
CITY HALL,

trict of

-FOK SALE BY

-©-

AMERICAN CADET BAND,

Engagement

The Rev. Dr. Edward W. Blyden, the
distinguished colored clergyman, who
represents Liberia at the court of St.
James, London, lectured on the future
of the negro the other evening in Baltimore.
After saying that the negro must
give up his dream of any such thing as a
negro empire, he continued: “There is
this consolatory truth for the race whose
lot is not to wield a sceptre of empire,
that it is to those who serve that belong
blessings of ultimate precedence”

“When in Baltimore a few
with the Archbishop to
call upon Mrs. W. During our visit her
beautiful little boy of four years ran into
the drawing-room, and, after presenting
him tome, Mrs. W. said: ‘Carroll, go
and say good morning to the ArchFancy my amazement when
bishop.
the cihld turned and, with an indescribabonhommie.
air
of
ble
said, with a friendHow are you, Aroh:’ Truly,
ly nod:
American children are remarkable.”
Dr. Andree has selected, as his coni

AND-

Monday, Nov. 4th.

These bonds are issued by the Sanitary DisChicago, a municipal corporation regularly organized under a general act of the
legislature of the State of Illinois, in pursuance
of a popular vote of the electors within Its
limits, which include practically the entire
City of Chicago, and the greater part of the
adjoining populous towns of Cicero and Lyons.

G. E. LOTHROF, Lessee and Manager.

BY THE

Payable Jauuary and ONLY
July 1.

Interest

Portland Theatre,

Evenings.
GILBERT.

M. 15.

Bonds,

Due July 1, 1901.

Keys

day since I

_—

CITY

in the High stroet
which is over 300
Borough, London,
years old, and is now to be torn down.
It was originally a mansion belonging
to'the Poynings. Henry VIII. turned it
into a storehouse for artillery, and under Ouecn Elizabeth it became a tavern
under the name at llrst of the Crossed

experience:

Respectfully,

ENTERTAINMENT

tavern

Queen’s Head

William

oct30(14t

course seats

DRAINAGE,

the fashion to call the richest man in the
world, is probably the most striking
figure in the field of speculation which
England has seen since the days of Hudson, tl e great railway king, a little more
than half a oentury ago.
old
John Harvard once owned the

Taught.
ASSEMBLIES
Thursday

sured

CHICAGO

PECULIAR.

Class Commences Monday Evening.
Gentleman, 82.50; Lady 81.50.
Waltz, Schott isohe and Two-Step
Six Lessons:

Wednesday,

Exchange Sts.

octll_

Barney Barnato, formerly oircus acrobat, now King of the Kaffirs, whom it is

ACOl'ION

than G,000,000 boxea.

Fund

Sinking

I>UE JULY J, 1905.

must

pills for constipation io^and 25*. Get the F, O. BAILEY & CO.,
book at your druggist’s and Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Salesroom 40 Exchange Street.
go by it.
F. O. BIALET.
C. AT. ALLEN
more

FIRST MORTGAGE

Gold

AMUSEMENTS.

WALT25INTO

Water Works Co.

admit the possibility of variations and
even inaccuracies in details being introduced by oral tradition; but the interval
was too short for these introductions to
be serious, and we know that the matters
of doctrinal significance—such as
the
birth, the divinity, and the resurrection
of the Saviour—were regarded from the
first as integral parts of the new covenant. In other words, such admissions
as I make do not affect
the credibility of
the New
Testament
(leaving for a
moment the question of miracles aside)
than
more
they would that of histories of
the present century, for it is notoriously
impossible to be certain about every detail of events whioh have happened with
in the memory of men now living.

Beecham's

Annual aeles

AUBURN, HIE.,

The Church of England, very
wisely, has never committed itself to any
definition of inspiration or to
precise
statements as to its functions.
If we admit so much in regard to the
Old Testament, do we not dotract from
the historic value of the New?
I cannot deny that to some extent this must
but
we
shall
find that it is only in
be,
matters of unimportant detail. The books
of the Now Testament stand on a very
different footing to most of those in tlio
older covenant. It is true that the Gospels ere not, as far as we know strictly

Huxley, who felt himself compelled to
take the agnostio position, frankly admitted not long before his death that
‘physical science, in fact, lias had nothing directly to do with the criticism of
tp a line of shafting in the usual manner,
the Gospels; it is wholly incompetent to
the spokes of the' wheel being extended
demonstrative
evidence
that
furnish
any
and provided with easly working joints
thing, this condition of affairs making statement made in these histories is un- at the wheel’s
periphery; at the end of
the
public eager to jump at anything true. Indeed, modern physiology can these spokes a heavy weight is attached.
tliat makes big promises as these African find parallels in nature for events of ap- When the motor is not in use these exwith
their
several
mining companies do
parently the most eminently supernatural tension spokes, back at
As

AMUSEMENTS.

FINANCIAL.
The
growth ii
popularity among the nations of thf
earth of arbitration as a means of settling
international controversies has not beer

respondingly greater.

or

BEST

ami

CHEAPEST

KOtJTE. including all
send

ex-

for prices and family il-

lustrated advertising.
Flanders, E. Agt., T. G. Eger, T. M
201 Wash’ll St., Boston. 6 Bowling Green, N. Y.
TS&I4mo
oct3

J. A.

—

AT THE

—

CHURCH OF THE MESSIAH,
Mrs. Jarley’s
'amous

Wax Work will be exhibited
nesday evening.

on

Wed-

Hodsdou, Header,
Horgan. Soloist; will be followed
by an exhibition by the Famous
Dwarfs from Honolulu.
Hot Dinners and Suppers, 25cts each.
Afternoons free.
Admission
Evenings,
oet28d3t
kduits, 25cts.; Children, loots.

'hursday Evening—Miss
Mrs.

—

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

HOME FOR
Annual

Catherine Itober,
One of the chief features of interest in
theatrical performance to the ladies in
the audience, is the display of costumes
by those of their sex in the oast. That
Katherine Rober fully appreciates this
a

fact is shown by the elaborate preparations she has made in the way of gowns
to bo worn during her tour of the eastern
section of the country, which she inagurates at Portland theatre next week. Miss
Rol e." has all a woman’s love for what
is dainty, and during her visit to Paris

NEW

AGED WOMEN-

great pianist.
occasion the artist will play his Polish

Tho annual meeting of the subscribers
of the Home for Aged Women was held

|

yesterday.

This forty-first annual report of the
H S.
management was presented by Miss
MoCobb, the secretary:

and
In presenting to the subscribers
the
friends the usual annual
report,
the
managers are glad to call attention to
improved condition of the house, which
is now particularly fresh and clean from
to cellar, with paint, plaster and

the summer of 1893, and first played
the October, festival in Norwich, England
The composition is a thoroughly characteristic work, illustrative alike of the
composer’s own temperament and his

EXTRACT. Huge, cumbersome
and impressive to the eye, but
not equal to JOHANN HOFF’S
MALT EXTRACT in nutritive
value.
One dozen bottles of JOHANN
HOFF’S MALT EXTRACT will
give more strength and nourishment than a whole cask of ale.

including

Taken

fund to be sufficient for current expenses.
The oost of running, over and above the
income is 81,129.41.
They also say with

pepsia,

matinee at

Stockbridge’s.
Salvlui.

The great romantic actor will be seen
hall on Nov. 4th in Dumas’
at City
There are few of
Three Guardsmen.
the present generation who have not been
held entranced by Dumas’ great story, and

Naples, prepared

notes

from
Mr.

mission. It is needless to say that every
Three of the inmates
room is ocoupied.
’’
have gone to a “better region of repose,
filled
others
and their places have been
by
as eager to enter as
they were themthe
to forget
It is not easy
selves.

of his
has

Stoddard

Minneapolis.
Football

Notes.

The Portland High school eleven will
play the Bowdoin Freshman team on the
Deering grounds this afternoon at 2.30
o’clock. The P. H. S. boys are in the

“pink” of condition and an interesting
game is assured all who attend.
It is definitely settled that the P. H. S.
on the
Kent’s Hill game will be played
Deering grounds

next

Security to His

Saturday.

Coach Hill has put tlio P. H. S. boys
through two days hard work this week.
and
the Bowdoins
The boys will give
Kent’s Hill toam a big tustle.
not
At 11 a. m. Tuesday, there had
been received at the Bath Iron Works any
confirmation of the published report that
the Bath plant has been given a contract
It may be said,
to build two gunboats.
however, that Treasurer Hyde, who was
felt confident
seen today at the Works,
reach here
that such good news would
within
from Washington
twenty-four
hours.
left
Carlisle
Washington
Secretary
for Kentucky
to
Tuesday afternoon
at
the
vote
November
and
register
election.

.DeqUCBiO

UUUBD1U8B,

Entrance fees,
All other sources,

hour.
As

8W

Bondsmei

f|

2

until

a

large lot, but it will
take a “large lot” for
a

us-the way
sell

them.

AT

13 Cts.

For the Money!

$
9

CarpetsOver 40,000 yards of Tapestry
and Wool Carpets to he sold at
prices within your reach.

2

Each.

You will be surprised to see
what good tics these are.

LOT OF GENTS’TIES

A

5

|

JAPANESE
Another

Each.

HATTING!

importation

$3.99.

a

Both lots of these ties would
readily bring more in any place
bun we shall start the ball “a
rolling” by giving best values
we ever offered.

We shall offer very choice
line of Ties at 45c, 75c
and $1.00 each.

55,00,

A

■
a

2

1

a

DESK,

£
®

Children’s Plaid Windsor
Ties at 15 cents.

2
2

S of Them.
Nt

a

I8

Honey’s assistant, was accepted as
bail, while for surety the whole of Mr.
Van Alen’s extensive and elaborate es
tate was mortgaged to James Anthony,
sheriff, and Pardon Skaull, deputy shei
iff. ! The property is taxed for $217,900,
Col.

RINESBROS.

8

Arrives

Tables.

GOFF,

"The Clothiers.”

YOU CAN
DO BETTER!
Perhaps the kind of clothes you've
buying for your boy don’t exactly please you. They may be
stylish enough but perhaps the

quality has
quality nuvv
style lacking.

Frisco, hut Declines to Tall

lacking,

been
have

or

been fair

the

and

YOU CAN 00 BETTER.
line of
Keefers at
Our

Suits.

$3.50, 3.00,

Overcoats and

$1.00 up to $15.00.

Others at

PARLOR

SUITST

A superior Suit in Solid Walnut Frames, Crushed Plush.

3.50 & 5.00

are brim full of style at no sacrifice
of quality. Bring in the boy this
see bow great a change
a little money makes.

Treasurer—Miss Cornelia M. Dow.
Managers—First Parish, Mrs. Samuel
Small, Mrs. Edward A. Noyes; Secoud
Parish, Mrs. J. W. D. Carter;
Stato
Street, Mrs. William W. Brown, Mrs.
Weston F. Milliken, Miss Lucinda
K.
Bancroft; High Street,
Mrs.
T.
E.
Twitchell, Mrs. Charles B. Rogers; St.
Luke’s, Mrs. James E. Prindle
Mrs.
George F. Shepley; St. Stephen’s, Mrs. D.
W. Fellows; St. Paul, Mrs. J. W York;
Church of the Messiah,
Mrs.
R.
E.
Sargent; First Baptist, Mrs.
Win. D.
Free
Hastings;
Street, Mrs. Percival
Bonney, Mrs. Henry C. Peabody; First
Free Baptist, Mrs. T. C. Lewis;
Chestnut Street, Mrs. Abial M. Smith; ConMrs.
W. W. Virgin, Mrs.
gress Square,
M. P. Frank; St. Lawrence Street. Mrs.
M. H. Tracy; Congress Street Methodist,
Mrs. Richard B. Lowell; Williston, Mrs.
A. H. Berry; Pine Street, Mrs.
Adam
Leighton; New Jerusalem, Mrs. H. P.
Worcester.
Fundamental

This will

be the subject of Rev. E. P.
Woodward at the Second Advent church
next Sunday at 3 p. iu.
Roman Catholics are especially invited. Seats free.
Wideawake Paper.
The Lewiston
Sun has put in a new
Goss
The Sun is not
perfection press.
only a good paper, but it is very much
alive, constantly on the lookout to improve itself and is rapidly enforcing the
who believe in progresattention of all
sive journalism.
A

Width 36 in.

Lamp.

S7.25.

-

by Bradley

Made

To select from.

Forgot
Diving a glass
we are

PRICES $1.67 UP.

With this same
Piece free of

MORRIS CHAIRS,

Charge, size,

From $12.50

Spring Edge,

Silk Trimmed, son, uomioriame,

$12.50.

AT

a?n

Winterport,

iucksport and

junction
Middle,

F!SK & GOFF,

Oct.

’

Manager.

OARLETON,

t

Middle,

_

“The Clothiers.”
elties for street

Ezekiel B. Jackson and
Fanny
Manson. Oct. 21, John R. Williams and
Annie Butler.
Skowbegan, Oct. 23. Fred E. Heald of
[■airfield and Miss Ruth E. Smith.
diss
In
diss
in

Tuesday

and

October 28,

Wednesday,

Augusta, Oct. 22, Charles F. Foote, aged

Mrs. Susannah Williams
Hedge, aged
In Augusta, Oct. 21, Harry L. Holmes, aged
C)

Y6£irS.

In Skew began, Oct. 21, Win. Richardson.
In Fairfield, Oct. 20, Mrs. Martha Pease, widof A. S. Pease.
In Freeman, Oct.

3W

years.

21, Mrs. Mae F. Cook, aged

In Sargentville, Oct. 21, Lucius
zent. aged 76 years.
In Ellsworth Fails, Oct. 21, Asa
S

Duchess, Satin
Senechal and I*eau De Soie, from 75 cts to
$3.00; 1-4 less than usual prices

Satin

Rliadaincs,

Satin

assortment of

tan.

The

new

cloaks,

are

The Glove

LET—Small rent No. 4 Mechanic street,
in Deeriug at Woodfords; 4 rooms, up
stairs very pleasant, sunny; conveniences for
in celwood'and coal on same floor; privileges
lar: Sebago water included. Apply to ,i. S.
Oxford
a
or
to
KNOWLES, East Usering,
4 aereet. rorUand.

stock

coats,

of

dresses,

bonnets,

wraps,
socks and

caps,
all materials

infants wadrobes are
ready now, and includes

for

every wan table novelty.
The window today has

of

Qrt'jJt

be had for

to

PALMER SHOE CO.

TO

complete

also

ready,

shades of

and

trimming,

0Ct30d3t

Rolles Sar-

J. M. DYER & CO.

show

the

among the hunnew stock is
Our
dreds.
ready now and it includes

each

Smith, aged

Oct. 22. George Holt, aged 76 yrs
In Stockton Springs, Oct. 18, Lewis J, Snell,

of

stock of Jou-

Dent’s Gloves for men in
all the
in
prevailing

idea

all that’s best.

FOR THOSE HAYS ONLY

inlhinaan.

aged 68 vb»'T.

the sorts

is

Oct. 20, Winthrop W. W. Sanborn,
lEGfl 64 years.
In Behast, Oct. 21. Henry A. Dickey, aged
34 years.
In Belfast.

lace for
now receiving attention in our East Window.
Dress Congress in variAll
ous styles of toe.

are

29, 30.

NO

an

can

wear.

here. Costumes, wraps
and millinery all call tor

made of genuine imported
Silk
Patent Leather.
Silk Elastic
Serge Top.
Coring.

22,
^In^Augusta,84Oct.
years.
l

X

OCCASIONS

DEATHS.

Tn

2?

FOR ALL

newspaper

give you

new

vin Gloves is

30th, 1895.

a

DRESS

Monday,

\

Portland. Oct.

APPROPRIATE

GRAND SILK SALE.

The

fair.

SHOES

22, Wm. J. Kennedy of
Mary Belle Atwood of

Oct. 20,
^In^Premont,Thurston.

-

MONUMENT SQUARE.

21

JDnct,on

Alonzo R. Kinuey and Miss

Miss

afe

of the "BETTER” kind and

of
In Searsport. Oct. 20, Alonzo I. Nickerson
Jelfast and Miss Daisy T. Dunham of sears-

i/zip IjiilcY
iu St George, Oct. 22, Leroy C. Sheerer and
diss Jennie P. Barter.
In Rockland, Oct. 22, Arthur S. Dunton of
danchester and Miss Ada Belle Berry of Rock-

*k-

present a practical study in economic
principles.

weather today
■is likely to be

J

Up.

$10.00,15,00,18.00 & 20.00
are

Canada.

tlagtrie M. Densmore.
Miss
Ill Calais. Oct. 22, Sami C. Woodslde and

burner.

Shades.

Silk

°-

Investigrte Sweating System.

Tn Calais, Oct. 23,

new

Large Assortment of

Ds if you

Black” Suits and Over-

MARRIAGES.

1

& Hubbard aud

Don’t Blame

The

Error of the Romish

Church.

Fast
Our
coats at

Ont., October 29.—In compliwith the request of the Trades and
Labor Congress which recently met in
Governor General
Ont., the
London,
ippointed a commission to investigate and report on the sweating system
n

Banquet

Height 50 in.
Depth 20 in.

COUCHES

FOR MEW.

mce

The following officers were elected:
President—Mrs. George S. Hunt.
Vice Presidents—Mrs. Samuel Small.
Mrs. J. W. D. Garter.
Secretary—Miss Harriet S. MoCobb.

Brass

Our Sizes:

Great Sale of Crushed Plash,

Ottawa,

814,425.64

at.

20x12.

$19.98.

week, and

White Plains, Mo.. Octolber 29.— James
VI. Bolen for several years secretary of a
lumber of building and loan associations
in this city, has euddely dissappared. Kxjminaiton of his accounts shows he is
short probably $10,000, none of which is
protected by bond or security.
To

looking

Don’t get one,
But we almost

24x24 inches.

been

Another Defaulter.

88,745.19
5,680.45

Balance,

Dues you have been

$m

the

lias their celebrated

SOLID,
SUPERIOR
FINISH.

$2.17.

noon. Mr. Manley declares his visit
the coast is for pleasure and he deto
stines to discuss politics. He is staunob
for San Francisco, however, as the meeting place of the Republican national con-

606.34
172.21
95.50
647.13

Antique Finish.

HEAVY,

lay

81,199.27
3,984.60

Measure

size.

Note the

PRICE

for the Parlor.

San Francisco, October 29.—Joseph H.
Manley. Maine member of the Republi
arrived yester
-an National Committee,

Oi

FISK &

Wednesday, Oct. 30th.

Politics.

EXPENSES.

and clothing,
Funeral expenses,
All other expenses,

PILLAR EXTENTION.

ANTIQUE FINISH.

_$5.67.

MANLEY IN THE WEST.
He

Reed
ocker.
Another at

and the mortgage specifically sets forth
that it is only given as a bond for the
payment of all losses, costs, damages, expenses, suits, actions, ^claims and demands which the sheriffs may sustain 01
be
by the acceptance oi
subjected to
Koeheno as bail, he being a young mac
for his daily bread. It also
working
provides for Van Alen’s paying the fina!
judgment injthe suit for which the wri1
is issued, or in case of failure to do this
to surrender his
body, and finally il
in
case of failure to do this, the deac
shall be in full force as a transfer to ths
sheri ff or their, heirs.
Thtre is no time named'for the mortgage to run except that it covers the time
the case is to be before the courts. As
no moneys are exchanged thero is no in
terest and other details.arobiot'a mattei
of record.
Those interested in the case are al
pledged to secrecy, even declining to ad
The
that the arrest was made.
mit
sheriff arranged everything to Mr. Var
Alen’s convenience.

In

|

tention.

Furnishing

inches

and 25
I 50 inches high
wide. There are only

CHIFFONIERS.

matter of form the writ of
was
presented, but the readingjol' ii
was waived, and Charles H. Koeline, Jr.

288.00
698.88

Provisions, water, fuel, lights,
Investments,
Repairs,

FULL SIZE
FIVE HOLE
RANCE.

of that

close woven linen warp matting
at 25 cents. Large assortment
to select from.

2

-AT-

33 Cts.

®

$15.00.

$3.17.

$3.27.
Croat Big Stove

gj

LOT OF GENTS’TIES
■-:

5
J*

shall

we

|

lati

arresi

814,425.64

Tlie

STEAM-COOKED

2

Newport.

Van Alen

closeted with

333.50
O, Olf-i,

Is

of the difficulty under the direction
Mr.iVan Alen’s New York^lawyers, wai

For every service by which
have been invigorated in
the inmates
body and mind, the board here tenders

dllVI

NECKTIES

Everything Bright and Glean.

A Sensation. New Goods at the Price of Old.

o

door fete, and the cordial hospitality of
the hostess will always be remembered by
her guests. This festiavl. though prominent in the year’s records, is still but one
of a thousand gifts and kindnesses from

fund,

•w

Qotober 29.—Upor
R. I.,
James J. Van Alen’s arrival last evening
Deputy Sheriff Kaull was summoned ti
Wakehurst, and together with Samuel R,
Honey, who is managing the local one

anxiety for admision of one, the first who
She was a gentle,
died during the year.
quiet woman, and had saved the 1150 required as an entrance fee, from her

«

A

•

Newport,

successful opening, its hearty thanks.
The treasurer, Miss Cornelia M. Dow,
and the reception accorded to his lecture
augurs well for his popularity during the reports as follows:
season on which he has now embarked,
RECEIPTS.
and in which he will be heard in Phila- Balance October
85,934.67
30, 1894,
419.80
delphia, New York, Boston and other Annual subscribtions.
3,806.78
cities extending south to Washington
and west to

as

in

thousand, who received with lively enthusiasm John L. Stoddard’s new lecture good friends
late residence there.
never made a more

Pledged

IS

Mr. Fred A. Given, violinist, will play elocution played a conspicuous part. One
at his
violin recital at City hall,
a solo
bright day, however, stands out, during
November
18. “Aria with variations,’’ the last summer,
when, at the oottage of
This solo is played wholly
N. Paginni.
Diamond
A string quintette will one of the managers at Little
on the G string.
island an afternoon tea was given to the
play the accompaniment.
family with transportation to and from
Stoddard lectures.
the island. The sail, the pretty out of

on

ADVERTISEMENTS._

1,000 Bozen

2

VAN ALEN’S VAST ESTATE.

when the story, dramatized, was produced
by Salvini in this city some seasons ago
the delight evidenced Dy the great audiof $1 per week. Her coming
marked. Salvini’s
euce
was
support scanty wages
to the home was delayed, and her silent
and
will
then was exceedingly
good
after week,
sadness as she heard, week
probably be the same on this occasion.
as
that there was no place for her, was
Get sea’s at Stookbridge’s now.
pathetic as her contentment at last, in
Tlie Drummer Boy.
was
the clean, comfortable room that
Nov. 6—8 are the days for the “Drumgiven to her. Her age, ns well as that of
mer Boy’’ at City hall given
by Shepley another of the three, was eigthy-seven.
Camp S. of V. Mr. Neil and Master The third was comparatively young, but
Henry Neil are noted for their excellent muoh broken by trouble, and her life was
characterizations and Miss Rice’s le iuti- still
when
she was
disturbed even
ful voice will be heard in the drama Get
watched over and carefully sheltered.
seats at Williamson’s drug store.
The pleasures which come to the Home
The many friends of Comrade Pollock are
keenly enjoyed, though largely conof Woodfords will be glad to hear that fined to its own walls.
times
Several
he has been assigned an important part
during the year a society of young people
in the drama.
have given acceptable entertainments to
Notes.
their elderly friends, in which music and

The sixteenth season of t^e Stoddard
lectures was brilliantly inaugurated Oc
Hall,
tober 21st. at the Central Music
Chicago, before an audience of three

9

Ask lor the genuine JOHANN Hoff's
Avoid substitutes.
Malt Extract.

--

»

i«v

2

Keene, N. H.
I have used JOHANN HOFF’S
MALT EXTRACT both personally and in my practice for many
years, and as yet failed to find its
equal in results.
ElizabethB. Reed, M.D.

audacity for

tiful and grand, while the Finale is char- the limits of the Home, to certain worthy
acterized by a brightness and vigor in lonely poverty-stricken women, made inwhich is reflected national sentiment and eligible to their institution by Illness or
feeling. Indeed, the opening of the move- foreign bfrth, to whom their fellow
ment might be mistaken for a genuine citizens are indebted for faithful service
Polish dance if the composer had not and whom some one must support.
The household is still in charge of the
placed it on record that all the themes
same wise, kind matron as in years past.
are original.
A itivcua am uu
Many applicants are waiting for adava

with meals, cures dysinsomnia and nervous-

ness.
an

friends
which the past indulgence of
income of
poetic ideality. It is fitful and moody, gives them courage, that if the
be
could
but general rhapsodical—extromety brill- a few, a very few, thousands
would be
it
slow placed in their
The
hands,
iant and equally difficult.
movement, of course, is exceedingly beau- possible for them to bring relief, outside

omu

I*
I

Relative values are not always
A truck load of
shown by size.
more
show than a
barrels makes
million
times its
a
diamond with
a cask of
with
value. Same way
MALT
HOFF’S
ale and JOHANN

generous
late Ira F. Farrington, a most unexpected
fantasie which had a phenomenal success boon, will not yet make it possible for
in Paris. The Fantasie was written in the interest from the ocrefulJy invested
at

NEW

gii®*®®@®®®®i®©ii®g

Reports and Election of Officers
Yesterday.

the last summer she displayed this femigarret
nine trait in the selection of the neat
woodwork in perfect order. The necessary
and handsome dresses that she will wear
of course, inhas,
expense incurred
in
this
Few
city.
during her engagement
trenohed upon the general fund, but this
actresses can show a wardrobe to compare
seemed a lesser evil than to neglect so
in richness of material, correctness of
important a matter, for instanoe, as
style and in number of gowns with that defective
drainage. And after the process
best
of
all
Is
and
the
it
of Miss Haber’s,
curtailof renovation had once begun,
she knows how best to wear them.
housement was useless, for, as every
Beats for the entire week are now on
knows only too well, repairs, like
keeper
sale at the box office and the fact that
misfortunes, “never come singly.
this first class attraction is to be furnished
With regard to resouroes the managers
Portland people at popular prices, will
losses through the late
can state that the
be fully appreciated.
comparatively
financial depression are
The Stockbridge Course.
slight, and far more than compensated
But the latter, even
course opens with by legaoies received.
The Stockbridge
On this
the
bequest of the
the

Paderewski,

I
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department
supurb stock

showing
long Gloves
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white,

popular

dress, also

brilliant line of
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OWEN,
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MISCELLANEOUS.

U.JNU1NG.
Come to me in my dreams, and then
By day I shall be well again,
For then the night will more than pay
The hopeless longing of the day.

Hacking
Hoarseness

as thou cam ’st a thousand times,
A messenger from radiant climes,
And srr.ilo on thy new world, and be
As kind to others as to me.

Como,

Hooping Cough
Faint, fricuent, short and broken coughs,
harshness or roughness of voice, violent, convulsive, intermittent coughs, followed by
whoops, n ;:d alt coughs and colds are prpmptiy
relieved by this wonderful Anodyne. Nothing
on earth, will cure them asquickty. It soothes
and heals bites, burns, bruises, cuts, cnaps,
chilblains, fractures, stings, scalds, strains,
sprains, soreness, stiffness, swellings, tetter,
and any ache anywhere, every lameness everywhere. It is the best remedy in the world for
asthma, bronchitis, catarrh, colic, croup,
summer comcramps, chills, cholera inorbus,
plaints, headache, influenza, neuralgia, toothache, tonsihtls, vertigo, sore lips, throat, lungs,
la grippe and every pain in the chest, bowels
at its
or kidneys. All who use it are amazed
ever after.
power and are loud in its praise

Johnson’s;;^;0
anodvn£ liniment

it has
For over So veers the demand for
old
stcrdHv increased. It was devised by an
for
Vvieii iicMe hearted Family Fbyiician
f
has probably
the good of l-.is fellow men. It
more suffering
..1
-e lives and relieved
It produces an in,.ay other remedy.
and by its
'ISO of Vi: il actlvitv in the organs
c
to more vigL-ic ....... •.• excites the parts
them the power to throw

tala
c;'.*
C

exertion*,

hiving
used and recommended by

It is

off disea

merely
phyoci- s everywhere.
RemJjniment.it is the Universal Household
as
Internal
bor
old
age.
cdy from infancy to
should
It is not

a

much as External use. Every Mother
haveitin the house, dropped on sugar suffering
muscle cervine.
children love it. It is the great
a serious hacking
My son was sick with
which threatened to
cough and lung difficulty,
wished to try
end in quick consumption. He
He did try it
Liniment.
s
Anodyne
Johnson
chest and
the
taking it inwardly and bathing he
began to
lungs outwardly. Very soon
Is alive
improve, gradually gaining strength.
lortnv possessir 'a vigorous constitution.
sio:V.V::::s; South Jefferson, Me.

j(Jun

bottle.
free. Sold everywhere. Price, S5 eta.
LB. JOEMSOtf & CO.. Boston, Ma*.

directions
Tho Doctor’s signature and
Pa-nn* Jot

lifbotK felo.

OF

STATE
Cumberland,
In Equity.

ss.

on every

MAINE,
,.

Supreme Judicial Court.

Insurance Commissioner
Provident Aid Society.

Stephen W. Carr,
vs.

To the Supreme Judicial Court:
Stephen W. Cair of Bowdoinliam in the
County of Sagadahoc, Insurance Commissoner of the .-'tate of Maine, complains
against the Provident Aid Society, a corporation duly established by law and having
the
Portland in
its principal office at
County of Cumberland, and says.
1.
hat your complainant is the duly appointed and qualified insurance commissi oner of the fti ate of Maine.
2. -That said Provident Aid Society is a
domestic life insurance company, organized
and existing by virtue of its act of incorpoand
the Private
ration, Coapter 505^ of
Special Laws of 1885.
3. —That, as your complainant is informed
August,
and believes, on the 2lbh day ol
of
said
lei 95, a meeting of the members
said
Provident Aiu Society was held in
Portland for the purpose of determining
whether said Provident Aid Society would
Benereinsure its risks in the Bay State
a
duly
corporation
fici*rv Association,
established by law and having its principal
in
the
Boston
County
in
place of business
of Suffolk and Commonwealth of Massachua
setts, under tbo conditions specified in
certain proposition made by sain Bay fotate
dateu
and
July
Association
Beneficiary
10th, 1895.
memThat more than two-thirds of the
bers present at said meeting voted in favor
Provisaid
that
and
reinsurance,
of said
to
dent Aid Society thereafter took steps
carry said vote into effect.
4. —That as your complainant is informed
Society
and believes, said Provident Aid
—

possible
has reinsured its risks »u far as
with said Bay State Beneficiary Association
and discontinued business.
5—That there are accrued indemnity claims
upon certificates and policies of said corpotion, which

•

are

Indefinite and unadjusted

iu amount to your complainant unknown,
and unpaid,
a .1 of which are outstanding
said
and that there are debts clue from
in
others
and
its
officers
to
corporation
amount to vour complainant unknown.
ti.—That, as vour complainant is informed
and believes, said corporation^has an unexhausted portion of its reserve aad mortuary
funds in the hands ef file Treasurer of the
ten
tetule of Maine, amounting to about
thousand dollars ($10,000). and that it is for
the interest of ail parties concerned that a
receiver be appointed to collect and bold
lor ratable
I he assets of tairt corporation
or
distribution among all parties legally
equitauly entitled thereto.
7.—Your complainant further avers that
inasmuch as said corporation has discontinued business, it is lor the best interest
..li
flint tiip. anmn
Via
wriiind
up and its existence ended.
WHEREFORE, your complainant prays:
1. —'lhat a temporary injunction may issue
restraining said Provident Aid Society, its
part,
servants and-agents, in whole or in
from proceeding luriber with its business.
2. —That process of subpoena may be
issued directing said delendant to appear
and answer all and
o/i a day certain
singular the premises.
lb—That after due hearing bad, a permsneut injunction may issue restraining said
defendant, its
agents and servants, in
whole or in part, trom proceeding further
with its business.
had, a Re4. —That after due bearing
ceiver maj be appointed to take possession
of the property and assets of said corporation and also Masters if necessary, so that
paid property and assets may oe converted
into casn and a ratable distribution thereof
the
made
legally and
parties
among
entitled thereto.
5. —That said defendant corporation may
be wound up aqd its existence ended.
<j.~i hat such further equitable relief may
deem
as
the
Court may
be
granted
necessity, to the end that tho best interests
of all parties concerned may be conserved

Or, as thou never cam’st in sooth,
Come now, and let mo dream it truth,
And part my hair and kiss my brow.
And say, “My love, why sufferest thou?,:
Como to me in my dreams, and then
By day I shall be well again;
For then the night will more than pay
Tho hopeless longing of the day.
—Matthew Arnold.

HIS COLT ROYAL.
Tho day on which I was 12 years old my
lather said to me; “Samuel, walk down
1
tho lano with mo to the pasture lot.
Never
want to show you something.’’
suspieioning anything, I trudged along
with father, and what should I find in the

pasture lot but tho cunuingest, prettiest,
liveliest colt a boy over clapped eyes on.
“That is my birthday present to you,”
said father. “Yes, Samuel, I give tho colt
to you to do with as you like, for you’ve
been a good boy and have done well at
school.”
You can easily understand that my boyish heart overflowed with pride and joy
A great many years have
and gratitude.
elapsed since that time, but I haven’t forgotten and I never shall forget tho delight
of that moment, when I realized that I had
a colt of my own—a real, live colt, and a
Morgan colt at that.
“How old is he, father?” I atked.
“A week old, come tomorrow,” said
father.
“Has Judge Phipps seen him yet?” I
asked.
“No; nobody has seen him but you and
me and the hired man.”
Judge Phipps was the justice of the
I had a profound respect for him,
peace.
for what he didn’t know about horses
wasn’t worth knowing. I was sure of this,
because the judge himself told me so.
One of the first duties to which I applied
LUJDOU.

nuo

J

show him the colt. The judge praised
pretty creature inordinately, enumerating
all his admirable points and predicting a
The judge even
famous career for him.
went so far as to express the conviction
that in due time my colt would win “imperishable renown and immortal laurels
as a competitor at the meetings of the
the

Hampshire County Trotting association,”
of which association the judge was the
president, much to the scandal of his esti-

mable wife, who viewed with pious horror
her husband’s connection with the race
track.
“What do you think I ought to name
my colt?” I asked the judge.
“When I was about your age,” the
judge answered, “I had a colt, and I
He won all the
named him Royal.
premiums at the county fair before he was
6 years old.”
To my
That wus quite enough for me.
thinking, every utterance of the judge
was ex cathedra; moreover, in my boyish
exuberance I fancied that this name
would start my colt auspiciously upon a
famous career. X began at once to think
and to speak of him as the prospective
winner of countless honors.
From the moment when I first set eyes
Even
on Royal I was his stanch friend.
now after the lapse of years, X cannot think
of my old companion without feeling here
in my breast a sense of gratitude that that
honest, patient, loyal friend entered so
largely into my earlier life.
Twice a day I used to trudge down the
lane to the pasture lot to look at the colt,
and invariably X was accompanied by a
troop of boy acquaintances who heartily
envied me my good luck and who regaled
what
me constantly with suggestions of
they would do if Royal were their colt.
Royal soon became friendly with us all,
and he would respond to my call, whinnying to me as I oame down the lane, as
much as to say: “Good morning to you,
litlte master. I hope you are coming to
have a romp with me.” And, gracious,
how he would curve his tail and throw up
his head and gather his short body together and trot around the pasture lot on
tnose long legs of his! He enjoyed lift',
Royal did, as much as we boys enjoyed it.
Naturally enough, I made all sorts of
plans for Royal. I recall that, after I had
been on a visit to Springfield and had belialri

fnr

t.ima

flio

inon'pls

I
have mittenod me if it hsun’t been that
had the finest colt in the county.
The summer I left ooliege there came to
mo an overwhelming sense of patriotic

Land Deal at Rockland.
Rookland, October '-'It It is reported
that- Win.
iere ou good authority
Day of
lias
Iowa,
entered into

duty.

legotiations

the first to notice my absentmindedness, and to her I first confided
the great wish of my early manhood. It is
hard for parents to bid a son go forth tp do
service upon tho battlefield, but Now England in those times responded cheerfully
and nobly to Mr. Lincoln’s call.
The Eighth Massachusetts cavalry was
A baker’s
tho regiment I enlisted in.
dozen of us hoys wont together from the
quiet little village nestling in the shadow
of Mount Holyoke.
From Camp Andrew
IIwrote baok a piteous letter, complainiug
of the horse that had been assigned to mo.
I wanted Royal. We had been inseparable
in times of peace—why should wo not
war:
share together the fortunes of
Within a fortnight along came Royal, conducted in all digntty by—you would never
guess—by Judge Phipps! Pull of patriotism and cheer was the judge.
“Both of ye are thoroughbreds,” said
he. “Ye’ll oome in under the wire first
every time, I know ye will.”
The judge also brought me a saddle
blanket which Susie had ornamented with
wondrous and tender art.
So Royal and X went into tho war together. There were times of privation and
of danger; neither of us over complained.
I am proud to bear witness that in every
emergency my horse bore himself with a
patience and a valor that seemed actually
human.
My comrades envied me my
gentle, stanch obedient servant. Indeed
Royal and I became famous as inseparable
and loyal friends.
We were in five battles, and neither 'of
But
us got oven so much as a scratch.
one
afternoon in a skirmish with the
rebels near Potomac mills a bullet struck
me in tho thigh, and from the mere shock
I fell from Royal’s back into the tangle of
The fall must have stunned
the thicket.
me, for the next thing I knew I was alone
—deserted of all except my faithful horse
Royal stood over me, and when I opened
my eyes he gave a faint whinny. I hardly
knew what to do.
My leg pained me excruciatingly. I surmised that I would
never be able to make my way back to
camp under the fire of the rebel picketers,
for I discovered that they were closing in.
Then it occurred to me to pin a note to
Royal’s saddle blanket and to send Royal
back to camp,, telling the boys of the
The horse understood
trouble I was hi.
it all. Off he galloped, conscious or the
import of the mission upon which he had
been dispatched.
Bang! bang! bang! went the guns over
yonder, as if the revengeful creatures in
the faroff brush guessed the meaning of
our maneuvering and sought to slay my
loyal friend. But not a bullet touched
him—leastwise he galloped on and on till
I lost sight of him.
They came for me at last, the boys did.
They were a formidable detachment, and
how the earth shook as they swept along!
“We thought you were a goner sure,”
said Hi Bixtfy.
“I guess I would have been if it hadn’t
been for Royal,” said I.
“When
“I guess so myself,” said he.
we saw him stumbling along all bloody,
we allowed for sure you were dead!”
“All bloody?” I cried. “Is Royal hurt?”
“As bad as a boss can be,” said he.
In camp we found them doing the best
they could for him. But it was clearly of
There was a gaping, ragged
no avail.
hole in his side.
Seeking succor for me,
Royal had met his death wound. I forgot
I thrust the others aside
my own hurt.
and hobbled where he lay.
“Poor old Roy!” I cried as I throw myself beside my dying friend and put my
Then I patted and
arms about his neck.
stroked him and called him again and
again by name, and there was a look in
his eyes that told me he knew me and was
glad I was there.
How strange and yet how beautiful it
was that in that faroff country, with my
brave, patient, loyal friend’s fluttering
heart close unto mine, I neither saw nor
thought of the scone around me!
But before my eyes came back the old,
familiar places, the pasture lot, the lane,
the narrow road up the hill, the river
winding along between great stretches of
brown corn, the aisle of maple trees and
the fountain where we drank so many,
many times together, and I smelled the
fragrance of the flowers and trees abloom,
and I heard the dear voices and the sweet
sounds of my boyhood days.
Then presently a mighty shudder awakened me from this dreaming. And I cried
out with affright and grief, for I felt that
I was alone.—Chicago Reoord.
Mother

for the purchase
of John
rones’s estate noar Bav Boint, and will
ireot ten $20,000 cottagds soon. It will be
•emembered that Mr. Jones
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Don’t scratch it, but apply

Pond’s Extract.
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Baby was sick, we gave her Castoria,
When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria,
When she became Mias, she clung to Castoria,
When she had Children, she gave them Castoria,
When

of

sum

this

flue

for the

pur-

of a public park, but nothing
done toward tho acceptance of

was

the
of

a
daughter
iffer. Day’s son married
lie late Gen. Davis Tillson of Roeklaud,
1 md
the two families control wealth conThis
aderably over a million dollars.
vould be tiie most important land deal
1

many years.
the
A. Alboe, chairman of
of
the most
ward of health and one
irominont Masons in the Stato, has just
of
jeon takou ill with a serious case
iiphtheria. He has been an indefatigable
the prevalence of
t-lie
vorker during
the
Iiphtheria scare, and contracted
One
new
1 iisease while treating patients.
iase and one death is tho latest report.
trust that medicine
Eays Mrs.
fian any doctor I know of,
rlattie Mason, of Chilton, Carter Co.,
in speaking of Chamberlain’s Colic,
rather

“I would

do.,

Bor
Dhoiera and Diarrhoea Remedy.
ale by Landers & Babbidge, Druggists,
!
and C. B.
Woodman.
Portland, Me.,

be the
“I want to
Who
Comes
Jeweler
Into Your Mind First."

The following transfers of real estate
in this county have been recorded, in
the Registry of Deeds:
J. Curtis to William
I. Jordan.
Abbie
Pratt to Charles
Windham—Mary
H. Welch.
Brunswick—William Mountfort to Jane
W. Crawford, flTO.
Harpswell—F. C. Johnson to Amos R.
Nickerson, $2f>.
Mary A. Gatchell to Abby A. Snow.
Deering—Willard G. Hartley to Ida L.

foYarinouth—Albert

Hartley.
Tli© Death of Katherine

nothing

sympathy

of all in their affliction.

HOOD'S PIBBS cure Diver Ills,
Biliousness, Indigestion, Headache,
A pleasant laxative. All Druggists,

Lietfig
l

I

\1

M.

TO

particulars inquire

for

A. C. LIBBY', 43 1-2 Exchange street.

or

33-3

(EODffiDSS.

Extract
of Beef

A fine line of Ladies’ and Gents’ Diamond Rings
Mv prices are
ir. the latest styles of settings.
reasonable anil every stone of the best quality,
$10.00 to $300. McKENNEY, the Jeweler, Monujnnlldtf
ment Square.

BUTTERFIELD HOUSE-Iias been
now' opened; elegantly furnished rooms, steam heat, gas and use pi
in
bath, central location, first class tabic board
connection. For terms inquire at the house, No.
IQ'4
221 CUMBERLAND STREET.

THEnewly fitted up and is

|

Tlie

?

Largest

New Resilient YValthar.i Mainsprings, superior to
Warranted Mainspring and
all others, only 76c.
cleaning, S1.60. Cleaning, gl.00. McKENNEY, the
janloutr
Watchmaker, Monument Square.

g

Assortment

mURKEYS AND CHICKENS—These area
A few of our prices in the meat and grocery

MAINSPRINGS 75c.

line:

Round steak, 10c to 12c; pork steak and sausage, lOe: pork to roast, 9c; fresh Idled turkeys, 18e; fresh killed fowl, 14c; fresh killed
chickens, 15e; loib tub pure lard, best, 75c;
best whole ham, 10c to lie; salt pork by the
strip, 7c; Euglish breakfast bacon, 13e; nice
corned beef, 2c, 4c, 6c; 2 cans standard pears,
25c: 2 cans standard peaches, 26c! pea and
y. e. beans, 30c pk; line cooking molasses, 25c
and 35c gal; best rose potatoes. 15c pk, 50c
bush; fine tokav grapes, 10c lb: 12 lbs fine
sweet potatoes. 25c; new malaga grapes, 14c;
5 lbs good cooking raisins, 26c: choice formosa
tea, 25c and 35c; fore quar. lamb. 6 to 7c, legs
10 to 12c. JOHNSON & LAMBERT. 24 YVilmost. street, cash grocers. Goods delivered.

of Trusses

#

|

in the State.

?

Prices

#

From

|
1

75c

Telephone

oct26dlw

228-6.

RINCS!

RINCS!

RINCS!

A Thousand Solid Gold Rings, Diamonds, Opals
Pearls, Emeralds, Garnets and Moon Stones in latest
style or setting. Engagement and Wedding Kings
a specialty.
McKENNEY, the Jeweler, Monument

Up.

septSdtf

Square.

\

GEO. G. FRYE,
320

MORE CLOCKS

Congress St.,

Clocks for
than all the other dealers combined.
Alarm Clocks
every House, Office, Store or Hall.
96c ud. Largest Stock, Best Clocks, Lowest Prices
McKENNEY, the Jeweler, Monument Square.

for any kind of
than

a

a

PORTLAND, ME.

present

§

......

WE GUABANTEE THE FIT.
octlGeodtf

«

bran

Is

Our line

■

LAJIISOJV,
Violinist,

That’s

Studio,

good point.

a

$1000 to $15,000

highest cash prices

for
ladies’ dresses,
gents’ and children’s clothing and gent’s
Call or address le'ter
winter overcoats.
or postal to S.DE GROOT, 76 Middle street.

Germany.

II I'W

from

5

LEVY is

SAMUEL

prepared to
Hf R.
buy cast off clothing of all descriptions for
or postal
Address
letters
cash
prices.
highest
to 100 MIDDLE STREET.
sep4-tf

Temple St.

I’A

8ep24eodtf

now

1HK. GEORG V. WIEREN,
and
of the German language
Teacher
lileratur. For references and terms adsep23-eod2m*
dress Chadwick House.

»WiHis A. Cates,

•

CONGRESS ST.

573

\gent Stevens Silver C<\

IN

#

PAINLESS

|!

I0RSE BLANKETS
STRONGEST.

ARE THE
▲worded highest prize at World s hair.
Made in 250 styles,
Square Blankets for the road.
Surcingle Blankets for Stable.
All shapes. sizes and qualities.
The Best 5/A is the

_

CORN,

;!

WART

j|

AND

5/A BAKER BLA
oYte'tii® uS"9’
UaKo5?’<£
Sold by all dealers.

BUNION

VERRUCA,

jj

25c.
MISS A. L. SAWYER’S
SCHOOL OF SHORTHAND AND TYPEWRITING.
Also. Headquarters for Shorthand Work
md Typewriting.
ENTENNIAL BLOCK, 93 EXCHANGE ST
o edft
janl

Gold Rings,
A Thousandl Solid
Diamonds,
rmeralds, Pear s. Opals, Rubies, Moon Stones and
iarnet* in

a

John Chisholm, J 09 Congress street.
247
A. B. Merrill,
405
W. F. Goold.
N. G. Fessenden, 528
604
Jewett
W. H.
*
600
I, A. Lltobv.
F. A. Jellison, 935 Congres street
G. DaSilva, 219 York street
J. J. Beardworth. 87 India street
P. H. Erskine. 43 Middle street.
J. W. Feterson, 2 Exchange street
Park
H. G. Todd, Cor. Commercial and
Sts.
W. A. Golden. 78 Exchange street.
Westmau & West, 93 and 95 Commercial

>

itreet.

PAINLESS.

MLLE. DE JOUBERT-LA

LOGE

GRAY’S
School
L. A.

of

BUSINESS
AND

Shorthand

Teacher.

Thorough instruction given in the French
Pupils taught to con-

anguaire and literature.

fluently and

BUY YOUR
CROCKERY, GLASSWARE AND LAMPS
retail at wholesale prices. Fine goods at the
you pay for the ordinary elsewhere.

^rice

E- SWASEY&CO.,
Importers Crockery and Glassware,
J73 Commercial
oct4

St., (foot of Cross street.)
eod3m

theJefferson,
Richmond, Virginia.
—»—

this magnificent hotel
WILL be OPEN FOR THE
OF GUESTS

October

RECEPTION

31st, 189*1.

AINSL1E & WEBSTER, Managers,
oct28
d3t
Annual Meeting.
of the Female Provident
ill be held in room 9 City
Monday, the fourth day of November, at 2.3(J
o’clock. A full attendance is desired.
By order of Managers.
MBS. A. B. COLE, Sec., Pro Tem.
oct20d«t
Portland, Oct. 28lh, 1805.

meeting

w

Building,

f'AmniArf'in.l

a
middle aged Protestant
or
woman position as cook
working
meat, and
iirst class
housekeeper: is a
pastry cook will go out of City.
Apply at

41 Chestnut St.

20-1

Typewriting.

Send for free Illustrated Catalogue.
GRAY & SON, PORTLAND, ME.

Also at the new stands in me Falmouth
Preble and United States hotels, and Grand
It can also be obTrunk and Union Depots.
tained of Chisholm Bros., agents on all trains
of the Maine Central, Grand Trunk and Port
land & Bochester railroads and of agents on any
of the Boston trams.
The Press can also be found at the following

places

Auburn—J

Address G, Press Office.

will sell

mortgeg**^
*>U-1

furnitue nearly new
ion. Hardman

in first class comli
I10RandSALE—Ganteel
Oak

Upright

Dining room
carpets,
sets
and
bedding,
Brussels. Tapestries and si raw inuttingi,
kitchen furnishings, including coal and gas
range and crockery it desired. Good opportune lor anyone to commeuce housekeeping with Jitilo money. Call forenoons and
eveningB 51 & 1 A'l E &T„ right hand bell.
29-1
Piano,

chamber

SALE—A three story brick building,
I^ORbuilt
with pressed
brick, containing

ASTRO

——-1TO LET.
inserted under this head
week tor 25 cents cash in advance.

Forty words
one

LET—A nice desirable tenement in «
modern house in western part of the
city. Hot a ml cold water, furnace he:it.
30-1
Apply at 123 Middle street.
mo

A

RENT—The detached two story frame
house. No. 90 Emery street (corner lot
and
sunny and convenient: nine rooms
batb: furnace heat. Immediate posseseion
given. BENJAMIN SHAW, 51 1-2 Exchange
30-1
street.

FOR

RENT-A two Story lrame house, 8
near
Free
street,
rooms situated on
been
above lias rarely
South street, the
to
Convacant owing to its close proximity
gress street.
Apply to BENJAMiN isBAW,
30-1
51 1-2 Exchange street.

FOR

p?AA CASH buys

♦U/.JLf.®"_*V/

grocery store with two icnis above and a
separate nouse lot in a goed location fur
a good
investiiien ;
a bargain if taken at
N. S.
once.
29-1
GARBIN’Eii, 135 Middle street.

business; always occupied

FORofSALE—In
lOo

North Harpswell. Me., farm
acres good land, free from stone,
rockweed, musclemud and ciaros at
the shore.
Buildings old but comfortable.
For particulars inquire of ALONZO CAMPBELL, Harpswell P. O., Brunswick, Me. 28-1

plenty

of

OR SALE—Six tons of fine English hay in
loose hales
Apply at the EASTERN
STEAMBOAT HOUSE, State St. Wharf.

It

28-2

SALE—Lot 40x100 on Boynton Court;
large new stable on rear end of lot; also
house and 1-2 acre land on Long Island, will
W. F. DRESSER, No.
be sold at a bargain.
80 Exchange street.28-1

FOR

SALE—A new Upright Mahogany Plano
cash or on installments
low for
very
Call 52 Brarnhall street after 6 o’clock p.m.
126-1

FOR

We are
SALE—Horse Blankets.
showing » line of horse blankets that will
room:
LET—A
pleasant furnished
See
our
please you in quality and x>rice.
heated, lighted, set bowl w'tb not and stock
best in
town.
of whips; it is the
at 17
Call
cold water, use of bath room.
.JAMES G. M’GLAUFL1N, Harness Maker,
30-1
Dow street. So. right hand bell.
26-2
61 Preble street.

FOR

TO

LET—Lower tenement of seven rooms,
walk
in house 215 B iSt., one minutes
and from Union
cars
from the electric
.Station. Possession given Nov. 1st. Address
F.L.Sbaw.Sbaw Business College, City. 26-1

TO

LET—First class two story blink bouse
tine order, No.507 Cumberland street,
recently occupied by John H. Vose. Apply
135 Commercial
to J. S. WINSLOW & CO.,
26-1
street. Pott land.

TO in

mOLET-Tlie Colonial, December 25th; six
building on FranKlin street, facing Lincoln
Park; Americans without small cnildren only
Reference required, and rents coladmitted.
lected monthly in advance.
Applications received at 413 Congress street. WATSON.
25-1

furnished.
a large
furnished room, very pleasant and convenient.
23
Steam neat and bath room privileges.
25-1
Chestnut street. Left hand bell.
LET—A large sunny room,
TO with
bay window and alcove. Also

Gorham village,
of Churches,
schools, stores and depot, two-story dwelling
house containing eight rooms. Large garden
plot, fruit, apples, grapes, &c. Inquire of J. T.
\
24-1
McLELLAN.
LET—On South street,
TO within
five minutes walK.

residence at Wood-

SALE—Elegant
and bath, hard wood
13
FORfords.
steam heat, fine stable, beaurooms

floors and

Congress street, near City
with furnace heat;
s-itnble fur a doctor’s or dentist’s office,
dress making parlors or light housakeeping.
For further information, apply at No. 53
2-13
Brown street.

finish,

tiful lawn, 2

acres

of land with

orchard; elec-

premises; located
from‘ postoffice; greatest bargain
the

trics oass

minute

one

Deering.

in

W. H. WALDRON & CO.. 180 Middle street.

sitBuys 2Va story 2 family house
uated in good locality, seven minof
I.<i-lance
utes walk of Citv Hall
purchase
price or. easy installments. Income §216 year.
Pays 10 per cent. Good lot. A. C. LIBBY. 42Va
Exchange street.25-1

SALE—Pianos. I-Iallett and Cumston
full size, 7V3 octave.
Upright Piano,
§145.00. One Upright §00.00. One Square 7Vs
carved case, carved legs,
octave, elegant
§135.00. Everett Piano Ware Rooms. 548
WHEELWRIGHT
Congress street, J. P.
24*2
Manager.

FOR

SALE OR RENT—A thoroughly built

FORsquare ten

city

room

house at

westerly

end of

Congress street, bay windows, sunny

near

exposure, new plumbing; newly painted outside
and inside: oorner lot with fruit trees and

stable. BENJAMIN SHAW, 51Va Exchange
street.24-1
SALE—Three storied brick house of 12
rooms and bath, hot and cold water,

FORlarge

boiler for steam in all main
§600 per annum is now paid for the
3 minutes
beside what owner occupies
from Monument Square, price $6,000, cost
180
W. H. WALDRON & CO.
$12,000.
Middle St. Portland Me24-1

new

improved

rooms;

RENT—On
FORllall,
three

rooms,

LET—The new store No. 559 Congress
street, fitted to suit occupant at one*-.
Rent $75 per rnoncb.rinquire of CHARGES
39-2
PERKY, 543 1-2 Congress street.

Oakdale.
SALE—Buildings lots at
Deering Land Co. offer for sale on
favorable terms, desirable building lets on
Forest avenue, Falmouth, Fessenden, Pitt
William and Deering streets, Oakdale, Deer,
icg. Apply to ROLLINS & ADAMS, ol ExmyJ3—eow20w
change street. Portland.

rooms

TO

TO LOAN—On farm
mortgages
as well as loans on other real estate,
and
personal
also on second morl2agea
property, notes discounted at satisfactory
of
real
estate
all
kinds
and
farms
rates,
bought aud sold. Inquire of I. P. BUTLER.
4-4
50 Exchange street.

MONEY

30-4

No. 88 Exchange street,
Savings bank. Owner
put in fixtures to suit tenant. Immediate
SHAW 51Va ExBENJAMAN
possession.
1-tf
hauge street.

RENT—Store
FORopposite
Portland

will

mO LET—Pleasant furnished rooms with
X
furnace heat and use of hath room at
26-4
457 Cumberland street.
LET—Dress making rooms;
TO ing
the X. John Little

ihree connectstore on
up one flight; one room fronts
on street; set bowl: city water; large closet and
toilet loom. Enquire of M. G. LARRABEE,
246 Middle street.
7-tf
rooms over

Congress street,

LE’i—Furnished room
gas, a! 90 High streeet.

TO

with

heat and
11-tf

FORThe

FOR SALE—The best, cheapest, and
Prices— At the Gas
most desirable fuel.
Works, to be removed by purchaser, eight cents
per bushel. Delivered by the Company (twenty

COKE

bushels or more) ten cents per bushel. Twentylive cents per load for carrying in.24-1

Gorham Village, on 'State
a
house with a splendid
beside an abundance
lot
and
orchard,
garden
of small fruif. For further particulars enquire
of H. N. FRINK. Gorham, Ale.24-1
SALE—In
FOR
street,
dwelling

SALE—Any man of push and ability
can be apprized of the fact that a forof
tune awaits him in the display window
H. H, Hay or Hooper, Son and Leightons’
window. Will bear closest investigation.
Represented by and use by people from ull
Address
C. E.
the comass.
points of
5-4
SMALL, North Raymond, Me.

FOR

SALE—Please call or send
for
HAWES’S Music Store
Music
Boobs,
Pianos,
music.
Mandolines,
Violins,
Banjos.
Harmonicas, Cornets, Accordeons,
Violin and Banjo
Strings, 414

FOR

orders

to

popular

Organs,
Guitars,

Superior

Congress

street.

5-4

located
the best
SALE—One of
houses on Brackett
street, between
Carleton and Neal, 10 rooms and bath in
great
complete repair, will be sold at a
sacrifice as owner contemplates leaving the
&
130
Middle
WALDRON
11.
CO.,
city. W.
st r eef.5-4

FOR

WANTED.
words
inserted under this head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

Forty
one

f^AA AA WILL buy half interest in
q)ltlVv«Vl/ reputable office business,
An experienced
paying satisfactory profits.
bookkeeper preferred, and one capable of tak-

ing management of the business. This is an
unusual opportunity and well worth investigaAddress for one week, SAFE AND
ting.
28-1
SURE. Press Office.
to board
winter. Good care and feed,
HENRY
sonable.
NELSON,
Cental.* Me.

WANTED—Horses

WENTWORTH--Havmg
fljlHE
A
fitted up is now

during
Terms

the
rea-

Cumberland
24-1

newly
undeY new

been

opened
management. Rooms single or in suite with
modern conveniences.
First class tahle
board in connection. For lurther information enquire at the house. No. 118 Spring
15-4
street.

city:
Haskell.

Bath—John O. Shaw.
Berlin Falls. N. H.-C. S. Clark.
Biddeford—A. M. Burnham.
State of Maine, ss.
W. T. Bardsley.
Circuit Court of tbe United States,
Maine District.
Brldgton—A. W. Ingaljs.
P. Shaw.
Brunswick—F.
In Chancery.
Cape Elizabeth—Dyer & Jose.
Wallace Hackett, Complainant,
vs.
Cumberland Mills—H. G. Starr.
H.
Camden—Fred Lewis.
The Portsmouth Company and John S.
J. H. Gould.
Prink, Successor in trust,
Cornish—£. L. Brown.;
Defendants.
Deering—N. J. Scanlon.
that, in
Damariseotta—E. W. Dunbar.
notice is hereby given
and entered by
Fairfield—E. H. Evans.
pursuance of a decree made
on
cause
Farmington—H. P. White & Co.
said Court In the above entitled
J.
A. D.
189.),
Freeport—A. W. MlteheiL
of
bep'emher,
26th
day
tbe
of
the
Fryeburg—A. C. Frye.
Lewis Pierce, Master lu Chancery will on
Fryeburg—J. T, Whitmore.
Baid United States Circuit Court,
A.
D,.
November,
Gardiner—Bussell Bros.
Tuesday, the fifth day of
m
the
o clock
Green’s
eleven
Landing—S. W. Fifleld.
of
hour
the
at
1895,
Portsmouth
Gornam—L. J. Lermoud.
forenoon, at the office of said
••
N. H.—S. M. Leavitt & Son.
in tne state of
Berwick,
South
in
Company
the highest
Kennebunk—J. H. Otis.
Maine, sell at Public Auction to estate
and
the
E. Miller.
Kennebunkport—C.
singular
and
all
bidder,
mentions d, 'iz:
Livermore Falls—C. Newman.
property in said decreeincluding
Daman<*
& Winship.
Lewiston—Chandler
lands,
the
ot
All
teneLong Island—Hughey Bros.
Water Power therewith connected,
A. Grant
tools and a>«°bin«ry
Limerick—S.
hereditaments,
ments,
the said
Mechanic Falls—MerrfR & Denning.
and appurtenances belonging to
and situated in
North Stratford. N. H.—J. C. Huchtins,
Company,
Portsmouth
York
and
of
Norway—F. P. Stone.
South Berwick in the county
in
A. O. Noyes Co.
lu Rollinsford
also
and
ot
Maine,
State
h.ate of New
Old Orchard—Fogg & i toby.
the County of htrafford and
brick mill,
a
of
K. Mlllett.
Blcnmond—A.
consisting
Hampshire,
Picker-house.
brick
Bumford Falls—H. L. Elliott
160x 40 live stories:
Kepalr
shop,
-C.
A. Clifford.
Ball,
Cloth
shop,
Machine
Bockland—Dunn & Carr.
Lumber bbeda, bricA office,
f'n+tnn hniiaes
A. J. Huston.
and singnler. the rights of sahl
&o -and
therein
Sanford—F. H. Wingate.
Company the Tools and Maohinery
and 2o0
Skowhegan—Bixbv & Buck.
contained, including 10.000 spindos.
lor
weaving
South Portland—J. F. Mernman.
looms, with dobbiea attached
South Windham—J. W. Read.
consists
of
advertised
South Pari*-A. D. Sturtevant,
above
manumill for the
South Paris—F. A. Shurtleff.
a well equipped brick
with
neoessary
South Waterboro—G. C. Dawns.
facture of cotton goods,
B. Kendricks & Co.
buildings,
shops,
Saco—H.
machinery,
and
tools
Amo
a
etc..
E. L. Preble.
tenements, houses,
offices
South Bristol—N. W. Gamage.
and vain b e waterpovver. estimated
ng thereto
Thomaston—E. Walsh.
at 800 h. p„ and rights pertain
of
tbe
Vinal Haven—A. B. VinaL
For a more minute description
the
same, apply to
Waidoboro—Geo. Bliss.
property and iUV.nU.rvof
Waterville—W. D. Spalding.
LipwlsFierce, Master, i ortland. Me. be
oauh to
paid
Westbrook—W. B. Boothby.
Five thousand dollars in
saletbe
Wiutlirop—F. S. Jackson.
or
time
at tbe
A
Woodfords—Chapman & Wyman.
Dated Portland, Maine, October Ulh% A.
Yarmoutbville—ft. Howard Humphrey.
Persons having any difficulty in obtlnln
Lewis Pierce, Special
afav<
the U. S. Circuit Court for the District paDers at any of these places will confer
oetlS.odtd
by'reporting the matter at once to tins offir j
of Moiae-

on

cun

is G young man, married, sober and
reliable, seeks employment. Understands
horses ancl is experienced in heavy hauling and
Address F. J. 11. 895.
Portland
moving.
24-1
Daily Press.

WANTED—MALE

HELP.

Forty words inserted under this
one

FOR

JSALE.

the death of the President and
Manager, the Kandy River Lumber Co.
offer their planing mill, situated in Farmington
village, Me., at a great bargain for the right
parties. New mill and new machinery, llot
All
the county.
air Kiln, the only one in
modern improvements in mill, lumber sheds,
A
Railroad facilities excellent.
etc.
good
chance for a live man. For further particulars

OWING

to

address.
A. S. RIGGS, President, or
Henry Briggs, Treasurer, at the Mill,
W&Sti
sepll

SALE—The Homestead of the
near Stroudwater in Deer-'
Four acres of land with good house. On
line of street cars; 10 minutes from Union
station; perfect drainage; Sebago water. As
fine a location as there is in Deering. Apply U
ANDREW HAWES, Stroud water.
ily27-tf

late^

FORThomas Quinby.

ing.

Augusta—J. F. Pierce,

Sale.

a

two houses, three
rooms
rents, seven
each,
finely located, in perfect repair always
occupied. Balance on easv terms to suit
pure user, iocone $596, 12 per cent investA.
in Portland.
C.
ment, best trade
29-1
LiBBV, 42 1-2 Exchange street.

in

wishes lions keeping position in
widowers family. 25 table, chamber, kitchen
and laundry girls wanted for employment in
hotel or private families. Apply 399 1-2 Con24-1
gress St. MRS. PALMER’S OFFICE.
woman

out side the
<j.

FOR
mings, very cenirally located:
at
remain
trade, £3000:

by smart Danish girl situation
WANTED
private family. A young American will-

ow

strpftfc.

Dennett, the Florist. 663 Congress street.

COLLEGE

and

1

Spring’aud

EDUCATE

Master’s

French

eodtf

octlG

Elocution and
Physical Culture.

Private Pupils Solicited. Classes begin Nov. 1.
E3»“Send for circular.
Address, 129 Free Street.
eodlm
ootL2

5
#

^

PhllHne

A. Gillis, 145 Commercial street.

M H. Hackett. 190 Brackett street.
John H. Allen, 381 V« Congress street.
Denuet & Co. the Florist, 646 Congress street.
G. J. Hodgson, 96r/a Portland street.
T. M. Glendeuing, Long Island.
F. L. Brackett. Peaks Island.
E. L. Littlefield, 189 Congress street
M. A. Parker. Libby’s Corner.
H. C. Berry, 937 Congress street
L. H. Beal, 422 Congress street.
J. M. Googins, 221 Spring street.
Clarkl streets.
Mrs. Bralev. cor.
J. T. Wyor. 48 Portland Pier.
G. W. Hunt. 8 Custom House Wharf.
John Cox. 28 Monument square.

j|
|!

McKEN&Y, the Jeweler,
auglOdtf

readier of

TbeSociety

tores of:

a setting. Engagement and
specialty. Largest stock. Best

MRS. ABNER W, LOWELL,

annual

Can always be found at the periodica

kind of

anv

redding Rings

it

THE DAILY PRESS

ireiioo

ALL DRUGGISTS.

TirANTED—By

LET—Very desirable rooms, single or
74 Spring
board at

w.

FOR SALE BY

WANTED—By

connected, with
TO
street.

i

WEDDING RINGS.

Opposrite Preble House.

St.

ootlHeodtf

£

4*
**

4>

4*

|

WHITES,

head
week for 25 ceuts. cash in advance.

one

SAL.K—Brick house with stone trim

class cook,
a
position in a boarding bouse or restaurant, 25 Danish, Swedish, St. Johns and
Irish girls waiting at my offlct- for positions
in hotels
'1 hose
or
latnilifS.
private
call
desiring help should
immediately.
MRS. PALMER, 399 1-2 Congress street.
29- i
iirst

a

*—

F. C.
480 Congress

|!

||

26tnrm

prices.

11

CURE,

Write ua for 5/A Book.
MM. AYRES & SONS, Philadelphia.

M.W&S

COLDER WEATHER

Will be the programme for the approachforewarned is foreing months, and as
Notice.
armed we warn you in lime to fortJfy your
those
you foi
selves
and
upon
dependent
order to complete arrangements for a
severe
the
against
care and protection
course of study in German literature, which
r«ceived
our lull
as
we
have
and
weather,
is proposed by MR, GEORG v. WIEREN, to
we
are
line of Fall and Winter footwear
be carried on in the form of lectures. Torins
list at offering some Tare bargains in the same,
may be lound and names signed on a
cal
call and see our Motorman’s Balmorals:
Loring, Short & Harmon’s. It is also proposed and see our Men’s three soled boots in lac«
to give a parallel course iu German for adWomen’s
and congress. Call and see our
oct25dlw*
students.
vanced
$2.00, $2.50 and #3 boots in needle, razor
also
we
have
coni
opera and wide toes, and
plete lines of boy’s and youth’s, misses’ and
at
al
children’s footwear in all styles and

THE

one

under this head
inserted
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

9-1

Koyal High School of Music, Berlin,

from the

!

new

■■■■ 11 uri

ANTED—To buy

CARL

of Cut Glass.

piece

...

TSTANTED—All persona in want of trunks
**
and bags to call on E. I). REYNOLDS,
593 Congress street, one door above Shaw’s
grocery store, as we manufacture our goods
and can therefore give bottom prices;
trunks repaired. Open evenings.12-4

SALE.

Forty words inserted under this
Forty words

30-1

market rates,

Company’s

\

L.

MONEY

is the most Economical. Don’t buy
inferior and imitation sorts; nor
liquid extracts, which are mostly
water and salt, ask for Liebig

■

lo

first
loan— On real estate
and
second morigages, commercial
paper, stocks, bonds, personal property, of
at
lowest
any good collateral security

Company’s

g

Frye.

The news of the death of Katherine, only
daughter of William S. and. Mary Frye,
of Rutherford, N. Y., was received with
sadness by their many friends in Portthe heartfelt
The family havo
land.

Apply

sept5dtf

daintier

accurately in tile pure
Parisian French. Reception hours between 2
aid 4 n. m. daily, 457 Cumberland street.
d2w
oct25

Real Estate Transfers.

first class raal estate,
of
interest.
WEBB,
Exchange street.
on

2
There is

FOR

WANTED—SITUATIONS.

to loan
MONEY
mortgages a* low rate
98

rV estbrook.

verse

^ Great Problem.—
“There is one question which bothers me
the
emancipation of
in ooDnection with
women,” observed Glanders.
“Name it,” replied Gummey.
“Wnat will the new woman say when her
bureau?”collar button rolls under the
Detroit Free Pres3.

MISCELLANEOUS.

lor

I I Dr. W.

Toods. Lowest Prices.
•lonument Square.

Two hearts with a single income.—
She—Well, if I can’t live on my inconib
and you can’t live on yours, where would
bo the advantage in our marrying!
He (thoughtfully)—Well, by putting our
incomes together one of us would he able to
live, at any rate.—Harlem Life.

recontly

lease

iffered the city the

WIT AND WISDOM-

f)f

Barnum's show, I made up my mind that
when Royal and I were old enough we
;
j would unite our fortunes with those of a
circus, and in my imagination I already
pictured huge and gaudy posters announcing the blood curdling performances of
the dashing bareback equestrian Samuel
Cowles, upon ids fiery Morgan steod
Royal. This plan was not at all approved
of by Judge Phipps, who continued to in
sist that it was on tho turf and not in the
sawdust circle that Royal's genius, lay aud
to this way of thinking I was finally con
verted, but not until the judge had prom
equitably
ised to give me a sulky as soon as Royal
demonstrated his ability to make a mile
in 2:40.
It is not without a sigh of regret that in
my present narrative I pass over tho five
and their rights protected.
7.—That such orders, notices and decrees years next succeeding the date of Royal’s
be
Court
as may
may be made by the
arrival, for they were very happy years
necessary io carry into effect the prayers of
—indeed at this distant period I am able
the complainant Hereinbefore set forth..
Dated this 18th day of October, A. D. to recall only that my boyhood was full,
1895.
brimful of happiness.
I broke Royal mySTEPHEN W. CARR,
self.
Father and the hired man stood
Insurance Commissioner.
LESLIE C. CORNISH,
around and made suggestions, and at
Complainant’s Solicitor.
times they presumed to take a hand in the
STATE OF MAINE.
proceedings. Virtually, however, I broke
Royal to the harness and to the saddle, and
Kennebec, ss.
October 18, A. D. 1895.
after that I was even more attaohed to him
VV. Carr. than ever
Personally appeared Stephen
before—you know bow it is if
Insurance Commissioner of the State of ever
you’ve broke a cojt yourself.
Maine, and made oath that be has read tho
When I went away to college, it seemed
foregoing bill in equity and knows tho contents thereof; that the same is true of his to mo that leaving Royal was almost as
the
matters
to
be
stated
Knowledge, except
You
bard as leaving mother and father.
on information and belief, and as to tbose
Be- see, the colt liad become a Very largo pari
matters he believes them to be true.
fore me,
of my boyish life—followed mo like a pc!
LESLIE C. CORNISH,
dog, was lonesome when I wasn’t round,
Justice of the Peace.
used to rub his uose against my arm and
STATE OF MAINE.
look lovingly at me out of his big, dark,
mournful eyes—yes, I cried when I said
Cumberland ss.:
In Equity. | goodby to him the fljdruing I started for
supremo Judicial Court.
October '-.'4, 1895.
j Williamstown. I was ashamed of it then,
Insurance
Commis- ,
Stephen W. Carr,
but not now—no, not now.
sioner. vs. Provident Aid Sociey.
But my fun was all the keener, I guess,
ordered
In the above entitled cause it is
bo
thereof
tho
of
that notice
pendency
when I came home at vacation times.
given by publishing an attested copy of the Then we had it,
up hill and down dale—
Dili with this order thereon, once a week
Royal aud I did. In tho summer time
for three successive weeks in tho Portland
Eastern
the
and
PRESS
Argun,
Daily
Daily
along the narrow roads wo trailed and
hist publication :o bo at least fourteen days
through leafy lanes, and in my exultation
prior to the first Tuesday of December, A.
)>. 1.895: That all persona interested therein I would cut at the tail weeds at the road
said first side and whisk at the houghs arching overU,ay appear before this court on
Tuesday of December, A. D.. 1895, and head, as if I were a warrior mounted for
with the
file
thereafter
within hirty days
battle and these other tilings were human
oi sail! Court their demurrer, plea, or
Clei
In tho winter wc
b;ll.
victims to my valor.
answer to said
S. c. STROLT,
sped away over the snow and ice, careless
Justice of S. J. Court.
to the howling of the wind and the wrath
LESLIE C. COHNisH,
of the storm.
Complainant’s Solicitor.
Royal knew the favorite
order of court
A true copy of bill and
road, every inch of the way. He knew,
thereon.
too, when Susie held the reins—Susie was
Atte4t:
B. C. STONE, Clerk.
Judge Phipps’ niece, and I guess she’d
Uaw3w'i'u
Oct-3

Dubuque,

MISCELLANEOUS.

head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

tT

Np’ubiio

aUll

Wanted.
SALESMAN to take a side line of Gents’
Neckwear into Maine: one with a trade
only. J. A. HUMPHREY, SON & CO.. 611
oct25-lw
Broadway. New York.

A

■flTANTED—100 men shovelers to work on
the Sandy River Railroad; good
pay;
agent at UNluN DEPOT. Monday, Oct.

meet
21st.

29-1
WANTED—FEMALE HELP.

Forty words inserted
one

under this head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

girl
genetal house work
OK SAKE—The above bouse at Pcerlhg
samll family. Apply at 38 High
WANTED—A
in
IT Center corner lot bead of inPleasant
29-1
street.
natural
street 12,700 feet of land; finished
for

ft

on

....

»

Master“,22° nu/lmt

thirteen

rooms,

fitted

for two

capable girl to do general
WANTED—A
hoime work at 77 Carleton Street, C'i y.

hot and cold
families, two bath rooms with
lurnace
water, cemented cellar, healed by
rent for
also stable and carrlafte bouse; will
for
chance
investment,
«4 00 per
year. Big

l*rANTED—Trustworthy persons to travel.
>alary $780 and expenses. Referent e.
Enclose self-addressed stamped
envlope.

E

must have reference.

General Manager, Diawer P, Chicago.

26-1

3t

YirANTED—A lady stenographer as partner,
**
to * ngage with a gentleman in an office
business, pleasant and profitable; must invest
$400. Andress for interview, P. 0. Box 1776,
25-1
Portland, Maine.

l!*The'property

fa-ge

wood, with

LOST

AND FOUND.

with wash
large white boat
boards, 18 feet long. Picked up on Falmonth Fqreside about a week ngo. Finder
address, E. P.
HAMILTON, Chebeague.
29-1

FOUND—A

VENTON

EAKKE._octStf

SAKE—The fine residence property No.
FOP.RS fleering St. All modern improvoments;
Terms to suit purchaser.
snnnv exposure.
A It
St.

& E. A. DOTEN, Koom 25, 08 Exchange
23-2

ANNUAL
annual

MEETING.

meeting

of

the

JIaina

be held in tbo
THEGeneral Hospital will
four
at
Portland
treasurer’s office in

o’clock in tba afterLoon of the first luesday, the fifth <lay ot November, 189o, for the
following purposes:
To elect officers for the ensuing year.
To see if the corporators will change the
hour of the annual meeting and if so to fix
OPERA GLASSES.
another hour.
may
To transact such other business as
1 have just imported the largest and best line of
mev inOpera Glasses ever shown In this city,
legally i>« presented.
clude a number of new patterns that are entirely
order of the Directors.
By
00.
to
5-5
unique and wilt surely please you. S1S.00
F. II. BARRETT, Secretary.
Jeweler,
Opera Glasses to let. McKENNEY, the octiatl
ootlodtd
Portland, October 15, 1895,
Square.
Monument

1

Boston A Maine R.176%
do pfa.
Maine
Central.137
New York aDd New England R. 23
Union, Pacific. 12%
American Bell.197 Vs
American Sugar, common.102%

Quotations of Staple Troducts in the
Leading Markets.
New York Stock and

Mexican dollars64.
At

to-day bar silver
and uncertain.

London

81 l-16d

£)

oz

was

quoted

Quotation* on Stocks
(By Telegraph.)

FOR TUB

following are to-day’s clestng quotations
oiBonds:
Oct. 28.
Oct. 29.
@111%
New 4’s reg.@111%
@111%
New 4’s
coup.@111%
97%
United States 2s reg. 97%
1C6
Central Pacific lsts.106
117
1st.il7%
Denver A R. G.
7t>
Uriel .. 75
81 %
Kansas Paeifio’Consols. 81
lil%
Oregon Nav. Isle.,111%
109%
Kansas Pacific law.109%
38%
Northern Pacific cons 6s.... 38
Closing ouotatious of stocks:

Oet. 29.
A fairly good trade is reported in the general
luercliandise market, hut not quite up to the
previous week, although the volume for tile
past month shows considerable gain as compa'ed with the same time a year ago. No radical changes during the week are noted, but
the Coal situation is likely to change any day,
the
owing to higher prices now being asked at
mines. Boston has already advanced their figstove
ures to 6 75®$H for the best grades of
WEEK ENDING

11®%
17®%
17%

19

-l,®
163
173

Chicago A Alton preterrea....l73
Chicago. Burlington A Quincy 85
Delaware* Hudson Canal Co.131%

,5,

131
16°

Delaware.Laokawana A|Westl«5
Denver A Rio Grande. 16
2o

25

Illinois Central.
I.ake Erie A West. 22

1!)9

oreferred

Lake

/a

Shore.1°“

Maine Central ..l3b
l /«
Mexican Central.
MlohleanCeptral pi. 24 /J
Minn A St. L...
Minn. A St. Louis, pf.

24%

|4%

Mackerel unchanged with hut a few barrels held by jobbers. Dry fish quiet and steady.
Cheese firm at the advance. Fresh Beef active,
firm—we quote sides 5 07 Vv c f lb, hinds 70
11c, fores 4®6c, rounds and flanks at 607c,
rump and loins 8012c, backs at 6@6c, rattles 3S4e. round hogs sy»c;IamDs 8010c. mutton at 607c. In Wool, buyers are paying 130
15c for Maine fleece; pulled Wool, supers 200
22c; lamb skins 65®76c; pells at 75. Lumber

no

unchanged.

_

Freights.
The

following are

cs

charters;

New York to

Ship Josephus,
000

recent

Shaugliae,

oil 20c.

6

0,

New fork Mining: Stocks.

(By Telegraph.)
NEW TORE. Oct. 29.1896.—The following
s toe its:
arc to-day’a closing quotations oi minute
Col. ..
Hocking .. 2%
29Vs
Homestake.

Cod—Large

...

Snore2s *1900®$2if Formoao...... .20@b0
Sugar.
Meet.3 s.SO 000(@$00,
4%
largess 00 00@$0 000; Itandara Gran
I Ex-uual’tv fine
Bananas.
granulated.. 14 13-16
1 26@1 60
No is.
4%
75c»l 00; Extra C....
No 2S.
Seeds.
1 00® 1 20Mediums.
Red Top—rerroduca.
cleaned.... 16V4®17
Cape Cran*osSS®$8 26
cail2Va
good.
jersey ,ct o00®0 00
.*f>y2 a>6 So
Tlmotny..
New York
Pea Beans 1 60®1 Bd Clover—10
«413ysJ

Provisions.
Foreienuo 1 60®.l 661
Xeilow Bves.l 85®1 901 Pork—
13 25®
76'
clear..
Cal. Pea. ...It 0@l
Irisn Potat’s. bbi l 25; backs... 13 25®
2.
i
«I12 25
75
No
Virg. sweets2 5()®2
snortcuvlS 25®
do Jersey2 76@3 00\
9
60*10
00
Beet,tarn.
onions—
Native,bbi 1 55@1 651 Plate.. .10 00*10 60
11
■&>
ex-plate
00®1160
Bermuda..
14@16| Bnlests bib* 6:75®
Sp Chickens.
Turkovs.±5®16ci Lara.bs.com Bbi®
12® 13c I tubs, pure Gc/s@83/i
Fowls....
t tca.comp'nd 5Vaa
Apples.
2 76@3 25|
tlerces.pure 0%ffi7ys
Fancy....
Fair to good
75@$2; pans, compd G *6%
Baldwins, choice $2 60! pails, pure 7’/4(ffi8Vs
9 V*«9%
pure II
Fvap «©tb.
8®9c
Lemoni,
Bams ....10 ®l0bi
Maori.
$7@$7 50 oocov’roli ®libi
b 60®7 00
Oil.
Malaga
Kerosenel20 Hr ts 9bi
Oranges.
3 75
Rodl
Ligonia.10V*
Centennial.lObi
Fiorina
000©0 00
3 26©4 uO
Pratt’s Astral ..12V*
jamaical
’3 00©3 60 Devoe’s brilliant 12bi
Messina,
in half bbls 1c extra
Eggs.

2a©
ltaisins.
Nearpy.
22©00 M use ate 1.50 lb bxs3@5
Easternext..
©20 I London lav’l l $202 25
Fresh Western.

stock Market.

Chicago
(By Telegrapm
CHICAGO. Oct. 29.1896.-The Cattle market-receipts 7.500; steady; common extra steers
at 3 20@5 30; stockeurs and feeders 2 30®3 85;
cows and bulls 1 25@3 66;calves at 3 00@e 00;
Texans 2 60@3 15; Western rangets at 2 25®

...

N.

Y.iIct’ry.llVa@12

Sage.12%@13
jsreaa
Pot Sud-7
do sq.6

\

#

@7%|

No 1&2, l-in$32®S35
Sans.l-in.
*26®*28
Coni’ll, l-in $23®$2G

4% ©o%
Crac kers
Cooperage.
Hhhd shooks & hds—

in, Nol&2$33@$3o
lV4,lVa&2-in

Bug.count’y 85c@l 00 II

Sans.
Squares,

lilid snooks

$28@$30

$30^838

Cypress—

24@26

n.

®5f>0

Lehin.....

4 00.
Pea.
bi ton lots $3 for stove
Cumber.
White wood—

Vermont.. 11% @12

82

7 26

Franklin....

Cheese.

1-in No l&2$35@$36
1V*,1V2&2-

I
I
|

in.Nol&2 $34@$36
25@80
Hoops
26@28
2y2, 3 &4-ln$40@$45
8 @9
S’th pine-$25@$35
! Clear pine—
Cordage*
Amer’n»tblOVa@ll
Uppers.$55@65
Va
Manilla...
7 V2 @8
[Select.$45(355
I Fine common. .$4a t«045
Manilla bolt
00®9Vs (Spruce...
$13 @14
rope.
@18Va Hemlock.$11@12
Russia do. 18
7
@8
;
Clayboards—
Sisai..
Drugs and Dye*.
I Spruce. X.$30®32
12(814 I Clear.$26328
Acid Oxalic..
14ft.
12 ft.
8 t.

_

*.

tart.33@36
Ammonia.ibfetO

Acid

2d clear.$23@25
No 1.816(320

corn

J2.*190 Inc h: oat? 39.000

-e

bi.Ki.

•:

y

..

Blake.
J

Sch Lilian, Norwood,
Sch Clara & Mabel,
H Blake.

EdSAILED—Ship Win H Connor; barquePettiPhlnney ; sch Mary E Olys, R F
in
put
which
and
the
fleet
Ellen,
Maggie
grew,

mund
tor

a

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.
BOOTHBAV HARBOR, Oct 29— In port, schs
Vineyard, CumminSs, Sands River, NS, for >*ew
York; Deeora, Berry. Eastport for do; Henry,
Cotton. Millbridge for do; Fannie Whitmore,
Speed, Vinalhaveu for Philadelphia; Henrietta,
Whiting, Ellsworth for New York; JosmStHook.
John
Bangor for Boston; A P Emerson. Day,
for New York; Lunette, Bangor for New York
Oakes,
B
M
C B Perry, Boston for St John, NB;
for Boston; Lizzie Rice. Ktce,
Garnet,Machtas
Do.umv fp»r HnFinma. w hav. Tuinter. Winterport for Boston; Minetta, Crockett, doiorap,
Annie R Lewis. Cobb, Bangor for New YorK;
Henry Chase. Biack. Brooksvnle for Poi tland,
Game Cock. Smali, Portland for MillbiTdge.
ROCKPORT, Oct 29—Sid. sells Silas McLoon,
Morrill, Boston; S H Boynton, Cooper, and
Anna Seeppaid, Greenlaw, do.
KENNEBUNKPORT Oct 29-Ar, sch FG
French. Look, New York.
SACO. Oct 29—Ar, sch John Bracewell, from

Philadelphia.
EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.
Ar at Rio Janeiro Oct 29, barque Arthur C
Wade. New York.
Ar at St Helena prior to Oct 22. ship Santa
Clara. Fuller, from Shanghai for New York.
Ar at Falmouth, E, Oot 27. ship Granite State,
Fulton, La Plata.
Oct 28, ship J B Walker, It alAr at
_

,,

Liverpool
lace, San Francisco.
Ar at Sierra Leone Oct 26th, sch Martha 1
Thomas, Watts, Boston.

..

fehn
Oh's
"

Great Gliebeague and
Point and Freeport at 3.00 p. m.

RETURNING,
for
Portland.

leave

Freeport

at

7.0u

thers,
topmast and yards yesterday.
l'homaston, O 128-Sell Lottie, from Boston,
reports having been in collision with the lightship on the Shoal3 and broke maintopmast and
damaged house.
Rockl ind. Oct 28-Sell Addle P McFadden,
which lost mizzenmast night of 24th, off Monhegan. is having a new mast at this port.
Yokohama. Oct 24—Ship Wro II Macy, Amesbury from New York, which was run into by
Br steamer Isis, and afterward grounded, has
been floated laud towed in here. The cargo is
badly damaged.

---

Galv.r>Va@7

1*

Saleratus-o@5%
Spices.
Cassia, pure.. .1733 9
Mace.

1 00

[Nutmegs.o5@65
I

Leather

York-

Pepper.14(6)16
Light.i.26@27 Cloves.14.316
.27@28 ! Ginger.j.8319
Mid weight.
Starcli,
Heavy.27@28
Good d’me.26@27 [Laundry.4% (5)5
Union Packs.. 40®42 ! Glos3.6 Va @7 Va
Tobacco.
Am. calf-90® 1.15
Best brands.. .50(5)60
Lead.
Medium.30340
Sheet.6 Vi @7
Common.25 339
»*ine.614®6
Natural leaf.. ..60370
TVsitSVi
Znc

j. p. BAXERi.

sepOdtf

TirlpSI3.00.
included.
F. P. WING,

MAINE COAST NAVIGATION CO.

For Bath, Pcpham Beach, BoothSjay Harbor and
Wiscassett.

H AR PS WELLSTE A M 8 QAT GO.
1 or

MerryPier, Portland,

STEAMER

Islands,
Chebeague
and
Bailey’s and Orr’s islands, h.dU
Wednesday
For Cliff island, Monday,

Long,

Harpawell,
P. m.

2.30. p.

Boothbay Harbor at 8 a. m., Bath at. 10 a. in.,
Popham Beacli at 11 a. in. Arriving at Port-

R AILROAPS.

land about 1.30 p. m.
Fare, *1.00 to Bath, Boothbtay Harbor and

granFtrunk

Wiscassett.

MAINE STEAMSHIP CO.
1895

Long Island Sound toy Daylight.—Delightful
and Invigorating sea Trip.
Tlia steamships Manhattan aud Cottage
Franklin Wharf on Tuesdays, Thursleave
City
leave
daysand Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning,
E.
K., same davs. at 5y. m.
Pier88,
The elegant steamer Tremont leaves Frank-

a. m.

lin Wharf at 6 p. m,
llllli£,

J.VCLU1

AGulUJ

August

X

26.

**“o>

IGA

T

*'
and 28 at 5 p. in.
Each steamer touches at Cotta go City, M. V„
in each direction and are due in Now York and

From Lewiston and Auburn. 8.25 and 11.45
a. m,t 3.10. 5.15 and 5.25 p. m.
From Island Pond. Berlin Falls and Gorham,
8.25, 11.45 a. m.. and 5.25 p. m.
From
anu Montreal. 11.45 a. m., 5.2a

Portland, evening following sailiag day.
■ Fare to
JNew York one way $4.00; round
trip *7.00.
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
LISCOMB. General Agent.
je26dtf
J.

Chicago

m.
a. m.

Sleeping Cars on Night
day trains.
MIDDLE
TICKET
OFFICE NO. 177
STREET, AND DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA
STREET.
L. J. SEARGEANT Gen’l Manager
septlO
Portland. Sept. 9th. 1895.
Pullman
trains and

DIRECT LINE.

NEW YORK

arrivals.

p.

lreasurer,

0CI2U__du

1.10,1.30,5.15 p.m.
T
For Gorham and Berlin Falls and Island Pond,
8.40 a. m.. 1.30 p. m. 6.15 p. m.
For Montreal and Chicago, 8.40 a. m., and 1.30
p. m.
For Quebec, 1.30 p. m.

From Quebec. 11.45

CHAS. R. LEWIS,

O. C. OLIVER.
President.

RAILWAY.
MONDAY. Sept. 9tU,
trains will run as follows:
LEAVE.
For Auburn and Lewiston 7.10, 8.40

SALACIA.

leave Franklin Wharf. Portland, on Tuesdays, Thursdays aud Saturdays at 8 a in.
Pophara Beach at 30 a. m,t Bath at 12 m.,
Boothbay Harbor at 2.30 p. to. Arriving at
Wiscassett about 3.30 p. in., connecting with
the 3.55 p. m. train on the Wiscassett & Quebec
R. R.
Returning—Leave Wiscassett an Mondays,
Wednesdavs and Fridays at 0.45 a. m.,

m.

and after

new

will

K.turn for 1 oitlanil. Leave Orr s Island
8.45a. m. calling at Harpswell and intermediate landings. Arrive at Portland J.lc»
a. m.
ISAIAH DANIELS,
Gen’l Manager.
oot5dlw

On

after Tuesday, Oct.'29th, the

On and
and fast

Steamer

Palace

parlor

cnrs on

International Steamship Co.
FOR

Eastport Lubao. Calais, StJofin, N.B., Halifax,N.S.

NOTICE

OF

FORECLOSURE,

John M. Green and Fannie C. E
Green of Berlin. In the County of Coos
and State of New Hampshire, by their mortof Degage aeed dated the twenty-ninth day
cember, 1894, and recorded in the registry oJ
deeds for Cumberland County in the State oi
Maine, book 019, page 101, conveyed to tin
undersigned all their light, title and interest
being one-sixth (1-6) interest in common ant
undivided in and to tlie following real estate
situated on Long Island, in Portland/County o:
Cumberland and State of Maine, as follows:—
First, a certain parcel of real estate situatec
Be
on Long Island and bounded as follows:—
Little
ginning at the Northerly corner of Asaone-hal;
John’s land, thence North thirteen and
degrees West two hundred and eighty-three
ana eight-tenths feet to a rock; thence Nortl
fifty-six and one-half degrees West one huudrec
and forty feet to an iron bolt in the ledge ai
high water; thence continuing same course tc
low* water); thence from said iron bolt Soutli
westerly and Southerly by said high water flvt
hundred and twenty-two and three-quarters
l'eet to said Littlejohn’s land; tlience Nortl
sixty-eight degrees East by said Littlejohn’s
land three hundred and twenty and seventenths feet to bound first named, together witl
all their right, title and interest in and to the
flats or beaches fronting the same: Also a pas
sage in common, twelve feet in width and adjoin
ing tlie Northeasterly line of said Littlejohn’!
land, and leading from the premises above des
cribed, to the traveled roadway leading fron
said Cushing’s dwelling house to the beach
said passage to be abandoned whenever
1
public road shall be laid out that, shall convent
the property herein conveyed. Being the saint
tract of land which was deeded to Dame
Green, deceased, in his lifetime, by deed frorr
Benjamin Cushing, dated August sixth, 1887
and fully recorded in said C umberland Count;
registry, book 537, page 218.
Second* And also lots numbered 16, 94. 85
100 ami 78 of the lots on Long Island afore ;
so
numbered on plan o
said lotted and
lands of the Ocean Heights Land Compan;
Cumberland
Registry o
and recorded in sain
Deeds, Plan Book No. 6. page 48. Said lot: 1
land con
same
the
94
numbered 16 and
being
veved to the said Daniel Green, in his life-tirm
Land
Compan;
by deed of said Ocean Heights
and recorded in said Cumberland Registry o
Deeds, book 5; 1, paste 404, Said lot nnmberei I
78 being the same premises conveyed to tin
said Daniel Green, in his life-time, by deed o
sa d Ocean Heights Land Company and re
corded in said Registry Look 571, page 402
mill «aifi lnt.s numbered 85 and 10o being tin

WHEREAS

same conveyed to said Daniel Green, in ms me
time, by deed of said Ocean Heights Land Com
pany and recorded in said Cumberland Regis
try book 571. pag!e 400.
Third. And a<so lots numbered 102, 110, 89
137 and 30 of lots on said I,one Island, of th
Ocean View Land Company, of plan of lots o
said Company as recorded in tlie Registry oi
Plan Book numbered 0, page 44, dated Decern
b-r twenty-ninth, 1804. Said lots numberei
102 and 116 being the same conveyed to th
said Daniel Green, in his life-time, by deed o
tlie Ocean View Land Company and recordei
m said Cumberland Registry, book 563, lias
230. Said lots 107 and 30 being tlie sam
premises conveyed to tlie said Daniel Green
ill His life-time, by tlie Ocean View Land Com
pany and recorded in said Registry Book 503
page 232, and said lot numbered 89 being th
same lot conveyed to tlie said Daniel Green, I
his lifetime, by deed of said Ocean View Lan
Company [and recorded in said Cumberlan
Registry book 563, page 228. and whereas til
condition of said mortgage lias been broker
now therefore, by reason of the breach of til
condition thereof we claim a foreclosure of sai

5

E

m.

Tickets and Staterooms, apply
Pine Treo Ticket Office, Monument
or for other Information at Company’s
Railroad Wharf, foot of State sliest.
J- B. COYUE Gen.
ap29dtf

5

?
[
>

5

I
1
1
3
3

I

mortgage.

CYRIL BROOKS.
.1, A. HODGDON,
JOHN I). LAKY.
of
Dated this ninth day
October, A. D. 1895.
law3wVV
octlO

....

T E A \I E 11 2HO V E ill ENTS.
FROM

New

Rotterdam..

FOR

York.

Amsterdam..Oct31

(jUVier.New

Royal Mail Steamers.

Montreal to Liverpool via
*

From

Montreal,

New

'•

i

Rotterdam
i.iv--ri#o,»i.

Nov
...nov

l':;iuiimr*. N'<v
|.|;u*r._ Nov 1.
S't m. m moil. Nov G
Nov G
\,v ernooi
■«-«/; u lotguayra. .Nov 1*1
It
Genoa.Nov
'.or!...
Br*.*i:v*n’.Nov It
It
London.Nov
York.
v,.

.;

■

;

In Effect October

and Glasgow Service.
Prom New York.

[

Nov. l(i.

,

Cabin passage, Montreal service. *50 an upSeeaLl
wards. Return, #100 and upwards.
cabin, #30. Steerage at lowest rate.
Glasgow and New York service, #45 to #85.
Return, #85 to S120.
Passengers holding round trip tickets can go
via one route and return by the other, thus enjoying the magnificent scenery of the St. Lawrence and the shortest ocean passage
Glasgow to Boston direct via Galway and
Prepaid steerage, #15; intermediate
Derry:
#25.
Apply to H. &. A. ALLAN, Montreal
or Boston, or AUSTIN BALDWIN & CO., 53
Broadway, N. Y., or to Ii. G, STARR, or
T. P. MCGOWAN Portland.
may9dtf

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT CO.,
CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF.

WEEK

DAY

TIME

TABLE,

Commencing; Sunday, Sept. 15, 1895.
For Forest City and Trefethen’s L» ndiug
Peak’s Islanu, Little and Great Diamond
Islands, at 5.30, 6.40, 8'00. *10.30 a. in.,
2.15,4.20,6.10 p.m.
For Ponce Landing;, Long; Island, 8.00,
*10.30

a.

m., 2.15 p.

m.

RETURN.
Leave Forest Ci*y Landing:. 6.20, 7.20, 9 15,
*11.45 a. m., 3.30, 5.00, 6.25 p. m.
Leave Trefetlien’s, 6.00, 7.05, 9.00, *11.30 a.
m., 3.15 4.45, 6.45 p. ml
Leave Little Diamond, 6.10,
7.16, 9.10,
*11.40 a. m., 3.25, 4.35, 6.35 p. 111.
9.05.
Leave Great Diamond, 6.05, 7.10,
*11.35 a. m.. 3.20, 4.40. 6.40 p. m.
Ponce’s
Leave
Landing, Long Island, 8.45,
*11.15 a. m., 3.00 p. m.
SUNDAY TIME TABLE.

For Forest City and Trefethen’a Landing.
Peak’s Island. Little and Great Diamond
Islands, 9.00, 10.30 a. m., 2116. 4.20 p. m
For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, 10.30 a.
m„ 2.15, 4.20 p. m.
C. W. T. GODING, General Manager.
*
Not run in stormy or foggy weatuer.
dtf
septl 2

r

DAr‘28th!11schs'Clias

R Wasliingtou, Rockland
for Boston; Caroline Knight, do for do: toy
J Chestei Wood
for
Greens
Lauding
Steele,
H BaldCalais for do; Gen Scott, do for do; A
uolordo,
ing, Rod; port for do; Idella Small, do foi MaRattler,
Cony, Boston for Bangor;

dp:

Kimball New York

Mabel Hooper,
28tb!eeclis
Wide-Awake, Maddox,

sheaf

Williams, do for Wlnterport.
C Holden,
Shi 28tli. schs Mary Jane. Fred
Mary K Pennell, ami Adelia S Carleton.
VINEYARD-HAVEN-Ar 28th, sch Daisy
Fa mu. wiL coal, bound east,
and
slit 28th, sells Lizzie Lane, A Tirrell,
,,

Portland and Boothbay Steamboat Go.
FALL. ARRANGEMENTS.

FH

After Monday, Sept. 2,

Steamer

v

say there is only
cough medicine and that is Dr.
Syrup, the specific for cold.

one

good
Cough

Bull’s

Enterprise

Will leave East Boothbay Monday at 7.15
Bristol,
a. m. for Portland, touching at So.
Heron Island, Boothbay Harbor and Squirrel
Island.
Tuesday, leave Portland at 6.45 “a. m. for
at
Island,
Squirrel
Pemaquid. Touching
Boothbav Harbor, Heron Island, So. Bristol
ami East" Boothbay.
....
Wednesday, leave Femaauld at 6 a. in. for
Boi-tlaud and above landings,
Thursday leave Portland at c.4r> a. m. for
Touching at Squirrel
Boothbay Harbor.
leave Boothbay Harbor at n
^Friday
Portland. Touching at Squirrel Island.

STEPHEN BERRY,

a.

for

___________

people

Front Union Station tor Cape Elizabeth,
tf 8.45 a. ill.; Saco. Conway Junction,
\Yoifboro, a 00 a. m.; BidAetord, Portsmouth, Amesbury. Newburyport, Salem.
Lynn, Boston, t2.00. t‘J.00 a. 111.; §12,55,
16.00 p. Hi. Arrive in Boston, 5.68 a. in., 12.41),
4 15, 9.20 p. ni. Leave Boston tor Portland.
7.30, 9.00 4. m.. 12.30, 7.00. 7.45 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
Newbury
For B'.ddeford. Portsmouth.
port. Salem. Lynn, Boston. 2.00 a. ni.. 12,5t
4.15 p.
m..
a.
5.58
in
Boston,
Arrive
p. m.
Leave Boston for Portland. *9.00 a. m.,
ill.
n>
7.00 p.
illoes not run Mondays.
'Connects with Kail Lines for Hew Yor
South ana West
Hew York.
§Connects with Sound Lines for Berwick
Sun‘Western Division Iroin NottU
days only.
with
Scarboro
Crossing
HConneets at
train for Boston via Eastern Division.
in
Florida,
Thrmign tickets to all points
the South and West lor sale at Ticket Oflice,
Union Station.
D. J. FLANDERS. G. P. and T. A., Boston.
dtI
je21

On and after Sept., 24th 1895, Trains will
leave Wlseassett lor China and way stations al
9 25 a. m. and 3. 55 p. in., arriving in China at
11.56 a.nr and 6.38 p. in.
Returning irains leave China at6.15 a. m.
and 12.15 p.m., arriving in Wlseassett at 8.57

aCmos

Portland &

Worcester Line

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R.
STATION FOOT

ofPKEBLE

R,

STREET,

On and after Sunday, October 0, 1895.
Passenger trains will Leave Portland:
Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction,
NnsiuEa, Windham and Epping at 7.30 a.
m. and 12 30 p. in.
For Manchester, Concord, and points Nor Li
at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. in.
For Rochester, Springvale. Alfred, Water
boro and Saco River at 7.30 a. m. 12,30 and

For

Odiorne,
Sid 29th. schs John Stroup, Georgie l) Loud,
s J Lindsay, Ivy Bell, C J Willard, Jas H Hoyt,
R F Hart
Grace. Edith. Silver Spray. E C Gates.Ida
L Kay,
Meuewa. Fair Wind, Annie P Chase.
osprey, ,1a A Parsons, Jennie F Willey.

Wo often hear

I'or Boston, express, 3.45 a. m. For Boston
and way stations, 1.00. 4. if* p. m. Arrive in
5 a. m., 5.27. 8.44 p. 111.
Boston. 7
Boston tor Portland, 3.45 a. m.
EASTERN DIVISION.

AND

tickets for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, etc.
Returning, leave India Wharf, Boston,
every Evening at 7 o’clock.
J, B. COYLE, Manager.
,T. F. LISCOMB. Gen. Agt.
Oct. 1, 1895.

Dick
Waldoboro; C B Wood, do for Bucksport;

Foreign Ports.
Passed St Helena Sept 14, ship Sachem, Bartfrom
Hong
Kong for New York.
le.t.
Sill fin Buenos Ayres Sept 7th, barque Evie
Reed. Whittier. New York.
Ar at Grand Turk Oct 12, barque Hiram Emery. Gariiam, Boston.
s>ld fin Matanzas Oct 27, sch Uiaa S Gllddeu,
Pales. Philadelphia.
Ar at i.oulsburg, CB. Oct 20. barque Matthew
Baird, Norton. Boston, to load for Plymouth.
Ar.it St John, NB. 28th. schs Georgia E,
Barton. Xhomaston; Pandora, Holder, ltockpoj i; Kiverdale, do.

NEW

beyond.
Through

Hooper, Port
New York for

Beta, Amboy for Boston;
DAry2Uth,'sells
Saco for New Y'ork.

WESTERN DIVISION.
TitUni leave Portland. Union Station, for
dearborn Croi*8in:j,.10.00 a, in., 5.15,6.20, p.
..; Scarboro Boacb, Fla* Point, 7.00,10,00
r.. m., 3.30, 5.15, 6.20, D. m.; Old Orchard,
111.,
Saco, Biddeford, 7.00, 8.40. 10.00 a.
12 40, 3.30, 5.15.
6.20, }). m.; Koisne5.15.
12.40.
3.30.
bunk, 7.00. 8 40. a. iu.,
6.20 p.m.; Well* Beach, 7.00.8.40 a.m.. 3.30,
5.15 p. m.; North Berwick, $3.45, 7.00.8.40,
a, m., 12.40. 3.30. 5.15 p. ill.; Kennebunknort, bMmKiMVni'th, Dover, 7.00, 8.40 a. 'ill.,
12.40, 3.30. 5.15 i».m.; Rochester. Farmiug
ton, Alton Bay, 8.40 a. ill.. 12.40. 3.30 u. in.;
(via
Worcester
Wolfboro, 3.30 p. m.;
Somers worth anti Koch ester,) 7.00 a. ill.;
Manchester, Concord, 7.00 a. m.. 3.30 p. in.;
Rockingham Junction, Haverhill. Lawrosico, Lowell, 7.00, 8.40 a. in., 12.40, 3 SO p.
Exeter. Boston, $3.45. (7.00, 18.40a. 111.,
m.
Arrive in Boston. $7.25,
$12.40. 3.30 p in.
10.15 a. in 12.55. 4.20. 7.15 p. m. Leave
Boston lor Portland, 7.30, 8.30 a. in.. 1.00,
4.15 u. 11).
SUNDAY TRAINS.

may 18

PALATIAL STEAMERS
STATE AND PORTLAND,
DAY
alternately leave Franklin Wharf, Portland,
every evening at 7 o’clock, arriving in season
for connections with earliest trains for points

New York via Bermuda Hundred.
Hinds,
SALEM—Ar 27th. schs Mary Jane,
T Carlton, Wall,
Bangor for Boston; Adelia
Rockland for New York; Maud, Robinson, Bay
Ar
Johnson;

R.

and 2.49 p. ill.
J. I* TUCKER. Supt.
RICHARD T. RUNDLETT, Gen’l Mgr.

Daily Line, Sundays Excepted.

RICHMOND—Sid 28th. barque Golden,

R.

20, 1895.

a. in.

THE

..

V.

Boston & Maine

Laurenttau Nov. 2.
Nov. 9.
Parisian

Mongolian

sale for all points

---/--

Quebec.

Allan State Line.
Rain.
New York

on

P, k R> F. K\r.
E. C. BRADFORD, G. f. St T. Agt.
Portland, Maine.
L. L. LINCOLN. S'/perintendent,
Rumford Falls. Mains
FebJOdtf
on

Wiscassei.V Quebec Itaili-oatl Ca

,,

/.i- "Vlllr.

Through tickets

Man.

BOOK BHD JOB PRINTEU
_

SO,

3J

PLUM gPEE&IS,

I

m.

Saturday, leave Portland at 0.45 a. in. for
East Boothbay. Touching at Squirrel Island,
Boothbay, Heron Island and So. Bristol.
aLFKED KALE, manager.

augSldtt

7.30

a

Bowery Beach—Arrive at G p. m.; ciose 1.45

Through passenger coaches between Union
Station, Portland and Rumford Falls.

the

Allan Lin©

,

1

at

Square
Office.

Office, (Sundays excepted),

R’j.

8.30 A. M. Si 1.16 P. M. From Union Station
for polana. Mechanic Falls, Buckfleld, CanDixfieli and Kumford Falls.
ton.
Union
8.30 a. in.. 1.05 and 5 J0p. m. From
Poland
and
for
Station
Mechanic Falls.
conm.
Train leaving Union Station 1.15 p.
nects at Rumford Fails with K. F. & R. L. K. R.
train for Byron and Houghton.

On and after Sept. 9th, and until further
notice, tl.e steamers of this line leave KailPortland.
Monday and
road
Wharf,
Friday at 5 p. ni.. fcr Eastport, Lubec
and St. John, with the above connections.
Returning—Leave St John, Lubec and Eastport same days.
Through tiekets issued and baggage checked
to destination, jar Freight received up to 4.00
For

Cashier’s

DEPARTURES.

Tall Arrangement.

p.

OFFICE HOURS.

;

m. to 7.00 p. in.; Money order department, 9 a
Bangor, Bucksport, Lisbon Falls, Lewiston via m. to 5.00 p. m.
Registry department. 9.00
Brunswick.
a. m. to G.00 p. m.
8.30 a. m. For Danville Jc. (Poland Springs)
General Delivery, (Sundays excepted) 7.30
Lewiston,
Mechanic Falls, Rumford Falls.
a. ni. to 7.00 p. m.
Sunday 9.00 to lo.uO a. in.
Livermore Falls. Farmington, Phillips, RangeCarriers' Diiiverics, (Sundays excepted)—In
ev, Oakland and Waterviile.
business section of the city between High and In8.45 a. m. For Bridgton, Fabyans. BurlingSt. Johnsbury, Sherbrooke, dia streets at 7.00 and 9.15 a. in. 12.45 j> m, 1.30
on, Lancaster,
and
Paul
and
5.15 p. u.; in other sections at 8.00 a. m.,
Minneapolis
Montreal, Chicago, St.
1.30
an.
Collection from Atlantic to
ind ail points west.
p.
Lisbon
Bath.
For
Grove
on Congress. 0. a. m. Sunday delivery at
Brunswick,
10.30 a. in.
m.
Collections
Falls, Lewiston, via. Brunswick, Gardiner Au- Office window, 9.00 to 10.00
from
street
boxes
at
11.00 a. in., 4.00
gusta and Waterviile.
1.00 i». m. Express for Brunswick, Lisbon and $.00 p. m. Sunday, 6.00 p. m. only.
Fails. Augusta, Waterviile. Bangor, Bar Harbor
ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE OF MAILS.
Jlcltown and Houlton, via B. & A.
Boston, Southern and Western. intermediate
1 15 p. m.. For Danville Jc., Poland Springs
Rumford Falls, offices and connections via Bostou & Maine
Fails,
Ration, Mechanics
Kimrfield.
Phillips railroad, (Eastern division)—Arrive at 12.30,
Lewiston, Farmington.
Oakland, Bingham. Waterviile, Skowhegan, 5, and 11.30 p. m.; close 8 a. m. and 12 m.
5.15 and 9.15 p. m.; Sunday, arrive 1.26 p. m.;
[Bangor aud Vanceboro.
1 *0 p, m. For Freeport. Brunswick, Au- clos3.SO and 9.15 p. m.
on
stations
ail
and
gusta, Bath, Rockland
Boston, Southern and Western, and interIvnox & Lincoln division. Waterviile, Skow- mediate offices and connections, via Boston and
legan. Belfast. Dover and Fexcroit, GreenMaine railroad (Western division)—Arrive at
rille, Bangor, Bucksport, Oldtown. Vanceboro, 12.30, 5.30 and 8.30 p. m.; close 6.88 a. m.,
it. John, Halifax, Honlton and Woonstock.
and 2.45 p. m.
For Sebago Lake, Bridgton, 1< ry3.30 p. m
via Maine Central Railroad—Arrive
North Conway, Fabyans, Lancaster, 2 Eastern,
uurg.
a. m. and 1 p.m.-, close 12r00 m. and 9.16
Beecher Falls, Lime Ridge & Quebec, St. Johnsm.
p.
jury, Montreal and Oliicago.
Lisbon
For Brunswick. Bath,
Augusta, Intermediate offices and connections
6.05 p. m.
via Maine Central railroad—Arrive at 2.00 and
Falls, Augusta and Waterviile.
5.10 p. m.. For New Gloucester, Dauville 9.00 a.m. 1 and 6.15 p. m.; close at 6.00 a.
Junction, Poland Springs station, Mechanic in.. 12.00 m„ 4.15 and 9.15 p. m.
Falls. Auburn and Lewiston.
Farmington, intermediate offices and connec11.00 p. m. Night Express, sleeping ears, for tions. via Maine Central Railroad—Arrive at
Bath, Rockland. Lewiston. Augusta, Waterviile 1 and 6.15 p. m.; close at 7.45 a. m., and
Bangor, Bar Harbor. Bucksport, Vanceboro, St. 12.25 p. m.
Stephens, St John and all Aroostook County,
Rockland, Intermediate offices and connections
Halifax and the Provinces, but does not run to
railroad—Arrive 1
Belfast, Dexter, Dover and Foxcroft or beyond via Knox and Lincoln
ami
6 p. m.; close at 6.00 a. m. and 12.25 p.m.
Bangor, Saturday nights.
Skouhcgan. intermediate offices and connecSUNDAY TRAINS.
tions. via Maine Central railroad—Arrive at
1 p. m.; close at 12.25 p. m.
7.20 a.m., paper train for Brunswick ,Au
gusta, Waterviile and Bangor.
Island Boudt I t., intermediate offices and
Lisbon Falls.
For Brunswick
1.00 p. in.
connections, via Grand Trunk Railway—ArLewiston, Bath, Augusta, Waterviile, aud rive at 12.15
at 8 a. m. and 1.00
p. m.; close
Bangor.
p. m.
11.00 p. in.. Night Express with sleeping
N.
cars (or ah
H., intermediate offices and conGorham,
points.
nections, via Gland Trunk railroad—Arrive at
ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.
8.40 a. m. anil 12.15 p. m.; close
at 8 a. m.,
From Montreal, Quebec, Fabyans, Bridgton,
1.00 and 4.30 p. m.
8.25 a, mt; Lewiston and Mechanics Falls
Svanton, Vt., intermediate offices and con8.30 a. m.: Waterviile. Augusta and Bath.
R.—
8.35a.m.; Mattawamkeag,Bangor and Rocklaod nections, via Mountain Division M. C. K.
Arrive at 8.30 p. m.; close at 8.00 a. m.
Rum12.25; Kiugfield, Phillips, Farmington,
Bartlett, N. II.. intermediate offices and con12.30 p. m.; No. Omvvay and Fryeburg 4.40
Rock- Arrive at 9.00 a. m. and 8.30 p. in.; close at
Waterville,
m.;
Skowliegnn,
p.
Stephen. 8.00 a. in. and 12.25 p. m.
land 5.23 p. ill.; St. John. St.
Aroostook County, Bar Harbor and Bangor
Duck Pond., pride's Corner, Windham, No.
5.35 p.m.; Range ley, Farmington. Rumford
Windham, Paymond and South Casco—Arrive
Fa'ls, Skowliegan. Lewiston 5.45 p. in; Chicago at 12.00 m.; close at 1.45 p. m.
Mountain
White
all
and Montreal and
Rochester, N. II., intermediate offices and conpoints. 8.10 p.m.; all points on B. & A. R. K„ nections. via Portland ^Rochesterrailroad—Ara. m.:
1.40
Rockland
Bangor, Bar Harbor,
rive
at 1.46 ana 0.00 p. m.; close at 6.30 and
express Halifax, Sr. John. Bangor Waterville 11.45 a. m.
and Augusta, 3.30 a. m.
Cumberland Mills—Arrive at 8.40 a. m.. 1.45
PA YSON TUCKER, V. P. & O. M.
6.00 and 8.30 n. m.; close at 6.30 a. in., 11.45
F. K. BOOTHBY, G. P. Si T. A.
a. m., and 5.30 p. m.
Portland, Oct. 25, 1895.
dtf
oct4
Westbrook {Saccarappa)— Arrive at 8.40 a.
m. 1.45 and 6.00p. in.; close 6.30 and 11.46a.
in. and 5.30 p. m.
Cope Elizabeth and Knightville— Arrive at
8.00 a. m. and 6 p. in.; close at 6 a. in. and 1.45
Ill Effect
Oet. 7, 1843
p. in.

Portland & Rumford Falls

and all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scoli&, Prince Edward. Island, and Cape BretTile favorite route to Campobello and
St. Andrews. N. B.
on,

..

OC K A N'

room

E. 1$. SAMPSON, Treasurer a.nd General
Manager, 80 State St., Fisko Bui/icOng, Boston.
oct22dtf
Mass.

a. m.

Memoranda
New York, Oct 29-Sell Star of the Sea. Hopkins, from Conetable Island, reports. Oct 6.
took a man from top of the house of sell Harry
S Lord, of Bath, in a starving cenditioo. The
vessel had encountered a storm, in which she
filled with water, and the top of the house was
washed off. Sea general news.
Lewes. iDel, Oct 28—Sch Chas L Davenport,
before reported ashore, was floated this afterHer keei is damaged and she is leaking
noon
badly, requiring three pumps to keep her free.
She passed up in tow.
Pertli Amboy, Oct 29—Brig Katalidin. Leafrom New York for thisl port, lost fore-

Round

Meals and

PortFor freight orpajsage apply to
f'OMMENCING Sent. 23d will leave LittleV. }and Pier lor Falmouth. Cousens
Agent, Central Wharf, Boston.
Bustin s Islands,
s,

Saleratut..

She''* Iron—

H.C.4Vi@5

Gen. Russia 13 Va@14
Ameri’cnR ussial 1@12

V.

1 Mi l

commission.
Passage SIO.OO.

harbor.

....

..

..

From
r rom Central Wharf, Boston, 3 p. vm.
Pine Street Wharf. Philadelphia, at 3 p, m. Insurance one-half the rate of sailiug vefssel.
Freights for the West by the Pena. R. R., and
South oy connecting lines, forwarded free of

HEZELTON.frop^

|

7.00 a. m. For Brunswick. Bath, Rockland,
Augusta, Waterviile, Skowhegan, Pittsfield,

From Boston every Wednesday and Saturday.
From Philadelphia every Wednesday
and Saturday.

FKEEPORT steamboat CO,

and Friday

Treniont—J H Blake.
Leman, New Harbor

B<NEW

..

1-

Wild Rose, Bunker. Cranberry Isles—J R

...

1

'...-d Jv,

Sch

...

New

m.

1 alls at 11a.m.,
4-.no p m
Arrive nr Westbrook in time to connect with
the 1-. 3.80 and 5.30 electric cars for Boltlandbe sure amt
take the 9.10 n, in., l.U> oi. d.40
L *©ctric
cars from Portland, head of Preble St.
J.li.

Effect
November 3, 1895.
In
L'rains leave Portland, Union Station, Railway
for
stations
named below and interSquare,
mediate points as follows:

DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.

10 a, m.,

at

ml

Beginning Ootober 7th.
coneatr will leave Portland
*’n>,, dally, Sundays excepted:

l°NEW

....

•'

Lucy Wentworth, Hill, Bucks Haihot

Sch Nightingale, Allen. Eastoort—J H Blake.
R
Sell Queen of the West, Dyer, Sullivan—J
Blake.
D1
^
H
Sell Enternrise, Strout, Mlllbridge—J
R
Sch M A Jones, Hopkins, S \V Harbor-J

Blake.

.Steamer Sokokis
follows:

is

street. Westbrook,

T,

'...

seVinYtuea
YxSiiaueia.New
HvsV'iiii.New

1

Soil

H Blake.

..

—

—

ing—J

....

OiSruOlT—Wheat—No

1

..mo

T,,

Tjomo.New

J

Co.

°
Sch Oliver S Barrett, Erwin, coal port »v
Jordan & Co.
T,,.„n
Sch Charlie Buckl. Jenkins. Jonesport-Kyan
& Keisoy.
_T„„a
Lana
Sell Northern Light, Mitchell, Greens

..

—

J

Cooperage

1895.

n'oticr,

l.eturmiiB. leave Malilson

•.

York.. Montevideo Oct 31
Montreal.. Liverpool. .Nov 2
-.11
h.
I
Lanrentian
York
Genoa
Nov 2
Saaie.New
B*
2 Red 6.1 Vic; No 1
York.. London
Nov 2
w 11 d.e 11; .,.i-.
com—ao2 at. 3c. nays—X02 at Mobile.New York..
.Nov 2
Demerara
i..
; Wiiiitt .‘J
2
York..
Nov
Hamburg...
iMiatia.New
1
Caracas.New York. Laguayra. .Nov 2
Nov 2
.New York. Bremen
; I'j-jve
Umbria.New York. Liverpool. .Nov 2
f5CT01!KR 20. 181)5.
Circassia.New York. .Glasgow ..Nov 22
l!av& Mex Nov
New York
:•
*)C U»- l;i
’.v;i/ ”10'
York. ]lnv&Mex .Nov 0
-;H
:. «’*
i'v.'ftu. nuldHi;’' dp
Vork. .So’ampton .Nov <>
1
'*f.
■'<*
.New York
Antwerp .Nov <»
r band
N
>:>
fo-l !•.
G
noa.N *v 0
in. \ ictoria...New York..
Nov o
York..
s*jliampton.
1.,mis.New
Liveroonl... Nov
fi:,i
in-.New York
today
.i .;fn.N"w York. Rotterdam..Nov ^
Cieniuegos.. Nov 7
N .■ York
i\
to d ;.’
Nov
Liwniool
Miner- 11
.N**>\ York. I Jemernra ..Nov
to d \
V; as
i'ernambueoNov
\.
Y.
:1S
usi).

land

nnttvV5ridco
8.80 p.

d.-lo

pot... .6% @ 8 | pine.$26@50
Eals conabia.. .4fi@5o 1 Shingles—
Beeswax.37@42 X cedar.... 3 00<@8 60
Domestic port*.
7@9 Clear cedar. 2 78@3 00
Blch powders.
Borax.9«10 IX No 1.1 85m 25
NEW YORK—Ar 27th, sell Joseph Luther,
2
Brimstone.
@2Vi No 1 cedar..1 25@1 75 Emmons. Kennebec; Jas Rothweil, Kockport;
Cochineal.40®43 Spruce.1 26@1 50 S C Trvou, Carver’s Harbor.
Ar 28th, schs Star of the Sea, Hopkins, Bull
Copperas.iVa® 2 Laths.spce..l 90@2 00
Lime—Cement.
Cream tartar.... 29@32
River; A B Perry, and Modoc, St John, NB;
Ex logwood... 12@16 Llme.W csk. 1 00,*5
Ann E Stevens, Bangor.
Gumarabic. .70@1 22 Cement.140®
Ar 29th. barque Doris Eckhoif. Palmer, Caz22
Matches.
@67
Glycerine
ones. Mex; sell Herald. Keyes. Norfolk.
65
Aloes cape.16@26 Star,^p gross
Passed Hell Gate 28tli. schs Chromo. Woos@65 ter. New York for Bluehill; Mary E Crosby,
Camphor.70® 7 2 Dirigo.
Metals.
B2@56
Mytrh.**.'.
do for Nantucket; Victory, Amboy for EllsOmurn... ■ 2.2 6 @3 25
Copper—
worth.
com....
00@14
Shellac.46@60 14@48
BOSTON—Sid 28th, schs Susm M Plummer,
22
Indigo.85c@$l Polisnea copper.
for Fernandlna; Clara, for New York; Wood36
26
14x48
iodine.4@$4
planished.
ward Abrahams. for Kennebec and Baltimore;
14
Ipecac.160@1 70 Bolts.
Chas L Jeffrey, for Fraukfort and New York;
12
Licorice, rt... .16® 20 YM sheath....
Willie, for Deer isle.
32
Lac ex.34@40 IY M Bolts.
APALACHICOLA—Sid 28th, sch Henry Clos22(324 son. Appleby. Boston.
Morphine.. .1 70@1 90 Bottoms
11@12
Oil bergamot2 7 6® 3 25 Ingot....
BA IH-Sld 28th, sch9 Mary E Morse, PhilaTip—
Nor.Codliver2 25@250
Jas W Bigelow, do; Madeline Cooney,
16@17 delphia;
Lemon.1 752 26 Straits...*
Washington.
Olive.1 0Q@2 60 Englisn.^
BALTIMORE —Ar 27tli, barque Frances,
Peppt.300®3 25 Char. I. Co..4 76@6 00 ThoinDson, Rio Juneiro.
Winter gree nl 5@2 00 1 Char. L X. .5 00@o 2o
Sid 27th, sch John S Desrtng. New York.
60
Potass Dr’mde. 46®47 Terne.6 00@8
Ar 28th. schs S P Hitchcock, Sorensen, Wash
i*2@ 14 lngtoir; Edward C A True, McLaughlin, Port
Chlorate.24® 28 Antimony...
.6 00@ 650
iodide.2 88^3 u« ipok*»
Tampa.
68&62 i Spelter-... 4 $0(3455
Quicksilver.
BRUNSWICK—Sid 28th, sch Ebenezer HagOuinine. ..34Vi@37V2 bolder Va x v- 14% @ 15
getl. Poole, New York.
Nails.
Rheubarb, rt.76c®l 60
iiuitil lOUfl.li'uai.uvu
Rt snake..3o@40 Cask.ct.base 2 40@250 Kosa Mueller, amt Nannie Waterman, Portland
wire. .265@2 76
Saltpetre.8 @12
for Smithville; Clara G Rogers, Hillsboro, NB,
Naval
Stores.
Senna.26@80
lor New York; Carrie E Miles. Providence for
4@5 Tar IP bbl. ..2 76@3 00 do; Senator Grimes. Fall River for do.
Canary seed....
Cardamons 1 00@1 7 5 Coal tar... .4 76@o 00
GLOUCESTER—Ar 28tli. barque St KatharSoda, by-carb3s/i@6sA Pitch.2 76@»00 ine. Frazer, Trapani, 53 days.
t-al.2Vi®3 Wil. Pitcn. .2 75@3 00
MOBILE —Ar 26tb. barque Nellie Smith.
SuDhur.2? @2*4 Rosin.3 00@4 00 Thomas. Galveston.
Sugar lead.20@22 Tupentme, gai. 84@*4
NEWPORT NEWS-Sld 28th, barque Jas W
White wax... *50@o» Oakum.... 7 @8
Elwell, Goodman. Cienfuegos.
Oil.
Vitrol. blue.... 6 ®8
NORFOLK—Cld 28tli, sch Wm C Tanner, lor
Vaniila.bean.. $10@13 I Linseed..44@49 Providence.
Boiled.47@-2
Duck.
Cld 28th, barque Nineveh, Leighton, Charles05@75
No 1. *32 I Sperm.
No 3.28 I Whale.60@60
LONDON—Ar: 28tli, schs Oliver Ames,
No 10.20 >' Bank.33@3£ for
Allyn’s Point; Edwar H Blake, do; Red
Shore. 28-333
8 ..13
Jacket, Salem for New York.
Borgia.30@36
j 10 ..16
NEWPORT NEWS—Ar 27th, sch IndepenGunpowder—Shot* I Lard. 4b @65 dent, Case, Washington.
3 60@4 00 Castor.i 00@3 10
Blasting
Sid 26tli, sen John F Randall, Crocker, for
.4 60@6 50 jNeatsfoot
55c@7o
Snorting.
Drop snoT,25 ins.. 1 30 I1 Flame.&
HAVEN—Ar 27th. schs J D Ingraham,
Paints.
Buck. b. BE.
Tibbetts. New York; Etna, Collins, do; PalesT. TT. F.165 I Lead—
do; Carrie E Look. Stevens.
I Pureground.5 50,j$6 00 tine, Motz.
Hay.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 28th, sells Rebecca M
Pressed.$145115 I Red.5 50@6 00 Smith,
Rockport; Edw W Schmidt, Sullivan.
$14@S15 iEneYenRed3
Loose Hav
@3Va
t.Id 29th, sch Clias I. Davenport. Providence.
Straw, car lots .$9@10 I Am Zinc-6 00@7 Oo
Cld 29tli, sell Katherine D Perry, Boston.
Iron.
.2%
John
[Rochelle...
Sid tin Delaware Breakwater 28th, ship
Bice
Common.... 1 s4 @2
for New York.
4
Refined.13A @2 Vi Domestic
@7 Currier, (from Iloilo) 28th, sells Falmouth, fin
PROVIDENCE—Ar
Salt.
Norway.3 Vi @4
Lillian Woodruff, Turks Island;
8@10 ITks ls.lb hd2o®)18 00 Philadelphia;
Cast steel....
AnSnow, Rockland; Lena White.——;
German steel.@3Va Liverpool ..16()@I 60 Mary
ok.
L Henderson, Henderson, Brunsw
Shoesteel.@2 Vi Dia’md Crys, bbl 2 80 niePORTSMOUTH—Sid
27tli. sch Edith Allen,
A sues.

■■■

..*•«'

Coal.

Buttei.

Retail—delivered.
Creamer \ ,fncy ..24@26
GiltEdee Vrint.18 &20 Cumberland.0 u0®4 60
®5 50
Choice.16@17 Chestnut....

8ughd36m 21 @23

—

*

!®24Va

Tea.
“SSSK-."" ^@12= Amoys.17@2o
Congous
14®60
"^l^'oooomoo
Snore ls'S25 00®$28| Japan.18®35

hhd lidg ml

do
Mexican...

—

\»..

Coffee.

!

pfd.16%

Quicksilver....

Ships Geo. R. Skolfield, and Abner Coburn,
Hogs—Receipts 39,000; weak and 10915c
New York to Japan, case oil 17c.
lower; heavy packing and shipping lots at 3 40
Bark Louise Adelaide, Philadelphia to Cien- @3 70; common to choice mixed at 3 3o^3 70;
choice assorted at 3 60@3 70; light 3 30<®3 75;
fuegos coal, p. t.
pigs at 2 00@2 60.
Barge Eeachwood, Philadelphia to Portland,
Sheep—receipts 16,000; weak; inferior to
choice at 1 60&3 40. lambs 3 00@4 50.
coal, p t.
Schr Almeda Willey, Port Johnson to PortDomestic Uarstow
land, coal 65c.
(By TelegraDh.'
SchrE. W. Clark, Philadelphia to Providence,
OCTOBER 29. 1893.
coal 66c.
receipts
NEW TORE—The Flour marset
Schr C. H. Trickey, Franklin to Baltimore,
66,464 packages; experts 6982 bbls and 12,791
$1.17, loaded, dis harged and sacks: sales 12,300 packages; moderate desewer paving
Franklin towage,
2 26®2 60;
r lour auotatlons—low extras at
Schr N. E. Newbury, New York to Portland,
mills pareuts
city mills extra at 3 85.5,4 00; city
coal, p. t.
4 20®4 45: winter wlieat low grades at 2 2aa
3 60
Schr M. E. Palmer, and C P. Notman, Nor- 2 60: fair to fancy at 2 80*53 45: patent* at
@3 75; Minnesota clsar 2 76S3 26: straights
folk to Portland, coal, p. t.
rv
do
20:
3
do
do at 3 20@3 60:
patents 35*4
Schr Alicia B. Crosbv, Philadelphia to Ports- mixtures 2 80@3 20; superfine at 2 10*2 65:
and
flour
steady
fine at 2 05*2 25. Southern
mouth, coal 85m_
quiet; common to fair extra 2 10@2 80; good
Railroad Receipts.
Rye Hour steady and
to choice at 2 8093 30.
Quiet at 2 50*3 06. Buckwheat flour dull 6f>@
PORTLAND. Oct. 29.
1 60. Buckwheat, State 42% asked. Cornmeal
Reclpts by Main" Central R. R.—For Portsteady, quiet. Rve nominal. Wheat—receipts
end, 201 cars miscellaneous merchandise; for 98,o60 bush-.exports 59,460 bush; sales 76,000
bush; easier ana less active; No 2 Bed in store
connecting roads 155 ears.
and elev 70%c; afloat 72%c; f o b 70%c: No 1
Northern 68%c. Corn—receipts 229,126 bush:
Retail Grocer*' ausrar Rate*.
exports 276,204 bush; sales 88,000 bush: easy
t—cut loaf at 7c jconfectloners and quiet ;No 2 at3@37%c elev, 38%®38%o
Portland mar
Oata—receipts 176,400 bush: exports
7c;pulverized. —c; powdered, 6c; granulateu, afloat.
2.286 bush; sales 80,000 bush; quiet and easy;
®6c.
hVa e;coffee crushed. 6Vic; yellow,
No 2 at 23%c; White do at 26c; No 2 Chicago
at 24%c; No 3 at 23c; do White 23%c; Mixed
Western 24@25%c; do White and White State
Grain Quotations.
24®29c. Beef steady and dull; beef hams are
inactive: ticrced beet steady and quiet: cut
CHIGCAO BOARD OP TRA1B.
meats dull and steady—piekied Denies 12ms
at 6Vie, do shoulders at6g)8V4c; do hams at
Monday’s quotations.
8% @uc; middles nominal Lard is quiet and
WHEAT.
lower—Western steam closed 6 85: citv at 5 60
Dec.
May. 95 60: refined dull; Continent at 6 40; S A at
64%
6 75: compound at4Va@4Vae. Prorisons—Pork
Opmlng.60%
64% is quiet and steady; mess $9 76(g$10 26. ButClosing..60%
ter steady with moderate demaud; State dalrv
CORNDec.
May. at 12821V4C; do eream 20®23c; Western dairy
29% at lo@l6e: do orm 14@28c; do factory at 9®
Opening......27%
29% 14c; Elfins 23c. Cheese firm and auiet; State
Closing...27%
large at 781014c; do fancy at 10<gl0V4c; do
PORK.
small 7Vi®llc. Petroleum is steady; united
Dec. 1 30 bid. Coffee—Rio quiet,steady.8ug*r—raw
Jan.
0.07 aoout steady, demand moderate defined steady,
Opening.
9.05 No 6
Closing.
at 4Vsc; No 7 at 4 l-16c; No 8 at 4c;
No 9 at 3 t6-16c; No 10 at 3%c: No 11, 3 13LAJRD.
Sept. 16c;No 12 at 3»/4C: No IS at 3 ll-18e; off A at
July.
4 ii-16@4% ;Mould A 5: standard A4%c; ConOpening.
fectioners’ A 4Vic;eut loaf and crushed 6V4e;
Closing.
powdered. 4% c-.granulated at 4s,j®4% ; Cubes
Tuesday's quotations.
4% c.
WHEAT.
Freights to Liverpool—grain firmer; room
Dec.
May. scarce; by stearn id asked.
64®/s
Opening. 60%
CHICAQO—The Flour market to-day was
63% slow, easy and unchanged. Wheat—No 2 Spring
c......
69%
Closing..
at 69tiift60l/ac: No 2 Rod 59s/8©625/8c. Corn
CORN.
2 at 29’/«@30c.
Oats—No 2 at ISVse;
Dec.
May. —No
29% No 2 Rye 38@38V4c. No 2 Barley at 38g,42c.
Ooening. 27%
1
mess porkat $8 uu@
Flaxseed
No
89V2®90c;
29
(losing.27%
81O. Lard at b 10; short rib sides 4 40 a:4 50.
PORK.
salted
meats—shoulders
at 4 75®4 8?Va ;
Dry
Jan. short dear sides at 4 75554 87Vs.
hbls:
wheat. 275.000
11,000
Receipts—Flour,
Opening.
ausli; corn. 229 000 bush mats. 376.Olio bush:
Closing.
bush
13,000
barley. 163,000 husn.
rye.
Shipments—Flour 18.300 obis; wheat 98,000
Portland Daily Press stock T.fst.
corn.
121,000 bush; oats 403,000 bush:
bush;
Corrected by Swan & Barrett. Bankers and rye. '.',000 bush: barley 19,0-jO bush.
1-inkers. 186 Middle street.
8T. LOUIS— Ihe Flour market to-day was
8 X O C lv S.
anil, unchanged; patents at 3 26@S35; extra
bar Value.
Bid. Asked fancy at 3 o
Descrlnt.on.
16: fancy at 2 8 (gj2 90: choice
i!8
120 at 2 oo«,2 79. Wheat is
(anal National Bank.100
lower; Oct at 59Vic.
102 Coru lower; Oct 27c.
Casco National Bank...160
oats easier; Oct at—.
38
39 Provisions—Pork at 8 2608
r.mberland National Bank,. 4*>
37Vi, Lard—prime
98
loo
steam at 6 45 aS 50. Bacon—shoulders at G’i ;
Cnapman National Bank.lOw
100
102
Ban!..loo
lirsi Naiioti?.
longs at 6ti,: clear ribs at 6; short, clear GVs.
ll-i
.t3
Merchants* Naiioual Bank.. 7.>
i»rv .mil meats—shoulders 6Va : ribs 4 80; clear
luu
102 4 95.
:■ Mtic.nai Tiiok-.i lift....loo
164
*‘.»2
1 (ii'llriiu! N y.o.id Bank....
Receipts—Flour 4,309 bbls: wheat 80.000
5
n*
<0. *1‘V
1 on land 'M:i
husn; corn I.'.Gko bush: oars 2G oou misn; .->«>
«o
and Ca
i
MlSi!.
id-.-l* r y.A»
I 1 8
1 2*
•.
U
t :>.•
1
E hipments—Flour 9,10k bpls. ivw 3
..'*
........

00

*19®21 00

do.28®31
r>mall do. 2 50®o
Molasses.
.*2 26®8 26
Pollock
0u, Porto Rico.27®33
oo Barbadoes.27 ®28
H ake.i 60&2
Fancy...
30® 3 5

Country MoL

*

i

bag ots..

Rlo,roasted22
Shore-4»7o@5 25j
2oi Java

J,.

Ontario.

Lire

Middlings..*17119

eal

"patentsFish.3 00@4 10 <

On and after Mav 3o
"'HI rim until
fmtiier

PORTLAND POST-OFFICE.
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MAINE CENTRAL R. R.

BOSTON AND PHILAOELPHUL

Table.

Time

RAILROADS.

__

STEAMER “SOKOKIS.”

r>
-oo
and

PORTLANDTUESDAY, Oct. 29.

@75
Wheat, BO-lbs.
Arrived.
Superfine &
car....
®44
low grades.2 90@3 10 Corn,
Steamer Manhattan. Bragg. New York—"
@47
corn, Dag lots..
bakWneat
v i>
and
mdse
to J i> Coyle.
Spring
®45 passengers
ers.cl and bt3 40©350 Meai, bag lots..
Steamer Cumberland, Thompson, si uoim,
Oats, car lots
28@30
via
for
Boston.
Patent Borne
East-port
0.
,,i,_
&; 6
4 10®4 2o Oats, bag lots
wneat..
Sell Fred C Holden. Greenlaw, Weyniouui
Cotton Seer,
fertilizer to Kendall & Whitney.
Mich, str’ am
00
00
00*t20
lots.
car
851
roller.... 3 76®8
Cleared.
bo
baa lots 0000®21 00
clear do.. .3 60®3
Backed Br’r
Barque John J Marsh, Drlnkwater, Rockport,
ot Louis St’gt
qfJ
car ols.nl ti 00.S17 UO
to load lor Folnt-a-I'itre—W S Jordan A co.
vooier... 3 75@3 85|
to
bo
baa lots. »18®20 00
sch Sarah & Ellen, Henley, Glen Cove
clear do. .3 60®3

•'

Coal. The new circular figures are the highest New Jersev Central.109
4/s
*%
Nerthen Pacific common.....
1°%
of the year, and are expected to hold throughdo
preferred.... 17%
do
16o/s
ana
out the winter season; the supply of egg
Northwestern......10o
™
deal- Norm western, ufd.147
stove sizes is still very short, and cost our
ICO /»
i 00
York Central..
New
with
14/2
ers now 4 16.p toil t. o. b. in New York,and
14%
Lou.i
A
St.
New York.Chicago
73
do 1st pfd. 72
66c freight to Portland, discharging, carting
Miss.
and other expenses, coal costs 5 76 delivered, Ohio A
wew
.,:a
butt lie supply ou liana was uouguu umuio
17 A
recent rise,consequently no further advance lias Out * Western. *7;s
30%
30%
ben established here. It costs to have coal car- Pacific Mail.
171
Fulrnan Palace.1<1
ried up stairs 35c ton. instead of 26c heretofore.
13%
Reading.14%
The market for Flour continues to exhibit much
76%
Rock island. 75%
76%
strength, and millers will make no concessions St. Paul. 75%
126Vs
do pfd.126
whatever, while Corn and mlllfeed are lower.
42%
42%
Omaha.
*
St.Faul
for
all
In Groceries, prices are steady and firm
122
do prfd.122
113
choice grades of Teas and Coffees, and for such 9t Paul. Minn. * Mann.113
l°2%
dethe
Sugar, common.101%
there is a very satisfactory business;
7 Vs
9»A
Pacific.
Texas
acmand for common lots is only moderately
12%
J2%
Union Pacific.new.
42
tive.
Sugar are rather quiet and featureless. U. S. Express. 42
8%
Fork and Lard quiet with rather an easier feel- Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific-. 8%
21%
do prfd. 21%
ing. Poultry is quite plentiful and steady at Western'Union. 90%
91
quotations. Apples in good supply; No 1 Bald- Richmond* West Point.
do prfd.
wins 2 60: choice eating at 2 76®3 00. Maine
Cranberries S0®$7, Fresh Eggs firmly held at
23e.

PORT OF

_

-*

X i :Vs H

STEAMERS.

STEAMERS.

3g-B2

MINIATURE ALMANAC.:0CT‘
Bun rises .G
water J “I9 10
^llliirli
"
Sunsets.4 411
8 (t 4 in
Length of days.. 1»2B | Hlghttirte
gftSin
Moon sets. 3 11'
__

ENDING Oet. 29.

WEEK

XKAJk-N

X

M A RI X K

§0% Haddock...lo0^2

160

Boston A Maine.176
Central Pacific. 1V%

no

/ad;

..

Atchison.19®/*
Adams Express.150
American Express.116

Cues.;* Ohio.

o

l^iilJU X

1' lour.

end Bonds.

CmcagoAAlton.163

Portland Wholesale Market
FOR THE

Mexican Central.

2d®5s

Poarland Wholesale Prices Current.

The

(By Telegraph.)
NEW YOKE. Oct. 29.
loan at
Money firm at 223 per cent; last
2% per cent, closing 2% per cent, l'nme mer.
canine paper was quoted at 6%®6 per cent.
with actua
Sterling Exchange was firmer,
business in bankers hills 4 STVaaA 87s/* for
60-tiay bills and 4 83% 24 88% for demand;
posted rates 4 88% 24 S9%. Commercial bills,
Government Bonds
co-days at 4 86% s4 87.
steady. Kailroaus weak.
lJ;tr sliver 67%.

export 600 bales.
5s
Quotations Winter Wheat at
Spring Wheat 6s ld&'6s 2a.
Corn 3s 6% d.
Porn 67s i^d.
Cheese 44s 6d.

12
12

common.

New York

Money Market.

estimated sales 10,000 bales.* speculation and

Sugar, nfd. ?9
66
Mass., pfd.
do

AJAil JLf

a

4.20 p. m.
For Gorham at 7.30 and 9.45 a. ni., 12.30,
3.00, 4.25, and 6.20 p. hl
For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, Westbrook Junction and Woodford’s at 7.30,
ami
9.45 a.
4.25,
w..
12.30,
5.00,
6.20 p. no.
The 12.30 p. m. train from Portland connect!!
“JSooiae
Tunael
at Ayer Junction with
Route” for the West and gt Union Station,
York,
and
New
for
Providence
Worcester,
via “Providence Line,” for Norwich and
New York, via “Norwich Line” with Boston
Si Albany R. K. for the West, and with tlu
New York All Kail via “Springfield.”
Trains arrive at Portland from Worcester
at 1.30 D. m.; from Rochester at 8.30 a. ni.,
from Gorham
in.;
5.45 p.
1.30
‘and
1.30,
m..
at
6.40, 8.30 and 10.5U a.
m.
5.45 p.
4.15, a anc.
For through Tickets to all points West .uul
South, apply to F. 11. COLLINS, flflkol

Agent, Portland, Me.
]e29

5. W. PETERS, Supt.
dft

p. m.

Classified Lion oi Domestic Mail Mat
is
ter.—Domestic mail matter,—that
mail matter sent in the mails from some
to
nost office within the United States
some other post office within the same,
is divided into four classes, as follows:
1st class. Written matter, namely, letters,
postal cards, and ail matter wholly or partly in
writing, whether sealed or unsealed (except
manuscript copy accompanying proof sheets or
corrected proof sheets of the same.) All matter sealed or otherwise closed against inspection
is also of the first class.
2d class. Periodical publications, namely all
newspapers and other periodical publications
which are issued at stated intervals and as
frequently

as

tour times

a

year,

whicn bear

a

issue, and are numbered consecutively,
issued from a known office of publication,
formed ofpriutd paper sheets, without board,
el til, leather or oilier substantial binding,
a
of
information
publu
of
To be
character, or devoted to literature, the science;l
art. or some special indi -dry, aud must have
'legitimate list of subscribers, and must no
be designed primarily for advertising purposes
at ncmimJ
or for free circulation or circulation
rates.
3d Class. Books, circulars, periodicals aiu
oilier matter wholly in print (not included if!
second-class matter), proof-sheets, corrected
date of
ere
are

proof-sheets and manuscript
ug.tlie same.

copy accompany*

“Printed matter” is defined by statute to be
reproduction upon paper, by any process
words,
except that of handwriting, ot' any of
any
letters, characters, figures or images, or
the
Having
thereof, not
combination
and
corresponaulaotual
personal
of
character
*

the

dence

A‘‘c!rcular” is defined by statute to be a
printed letter, wnich,according io internal eyidence, is being sent in identical terms to sever
as

al persons,” and does not lose its character
such by writing therein the date, name of the
addressee or of the sender, or the correction of
mere

typographical

errors.

•ith ( lass Merchandise, namely all matte,
not embraced in the first, second or third
class which is not in its form or nature liable to
the condestroy, deface or otherwise damage
tents of the mail bag, or harm the person of
andnoc
any one engaged in tne postal service,
ohnvo th« wpiirht nrovided bv law
Limit of Weight of Mail Matter.— fso package
re
ue
weighing more than tour pounds shall siuslc
beived for conveyance by mail, except
ana
ot
amount,
that
excess
in
cooks weighing
or
except books and documents published
circulated by order of Congress, or official
tho
of
from
any
matter emanating
or from
Government
of the

Departments
the Smithsonian Institution.

in pack* see*
30. Second-class matter mailed
to the h in*
at the pound rate is not subject

p(.nnd hrmunom

does not ap-

o{

mails regulated by
ply to matter in foreign
postals conventions.
Kates of

Oil

First

postage

on

Postage.

Class .Matter.—Tbe rate <>
matter of the first class is as

follows:
On letters ana other written matter
1
to pass at
exe’eiit that speciallyou authorized
scaled matter or matter
third-class rates and
otherwise closed against inspection, two cents
par

ounce or traction thereof.
On postel cards oue ceut

each, the price
sold.
3. Oil "drop letters” two cents per ounce or
fraction thereof when mailed at letter carrier
post offices, and one cent for eacli ounce or
fraction thereof at offices where free delivery
by carrier is not established.
of
rate
Ihe
Matter.
On Second-Class
sent
postage ou second-class matter when office hy
of
the
from
and
the publisher thereof,
publication, including samples copies, or when
subscribers
to
actual
news
a
agency
sent from
oue cent per
thereto, or to other news agents, is
pound or fraction thereof.
The date cf postage on newspapers and
periodical publications of the second-class
when sent by other than tno publisher or news
each four ounces or
agent, is one cent for
fractional part thereof.
on
newspapers(exceptlng
of
The rate
postage
two
weeklies) mid on periodicals no. exceeding

foi'which they arc

same aredeposited in
ounces in weight,when the
on periodicals
is uniform at one cent each;
fwo cents
more than two ounces,

weighing

^Newspapers

and

periodicals

when

de

bv the publishers or news agent in a
letter-carrier office for general or box delivery
at the rate oi one
are subject lo pay postage
otiier than
cent per pound; when deposited hy
publishers or news agents, lor general or box
one cent for lour ounces or
is
rate
the
delivery,
fractional, part thereof.
Weekly newspapers when deposited hy the
publisher or news agents in a letter-carrier
oftice for delivery hy carriers, or otherwise, are
posited

subject only

to the rate of

oue

cent

a

pound

or

fraction the' eof.
All second-class publications, when sent by
tlie publisher or a new s-ageni by mail, to a letter-carrier office located either In the county
or elsewhere, are subject io
of publication
which
postage at the rate of oue cent a pound,
entitles them to delivery hy (lie carriers.
rate
of
Tile
postage
On Third-Class Mutter.
cent for each two
on third-cass matter is one
ounces or fractional part thereof.
On Fourth-class Malt,.. 'Hie rate of postag
ou

fourth-class matter

is

one

cent

an

ounce

o

cation thereof.

LIST—A pleasant furnished
room}
heated, lighted, set howl w-ith hot and
at Is
Call
cold water, use of bathroom.
DOW Si’fUSET. So. right hand bell. 23-1
mo

j

}

_

THE

PEESS.

Messenger’s Notice.

Palmer Shoe Co.—2.
Atkinson Furnishing Co.
Horse Blankets—J. G. McGlauflin.
AMUSEMENTS.
Portland Theatre.
Waltzing Classes at Gilbert’s.
AUCTION SALES<
F. O. Bailey & Co.

I)r. Russelle’s Continued Success.

__ocieUtf

Concerning: Dr. Temple.
All patients desiring to place themselves

un-

must do so ac once as no
by him for treatment after

care

t£

Cumberland street.

Soothing Syrap**
Years by million
Las been used over Fifty
Teethof mothers for their children while
with perfect success. It soothes the
ing,

child, softens the gum6. allays Pain, cure
Wind Colic, regulates the bowels, and is the
Lest remedy for Diarrhoea whether arising
from teething or other causes. For sale by
Be sure
Druggists in every part of the world.
and ask for Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup
a

bottle.

We

recommend tbe

BRIEF

to a life of
forced her to confess
depravity. In court the woman said that
she had not deceived her husband as to
her career before their marriage.
Benjamin, was found guilty.”
West at once wroto to the city
Mrs.
marshal at Philadelphia, stating that she
was
West’s lawful wife and asked that

use
our

man

strives

Castoria 1

nrncnMAi

Dr. Siegert e
friends who suffer
of

_

JOTTINGS.

Mr. O. C.
Evans, superintendent of
schools in Belfast, is in the city and at
his former home in South Portland for a
few days.
Mr. John P. Welch has been engaged
by the Berlin, N. H., Choral Club to
sing the role of the captain during five
productions of Pinafore by that organiza-

Martha Washington circle will
2 Paris tion.
meet Thursday with Mrs. Smith,
Mr. Harry F. Merrill, the well-known
street.
with Ruslast day of the singer, has taken a position
the
be
will
Thursday
in this oity, and
Mercantile
The

discount
Whilo

on
a

this

man

year’s

was

sell’s

taxes.

horse bedown Grove street

leading

a

going
wagon
through
yesterday, the animal stepped
inthe hind wheel and was considerably
hind

a

jured.

to
Maine Lodge, I. O. O. F., has voted
the seoond
to
work
lodge
invite Ligonia
and third degrees for the lodge Monday

agency

will remain in Portland. This will be
pleasant nows to many of Mr. Morrill’s
friends and musical associates.
Grand Warden A. A. Beaton ot the
Grand lodge of Maine, N. E. O. P.,
starts tonight for a trip in the interests
Central Maine. He
of the order through

public meetings at Munroe,
Foxcroft, Dedham,
Guilford,
Newport,
even Jg, November 11.
Guide
Guard Cir- Cherryflold and other towns. Grand.
It is rumored in National
Hawes of this city .will accompany
semi-annual school of in- Albert
will

hold

the
oles that
be
struction for the First Regiment will
held during next month.

him.
Mr. G. C. Barnes got two deer on his
recent
hunting trip in Upper Maine.
Yesterday .was pleasant injthe morning,
Rev. Mr. Bellows of this city conductafternoon.
the
in
raw
and
cloudy
ed the funeral services of the late Mrs.
Officer John Massure put on an old suit
Sarah M. Ware at Waterville, Monday,
and
any
quanspilled
of clothos’yesterday
and a male quartette under W. C. Philsoaked
were
clothes
tity of sour beer. His
brook furnisliod the music.
with the stuff as it flew in all directions.
V
Engineer
Tucker,
F.
ice-^’resident
The nail committee of the R. A. P.
Alien, i: Agent Dowst and Roadmaster
the
of
ball
annual
the
hold
to
D., voted
Foss of Bangor, have been on a trip over
association on the evening of January
the lino of the Maine Central to Vance16th.
on business regarding the
boro
bridgos
The Bangor & Aroostook railroad will
this between Bangor and Vanceboro.

an excursion
city today.
run

to

Boston, through

Portland Railroad
from the

tracks of the

The

Company

are

being extended

Union Station to the Maine Central general offices.
‘feThe Gwendoline and Sianara of the
Portland Yacht Club have gone to BoothThe Sianara has
hav to be Improved.
been sold to Messrs. Perkins and Merrill.

Mr. Harry M. Verrill, whose wedding
takes, place this evening, gave an elegant
dinner to his best man and ushers at the
Sherwood last evening. Plates were laid
for 13.

The

and the

menu

decorations

were

beautiful

unexceptionable.

Among the arrivals at the Falmouth
J. S. Pierson, C. H.
yesterday were:
Wilkins, Chicago; W. F. Perry, C. O.
Stickn y, Bridgton; G. P. Wiley, G. W.
Thero is talk that three new yachts
Littlefield., C. O. Simmons, C. B. Conwill be added to the fleet next season.
ant, New York; G. B. Spencer. Chicago;
Il \f fVirx Tomilnr imiotimy nfltllfl TloliCG GX~
E. H. Brown, G. K. Seward, L. C. Paige,
GrisWm.
amining boardjlast evening,
S. W. Wise, G. W. Beale, J. P. Brooks,
and
ham and James A. Craig appeared
G. W. Hinckley, A. A. Perry, W. T.
were examined for positions on the foroe.
Teale, George Neeley, A. C. Adams, G.
The Sooiety o{ Art will hold a meeting
W.
Furnes, G. E. Ticker, Boston; W.
at the art building this evening.
Auburn; D. C. Clark, Bangor;
Sprague,
John Henry Douglass of Scott’s Mills,
D. M.
Feinald, Poland; E. J. White,
Friends’
at
a
will
hold
meeting
Oregon,
Harrington. $
church this evening
The police yesterday made seizures at
Fire on Union Street.
Thomas
Kavauaugli’s, 29 York street;
Thomas
Martin

Browning’s,
O’Hcre’s,

mado
Search was
and Spring
Centre
was secured.

42

Fore street; and
Pleasant street.

J. A. Oonwell’s,
streets, but nothing

at

Capt, Hen Spuriing Says the Mackerel SeaHas

son

Heen

Bad—A

Few

Wind

Coasters Heave.

Hound

Pendleton Has Been
They Think Captain
Trouble In This
j>ot to Unnecessary

Rev- J°lm Matteson, lector of the
Church of tbo Messiah of West Newton
Tho

interest is being taken in the
concert, to he given at the Second Parish
vestry this evening under the auspices
of the Ladies’ Circle. Some of the talent
Much

will take part are Mrs. Fannie C.
Mrs. Alice Cushing Dunham,
Fred A. Given, Messrs. Hatch and Skillin, C. C. Brooks and Miss Clementine

who

Hawes,

Varney.
Illustrated Lecture.

Evangelist Leonard, who, in company
Rev. C. W. Gillen of Sweden, has
been holding Gospel meetings in Reform
Club hall, will give a lecture tonight on
Jiis travels in Swodon, Norway, France,
Italy and Paldestine, illustrated with 7
magic lantern view's.

ning.
been
ratus

It

was

couldn’t tell last evesaid that the men had

at work on the steam
in the cellar, and it

heating apawas possible

fire might have caught in some way
from the furnace. The smoke was quite
dense
through the building, and the
flames got into a quantity of charcoal
and made
quite a hot fire. The floor
the

timbers of the first floor wore pretty well
Mr. Scott
honeycombed by the flames.
lives out in Deering and was not at ;the
fire, and no one seemed to know who had
the insurance,or how much it was. The
loss will not exceed a few hundrod dollars.

Captain A. T. Wade a very well known
gentleman of the county, died Tuesday
at Sangerville, aged eighty years.

“

lay; but

some

had to come

back.

The

sailors are getting pretty restless, some
it thorn having been lying in the harbor
for a week.

honing

The

beginning

are

to

come

in

now.

The Forest May brought in 4500 frosh
Ssh yesterday.
The schooner Hattie Page, while
at
mchor off the breakwater lost an anchor
md thirty fathoms of chain cable in the
squall last night. The crew was engaged
in dragging for them this morning.
“The schooner Union, bound from Nova
Scotia

to

lumber,

ran

ing in tho Commissioners’ Court.

Several sea-captains

and

shipping men
forcibly to the

themselves very
PRESS, deolaring the libel to be an outrage. It was true, they said, that Captain
Pendleton had been guilty of a technioal
violation of law. But he was short oi
oil, and was only acting in wise discretion
when, in an unfrequented part of the
ocean, lie did not burn the side light.

expressed

One

shipping

owner

said it was

most

abomniable treatment that
Captain
Pendioton had received in this port; and
all believed that he gave a sigh of relief
as ho passed out by Portland Hoad.
The W. H. Connor sailed for Now York
noon.

yesterday

D. S. Cameron

Assigns.

of
D. S. Cameron, late of the firm
Cameron & Leatho, has made an assignment to Seth L. Larrabee for tho benefit
of his creditors. His liabilities are about
His creditors
$400; iiis assets about $200.
are

Key. W. T. Joruan, uie rounder or rne
Free church of Daering, is mooting with
great and gratifying success at Silverton,
Colorado, whore he is preaching to crowded audionoes, and where deep religious
int rest among the people is rewarding
his labors. He has received several calls
to other fields; but his people are unwilling to let him go, and he has decided to
remain at Silverton for tho present.
Miss Mabel Richardson, who has been
spending some months in Canada, making
has reprogress in the French language,
turned to Doering. Her friends will be
to seo her at her old work of musio

Hors©

Conn.,

Notes.

The famous Jewett Farm Stud is to be
sensabroken up, and one of the most
tional sales of trotters of the year will be
the result. Aftor starting and conducting
the
breeding establishment famous
world over ns the best equipped one of
the kind in the : United States and
on
which the building alone cost nearly a
quarter of a million of dollars, and which

St.. Deering.
Miss Annie Crawford, and the Misses
Ridley, of Brunswick, are visiting friends
at Deering Center.
Miss Grace Hitohings of Pleasant St.,
has begun the instruction of the Deering
Shakespeare class in tho French lan
guage.
Mr. Harry Higgins of the Orono State
college, has been at home recently, on
Woodfords St, Woodfords.
Mr. Ira Goddard of Lisbon Falls, re-

NEW

j

nrsMissioN—to save.

,

Tho power to save life and cure disease that exists in
the famous Kickapoo Indian Remedies is being more fully
demonstrated every day. These remedies are pure and
simple, but effective. They are absolutely harmless, being made from roots, barks, herbs and
gums, and contain no poisons whatever. Kickapoo
Indian Sagwa, which is conceded to be the
greatest remedy for all diseases resulting from
a disordered condition of the
liver, kidneys, stomach and
blood, has to its credit thousands of cures of men who
were on their death-beds. One
of the many cases which is of
special interest is that of John
C. Harrington, formerly a
well-known Boston fireman,
now living in Brockton, Mass.
He says: “Some time
since I was down sick
with the grippe, which

From
«

<

Hood’s

f

H00C1 S

SILKS

2
2

By F. 0. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers
Auction
zzzOF-

Department.

pairs

from $200 to $400.

by eminent clergymen of the Universalist denomination.
Hymen threatens to take away one oi
our Deering Centor
girls within a few

days.
the Centra]

Work is still progressing
Avenue sewer.
Mr. Joseph Hutchings of Deering Center, who was recontly takon very sick at
Cape Elizabeth, is thought to have imon

on account
Terms cash or satis
factory paper. Half fare from

postponement

Contagious Diseases.
These additional cases
diseases

were

of

reported

yesterday:

lour year old
Hammond of 10 Sherman
a

child

namod

stroet,

scarlet

fever.

Office ot the Sheriff of Cumberland County,
State of Maine, Cumberland ss., Oct 29th,

Cliurcli of

contagious

Clarence Curtis, 23 North stroet, Caroline
Anderson, 69 Washington street, and W.
D. Murray, 4 W'atervillo stroet, typhoid

fever; and

Messenger's

quartette.
Messiah Fair.

The Church of tho Messiah will hold
fair today and Thursday. This evening
tho well known Mrs. Jarley (Miss MeCobb) will exhibit her famous wax fig.Several new figures will appear for
ures.

a

time in this oity.
Thursday
evening’s entertainment will consist oi
readings by Miss Hodsdon, singing by
Mrs. Horgan, followed by an exhibition
of the famous dwarfs from Honolulu.
the first

Hot dinners and suppers
ouch day.

will be

served

Powder,

required—not heaping spoonfuls.)j

Several young attorneys and business
met at the chambers of Wilson &
men
Wilson on Exchange street
Saturday

evening and organized a debating society.
Edward H. Wilson, Esq, was chosen
resident, Howard R. Carter of Chapeau
National Bunk as secretary and
Hcott Wilson, Samuel L. Bates and John
II. Pierce as an executive committee.
The society will bo called the Logomachian Club and will hold meetings every
two weeks.
There aro at present about
thirty members.

the 29th day of
October A. D. 1395, a warrant In Insolvency was issued out of the Court of Insolof Cumberland, againsl
vency ior said County
the estate of
L. ANDREWS, of Westbrook,
b to

I

give notice that on

CHARLES

to be an Insolvent Debtor, on
-idindired
was
netitiou of said Debtor, which petition
A. D„
Med on the 29th day of October,
on claims is to be
interest
date
which
1895, to
the payment of any debts to or by said
of any
Debtor and the transfer and delivery
by law.
property bv him are forbidden
That a meeting ot the creditors of said
or
Del tor to prove their debts and choose one
more
assignees of his estate, will be bold at
Probate
holden
at
to
be
a Court of Insolvency
in said County of
Court Room n said Portland,
day of November, A.
Cumberland, on the 18th
V) 1895 at 10 o'clock m the forenoon. above
Oiven under my

C°Thiitt

Deputii Sheriff,

as

Handle d^Uflm
of the Court
Messenger

Insolvency for said County of

BROS.

RINES

Harness Maker,
O0t30

Value §1.00, temporary

THE

McClauflin,
61 PrebleSt,

second-

price,

black

gloss

inches wide.
Value $1.75, temporary price,

$1.13.
ASSIVE Black Gross-grain
Suede-like to the
Silk.
more like the softor
touch,

Temporary price,

ii andker.
for the price

CHIEFS
of
two

.

apolis.
Two hundred and twenty-five
choice Saint Gall, Swiss Handkerchiefs, embroidered borders,

scalloped edges,
These are our new Handkerchiefs just
brought out for the Christmas trade.
We made

a

store decoration of these 225

for a few days.
tilfle dusty.

They got slightly wrinkled*

a

THEREFORE

this

morning

10 o’clock we place
them on
Bargain-apolis
and sell them 3 for 25c.
See them in outside show case.
at

EXPERT FITTING.
FITTER”
“EXPERT
of Her Majesty’s Corsets is

great

success

in

plac-

ing these famous Corsets upon our
best citizenesses.
Of all the great number we have
fitted, but one pair have come hack
us.

Corsets

are

We’ve said that a great many time3 and have
not as
listened to hear it disputed, hut have
or
corset
yet heard any rival corset maker,
seller contradict the statement.

FOR LADIES.

.

our West Window to-night and
Kunilearn about out magazine Boot.
is bound to
sey, the Lynn shoemaker,
niish his goods, and WE know they are
worthy to be pushed.

§

Our “Expert Fitter” will attend
their homes if they preany ladies at

fer.

J. R. LIBBY.

Eook in

button and lage, kid top, gloth

TOP, VARIOUS toes,
and with every pair

scription

Bargain-

on

“Her Majesty’s”
the best in the world.

MAGAZINE
BOOT

figures
things

69 cts.

to

to

magazines.

any

a

one

six months’ subof lour popular

..

and

G.

choice

glorifying

for

OURhaving

GOOD STOCK
LOW PRICES.

woven

dresses.

Three

giving such wonderful

it
They say that 98 cent Bed Spread beats the world, and so
does. It will soon be a thing of the past. Such a value caunot be
duplicated or found, not even at the factory now.

oj

Horse Blankets

James

Three
waists,

brocade

fancy

Silks. Tiny
in tri-colors,

I---1
A “10 o’clock.”

principal stations on Maine
Central H. K. to those attending

SS*Fo*r

hollow,

a

$1.13.

ofjweather.

a

is in

Value §1.50.

Alll_

reasonable prices.

price

50 cts.

*

further particulars inDelivery.
quire of Edward A. Newman,
great deal of favorable proved in an encouraging degree.
Portland
Gcneal Manager of
comment about town over the 5 o’clock
"Mrs. Frank L. Winship has deolined Railroad Company, or of the
mail delivery by carrier. Letters leaving to sing at the entertainment to he given auctioneers.
oct30td
Boston at noon are placed in the hands of at the Free Church, Thursday, Oct, 31;
the persons to whom they.are directed by but happily her place will be filled by
Miss Ida King Turbos of the
Haydn
supper time.
Notice.
Tlie Five O’clock

There has been

But the

est Chamois skin.

OUR TABLE CLOTH SALE

have no further use for then*,
and the sale offers a splendid
dpportunity to obtain horses at
No

high

I wl

PILLOWSSLIPS.

Is

pink,

Silk. Only three
brown,
navy and garcolors,
The Bengaline Cord is
net.
ridge across the fabric.

Mriror

yards wide by 2 1-2 yards long, 3 inch hem. 38 cents each.
1-4 yards wide by 2 1-2 yards long, 3 inch hem, 48 cents each.
1-2 yards wide by 2 1-2 yards long, 3 inch hem, 50 cents each.
1-4yards wide by 2 3-4 yards long, 3 inch hem,59 cents each,

we are

of

RHADAME.
Very soft
and heavy in the hand, 24

just booming for the reason that
having changed their road bargains.
the brood mares to be offered for salo of F’orest avenue, on
the arrival of a pany,
to electricity and having no furwill be some of the richest bred young little son.
Bargain No. 1. 58 inch All Linen Cream Damask, in patterns
ther use for a large number of
in
a
the
recent
Jones of
country.
their horses, have derided to 3 1-3 yards long, 95 cents each.
matrons,
: Rufus
Riverton,
At the stables of Charles W. Morse «». graduate of the Deering High school, is sell at public auction on Tuesin
Bargain No. 2. 62 inch heavy All Lineu, Bleached Damask,
at lO a. m„ at St.
Bangor there is a pair of Arabian horses attending Haverford College, Pennsyl- day, Nov. 5th,
2 1-2 yards long, $1. 25 each.
St. stable, near Union Sta- patterns
John
whioh attract much attention. Mr. Morse vania.
tion, Portland, Maine, positively
Bargain No. 3. 64 inch Bleached Damask, tine quality, in patpurchased a fine Von Molke colt of S. A.
Riverton people are rejoicing in the without reserve or limit,
one
terns 2 1-2 yards long, $1.50 each.
Maxiield of Bangor.
nrosnect of having the electrics come up hundred desirable driving and
The bay yearling filly, full sister
to their way.
work horses; weight from 1,000
Bargain No. 4. 66 inch Satin Finish Bleached Damask, assoreach; good horses, fine ted patterns, 2 1-2 yards long, $1.63 each.
Constantine 2.12}^, being by Wilkes Boy,
| Mrs. Georgiaua Johnson of Poland, is to 13,000 suitable
for grocery,
dam Kincora,' by Membrino Patohen, has visiting her grandson,
Philip Ashley workers,
lumbering. Z
Bargain No. 5. 66 inch Satin Finished Bleached Damask, in
teaming, hack and
been sold for $3500 by T. C.
DnllnAnil f
Anglin to Johnson, of College St, Deering.
patterns 3 yards long, $1.95 each.
W. H. Crawford and Ed Bither.
Rev. Frederic T. Nelson was ordained pany have long liad the reputaMay
If you want to see the widest and heaviest and handsomest
Elec- to the Christian ministry, and installed tion of owning the finest lot of
King 2.31J4, bay stallion nine, by
New
in
railroad
dam
of
on
horses
tioneer,
any
Bleached Table Linen ever sold at one dollar per yard, please ex.
May Queen 2.30, by Norman pastor of All Souls’ church, ; Deering,
has been sold by -Will Young
amine ^o. 6, and if you wish to purchase the same it will cost you
to John Friday evening last. The exercises were England.
The sale of these horses will in patterns 2 1-2 yards long, $2.00 each.
Madden for a long prioe.
intensely interesting, and participated in be absolute and positive as they
nn.ilonJ

1

season

by 37 inch, 2 1-2 inch hem, 12 cents each.
Hemstitched Sheets and Pillowslips to match.

HUNDRED

mi.

tints

BENGALINE

for

\

The Portland Railroad Com-

gas-light

Evening
EXQUISITE
nile-green, heliotrope,

41 inch

BY PORTLAND R. R. CO.

»t times has been the home of over five
hundred trotters, Mr. Jewett has decided cently visited friends at Deering Center,
to retire from active business operations.
afterwards going from there to Windham
Patchen Wilkes, by George Wilkes, will to attend the Friends Quarterly meeting,
be the star of the sale, which is down for lately held there.
next week. He is the sire of twenty perCongratulations are in order from tho
formers in the 2.30 and 2.20 class. Among friends of Mr. and Mrs. Elbridge Bailey

Brocade

SILKS.

^ale-blue, white, &c, &c.
Dollar silks, special price, 59 cts.

40 inch by 36 inch, 2 inch hem, 6 1-4 cents each.
41 inch by 36 inch, 2 inch hem, 9 cents eaeh.

HORSES

50 cts.

at

its. instead of 58.
So at 50 cts. it must go.

BROS.

BLEACHED

Sale

on

only.

All Silk Rhadame

BLEACHED SHEETS.
2

special price

a

This is ilia line that the advertiser made a
Mistake on. The special-bargain-prlce given
lim to advortise was “58” cts.
riy some slip
)f the pen he advertised it last evening at 50

yards wide by 2 1-2 yards long, 3 inch hem, 38 cents each.
2 1-4 yards wide by 2 1-2 yards long, 3 inch hem, 42 cents each.
2 1-4 yards wide by 2 3-4 yards long, 3 inch hem, 45 cents each

Sarsaparilla

with

them for this week

2

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Important

hining things.

IT’S

UNBLEACHED SHEETS.

2
NEW

the

glorified

THE Shining Silk’s Sensation that we’re talking about.
The silks that you see sample
ots of in our west window.
The splendid silks that you see
still more of m the Silk department

Here we are right in the midst of it. A constant rusli after the
big values offered in this department. Nothing more than we anticipated and so you see we are fully prepared to meet the demands. Sheets aud pillowslips take the front rank this week,
and no wonder. Look at the prices below:

DSll*« the after-dinner pill and
alls family cathartic. 2oC.

rp

weaving

But

..

in my house and gladly recommend it, for
the benefit I have received.” Mrs. A.
Lynch, Pettingill’n Coiner, Maine.
US

TIIE

SILK WORM worked out

silk and
were only half.
Dye and finish

form. I had the best medical
skill obtainable, seven doctors
attending me at different times,
but they could do nothing for
me; I was tapped 13 times and
,,
they took from me in all 78 gallons of water. Tho physicians told my wife that my
case was hopeless; my friends and
relations were notified of my condition that they
might take a last farewell. Among my friends was one who advised me to take Kickapoo
Indian Sagwa; I did so, and soon after I commenced taking it there was a marked change
for the better. The bloat left my bowels and the swelling in my limbs decreased
rapidly. In less than a month I was back in my normal condition. I have been gaming
health and strength ever since, and to-dav I am a well man, thanks to Kickapoo Indian
Sagwa. I will gladly answer anybody seeking information.”
There are many cases equally as marvelous continually being recorded. Do not delay
if you are in such danger, and above all do not use medicines containing mineral poisons
that may seemingly give relief for a short time, but which in reality hastens the death
which is inevitable, with improper treatment. Take Kickapoo Indian Sagwa, when you
first experience any of the symptoms that denote a deranged condition of any of the great
life maintaining centers. Don’t neglect what you think is only a coated tongue, loss of
appetite, sleeplessness, a sallow complexion, a general feeling of lassitude—these are warnings of some serious disease, which quickly vanish ou taking Sagwa, showing that the
cause has been removed.
All druggists sell the Kickapoo Indian Remedies.

keep

I always

one.

veloped into dropsy in its worse

Since taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla. I wao
at death’s door, bloated and crippled with
rheumatism, and friends thought I could
not live. Hood’s Sarsaparilla did me a
vast amount of good and made me fee)
much younger.

the

his part of the contract not
many moons ago.
The weaver made magic with it on
1 iis wonderful looms.

followed by a complication of other troubles, which finally de-

Domestic
New Woman

short

via weaver to
journey is a

worm

vearer

===============

a

Ul LIBBY. i

was

RINES

I’m

ADVERTISEMENTS._^

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

all in Portland.

filled.

with
Petit Manan glad
in Deerisland on Sunday night.
She floated off teaching among lovers of music
but stears badly owing to damage to her ing and vicinity.
Mrs. Stella Freese Page of Massachurudder.
She will remain at Boston for
setts is visiting her parents on Pleasant
repairs.

Stonington,
aground at

v
and
h
Baking
Only

well

made on complaint of
McNamara, who is alreday prettj
discredited by the result of the hear-

yester-

Pure and Sure.”

are

Cook

An entertainment is to bo given Thursday evening of this week at the Free
Stevens Plains avenue. An atchurch,

LogoniacliIan Club.

rounded spoonfuls

of oil.
Tho libel was

tractive musical and literary programme
has been prepared. Dunham’s orchestra
Mrs. Frank L.
furnish musio.
will
Martha Hawes. Bertha
;ons which Irving Adams is
building at iVinship, Misses
Boothbay, This will be tho fourth now Frost, Miss’Buxton and others will also
of Deering’s fine readers
tessel that lie has taken to this
fishing assist. Some
leet. Pensacola now has about thirty will give selections. As the admission
fees are only twenty-five cents for adults,
sails of snapper fishermen.
Quite a number of the wind bound and fifteen for children under twelve
;oasters in the lower harbor sailed
years old, the ohapol ought to bo well

Charles
Milliken
of Augusta
has
from box 412 at 8.45 o’clock bought back
the finely
bred
young
last evening was caused by fire in the stallion Mozart, from Jamps E. I uller.
cellar of the story and a half wooden Mr. Milliken will have'Mozart gelded.
At a horse auction in Boston Thursday
building located at Nos. 29-33 Union
street, owned and occupied by W. H. several very good carriage horses were
Scott, the roofer. What oaused the fire sold for from $50 to $100 and matched

department

Port.

Auburndale, Mass., was married
There is much indignation among tht
Sills shipping men and mariners of this port
yesterday by the Rev. Dean
H.
of St Luke’sEICathedral, to Miss JElizo over tho libel of the ship William
The ship was libelled because
Owing to the bereavement in the Connor.
Starr.
was
strictly private. Captain Pendleton in an unfrequented
family the marriage
where there was little
part of tho ocean,
Not Seriously Injured.
of meeting a vessel, the captain
possibility
Mrs. Fitsimmons, who resides at the did not light his side lights, being short

Cod, South Shore, and everywhere else Medlov Ovorure—Around tho MetropAvr by B’- Beyer.
whore there was prospect
of mackerel.
olis,
Mr. Hall wroto a two-step march only
Captain Spuriing says it has been the
which will he played for
worst season for mackerel he ever
saw. last Monday,
Ill other seasons he has landed more in tho first time this./ovening.
one trip than lie has got for the whole of
tho present season.
PEERING.

The alarm

the

Concert at the Second Parish.

with

Matteson—Starr.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

anil

No man in the world oan tell what has
la used this scarcity.
I think one cause
of tho scarcity is the destruction of small
Bsh by some means.
About the middle of November Captain
Spuriing will go to the Gulf of Mexico to
Ho
hard to support, engage in the red-snapper fishing.
.vilhtake down a new schooner of
fifty

bo held for bigamy. No reply
Mrs. West says
yet been received.
that her life with West was most unhaphe drank and ill treated her
py. That
and
the children. She will apply for a
Sho now'lives at No. 66 Dougdivorce.
the
has

street and
herself and children.

prescribed:

Angostura Bitters to
with dyspepsia.

beat,

choked,

lass

Baby cried,
Mother sighed,
Doctor

mariners indignant.

Lobster Wardens Gribben and Barbour
that
states
they went on a |
seized seven hundred short lobsters on
business trip and finally went to Evans
j
tho steamer Phantom yesterday forenoon.
Mills, near Watertown, N. Y., where her j
and Oxford
streets,
There were only two legal lobsters in tho corner of Washington
first child was born, November 13, 1892.
in tho stair,
or hor foot
heel
her
caught
wholo
lot.
They came from Little
Later theyjremovod to Worcester and then j
in her skirt anil fell down a flight of a
to Portland,
coming here in 1894, and ; Choboaguo.
dozen stairs Sunday morning. Slio was
were all in boxes similar to
those
They
street.
took a ront at No. 29 Frederick
her friends
bruised, anil
in which cunners and smelts are usually somewhat
Here her little girl was born May 23,
was internally injured, but
she
thought
Juno 11th of that year Mrs. shipped in, and were well calculated to
1894. On
her physician, Dr. McDonough, says she
West says her husband left, ostensibly on deceive the officers.
was not badly hurt.
The
lobsters
were
all
and
live
were
a business trip and has never returned.
A copy of the New York Recorder of thrown into the dock.
The Cadet Baud Ball.
They were consigned to New York
sent to Mrs.
11th has been
October
the American Cadet band ball
Tonight
parties.
West, that says:
at
City hall should draw a large party.
Ouo
of
tho
six
lobsters
large
weighed
10.—Eugene
“Philadelphia, October
The band will give a delightful concert
Benjamin West was on trial here today pounds, a very unusual weight for a
at the first of the evening at whioh Mr.
of aggravated assault and lobster
a charge
on
now-a-days.
the now leader, will play sevbattery on his wife. West, who describes
No one knows who tho shipper of those R li. Hall,
his business as a manufacturer and dealThere will
eral solos on his gold oornet.
in dental specialties, advertised in a lobsters is. If caught the lino would be
er
be a fine order of dances.
New York paper for a wife. Hejreceived a dollar for each.
selected one correspon32 answers, and
Tho following will ba the programme:
Captain Ben Spuriing, of the Lizzie
at Ticonderoga, N. Y.
He went
dent
R. B. Hall
Maroh—Ic
depend tia,
yesterday, Overture—Morning, Noon and Night
there after a short correspondence, met Maud, arrived in his vos e
Ho
the girl, who was in her 19th year, and ifter a season spent in maukereling.
Suppe
in Vienna,
married her. They came to Philadelphia.
Wallace
the middle of April, and has been
began
According to his wife’s statements he on the
y J. B. Claus
Cape Shore, Bay of Fundy, Cape
and otherwise abused her
and

“Mrs, Mmsiow’s

25cts.

Fish Wardens.

about

WEDDINGS.

>

of
hitherto
Dr. Russelle’s many cures
supposed incurable cases by the gift of
healing with which he is so amply endowed
has struck bis would be competitors dumb
with despair. His offices are tbronued daily
those who
by patients recommended by
all
hsive been cured by Dr. Pus6eile ufter
others had failed. Consultation free, 199 1-2
Middle street.

new cases are taken
Nov. 1st. Office, 307

a roan

thermore

New Wants, To Let, For Sale, Lost. Found
and Similar advertisements will lie found under
heir aspropriate heads on Page 0.

Temple’s

West,

47 years of age, who was a manufacturer
ami
dealer in
dental specialties, was
married to Miss Clara F. S. Seeger in
Chicago, October 20, 1801. Ho had a good
business, so his wife says, and she fur-

Pines Bros—2.
Kisk & Goff
Paine Furniture Co.

der Dr.

Large Seizures of Short Lobsters by

land.

Eugeno Benjamin

Co.
Owen. Moore
J. 11. Libby.
Larrabee.
Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.

SIDE.

HARBOR

W*.St tlie Lawful Wife Lives in Port-

ADVERTISEMENTS TODAY.
&

THE

SAID TO BE A BIGAMIST.
Mrs.

NEW

————

.i

PALMER SHOE CO.

P. S.
Mrs. Kair Allah a Syrian Missionary has a collection of Turkish
embroideries for sale in

our

sample

room.

Mrs. Kair Allah is finishing her
medical education in this country
and the sale of these oriental curios
is for the purpose of paying her educational expenses.
We reccommend her to all Christian

people,
J. R. LIBBY.

